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Korg Wavestation is the first 
synthesizer that actually lets you 
control the essential building 
blocks of sound — waveforms. 

Its extraordinary power comes 
from three unique and highly 
sophisticated technologies: Wave 
Sequencing, Advanced Vector 
Synthesis and Dynamic Digital 
Multi-Effects. 
A 32-voice ROM based synth, 

the Wavestation is equipped with 
over 350 on board waveforms. 
Multi-sampled instruments, 
attack transients, digital wave-
forms, fat analog sounds, time 
slices and PCM loops. 

Plus important new ways to 
connect those sound sources. 

Wave 
Sequencing 
Because any one sequence 

can consist of up to 256 
different sound elements all 
linked in succession, you can 
create a completely original 
Wave Sequence that constantly 
changes over time. 

Advanced 
Vector Synthesis 
More powerful than Vector 

Synthesis, it lets you crossfade 
and mix four combinations of 
samples, attack transients, 
complex waveforms or Wave 
Sequences. You've got ultimate 
control. 

For a catalog of Korg products send your name 

and address. plus $1.00 ter postage and handling to: Korg USA. 89 Frost St.. Westbury, NY 11590 

Dynamic Digital 
Multi-Effects 
The Wavestation has 46 

dramatic new digital effects and 
a stunning variety of Real Time 
Dynamic Controls to modify those 
effects using wheels, pedals and 
MIDI controllers. 

Its open ended system architec-
ture means you can always bring 
new sounds in from Korg's exten-
sive library of ROM and RAM 
cards. 
Koig Wavestation. Make 

sounds that change the shape of 
music with the synthesizer that 
makes waves. 

KORG 
WAVESTATION 

U11111111111=11 
Ç Korg 1990 



THIS YEAR WILL SEE MANY OBSERVANCES OF THE TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF L.OHN LEN NON'S 

DEATH. ' NTER ORS SERVES AS IA MORE] APT TRIBUTE, FOR LIKE MUCH OF LENNON'S BEST 

W ORK, THE AuEUM PRESENTS POP MUSIC THAT IS , AT BOTTOM. ANTI -POP.. SUCH PROFOUND 

AMSVA_ENCE OFTEN LEADS TO GREAT MUSIC , AND INTERIO RS IS A GREAT RECORD....****" 

— ROLLING STONE 

14 EAR, SEPARATION, TRANSCENDENCE , CHANGE—THIS WOMAN HAS 

TIIOUGHT ABOUT THE TOUGH STUFF... .A" 

-ReERT CHRISTGAU, THE VILLAGE VOICE 

"INTERIORS." THE FIRST ALBUM ENTIRELY WRITTEN AND PRODUCED BY 1117tR101t$ 
ROSANNE CASH. FEATURING W HAT W E REALLY W ANT, PLUS REAL WOMAN, AND ON THE INSIDE, ON COLUMBIA. 

SEE ROSANNE CASH ON VH-I""! 

WHÉN THE LIGHTS GO OUT, ALL YOU AN SEE IS THE TRUTH 

MANAGEMENT: WILL BOTWIN FOR SIDE ONE MANAGEMENT 

"Cclumbia" Beg. U.S. Pat Tm. Oft. by CBS Records Inc. e 1990 CBS Records Inc. 
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You Always Step On The Ones You Love. 

; + OUTPUT 1,NPUll+ 

+OUTPUT° INPUT ID+ 

Tremolo/Pan 
PN-2 

•:•:•:. .::::•• ••1 More bad news for Parents Against Rock 
./ 'N' Roll. We've got three new effects pedals here 

and, boy howdy, if they don't make a few hairs 
stand on end, we're in the wrong business. 

Pedal number one is the PN-2 Tremolo/Pan. It 
features an auto-panning function that continuously 
shifts sounds in the field from left to right, and vice 

versa. The tremolo effect gives you the same kind 
of sound you'll find on a classic guitar amp. And, 
used in conjunction with the triangular modula-

tion mode, it can give you authentic rockabilly or 
' surf music sounds. 
Next is the OS-2 OverDrive/Distortion which, as the 

name leads you to believe, combines overdrive and distor-
tion. It uses an ingenious "asymmetric overdrive circuit" 

I 

4 4- OUTPUT iNptrr 4-

Enhancer 
EH-2 

ejAree111.; 

to simulate the warm, responsive distortion charac-
teristics of a vintage tube amp, along with a special 
distortion circuit to give you those ever-popular 
powerful, sustaining sounds. 

Iast but not least, we have our EH-2 Enhancer. 
This pedal restores the dynamics, brilliance and 
presence of sounds that have lost their clarity dur-
ing signal processing. When used with a guitar, the 
EH-2 enhances the picked tone's frequency accord-
ing to picking strength, creating an exceptionally 

expressive effect. 
Well, that about does it for our pedals.We 

love them. We think you will too. Just don't tell 
your mom. 

RolandCorp US, 7200 Dominion Circle, R511309 
Los Angeles, CA 90040-3647. (213)685-5141   S® 
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BRUCE HORNSBY'S 
SIMPLE VALUES 

-.7w quiet piano player worked srulite witheel 
Mention or a record deal, ine his 30s. Then he 
finend himself with a pop hit anti mddenly uns 
creording with Dylan, writirg with Dbn Henley; 
and asked to join the Gratefid Fend. Vow dces 

Iloinsby stay mimed: 
BI PAUL N E.RstN 

66 

OKI O .. 

DANNY GOTTL EB 
Il hat not to do when plang 1411: 

A jazz drummeradcpis. 
101 BIEN MATRINOL1 

68 

CI IT I3 

DAVID GRISSOM 
I ustin's firebrand ignite be2iad Joe Ely. 

BY PETER CRONIN 

72 

s s 

MARK DRESSER 
winkling the rruege qf the ..Ya.s, wide tepee 

techniquesfrom the ay-an-game and 
harmonics JiinnlYendrix.. 
B ENE SA T »a o 

76 

DAVID LANZ 
ll'hen the obscure jazz jeurisesinpljfief 

his style, he found himself a new age superserr 
By ALAN DI P raNN 

80 

FERVOR \ C E 

JOHN LEE HOOKER 
.In all-star tribute is heavy.« the flash 

. and light on the bares. 
B1 Tor,. Scueams. 

82 

E N E I., 0 I. It E N T 

SYNTH SENSATIONS 
ilhat's new in vectorirJui" 
B Y ALAN DI PERIN• 

DEPARTMENT 
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13 FACES Soup Dragons, 'Uwe Crew, m 
16 CHARTS Hammer Finale 
93 SOUND OFF! Rob Dallied 
87 RECORDINGS Christmas Bur Guiek 
92 SHORT TAKES ftliitne,;72 & Benny 
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FINDING ROBERT JOHNSON 
It's been more than Oyears since the king qf the Delta blues singers was murdered. Yet his inffuence is greater 
now than it has ever been Musician recruited some «Johnson's most illustrious students to untangle the 

music, the man and the mystery. 
BY TONY SCHERMAN at ANDREW FRANKLIN 

CHRIS THOMAS 
On why Robert Johnson's music matterx in 1990. 

ERIC CLAPTON 
Tapping into Johnson's pain ave/fear: 
"The ones who become great artists/alce 
the spark to iLs.futal cymclusion as qaiddy 

aspossibk." 

ROBBIE ROBERTSON 
Onselling your soul and other potent myths. 

KEITH RICHARDS 
Love cif the blues united the teenage Rolling Stones. 

JIM DICKINSON 
A Southern record producer talks about Johnson's Nark 

humorand surrealism, 

7 
FRONT MANI 

VANILLA ICE 
Proof qf the old adage: "W had had a white boy who 
could rap like a black I'd make a million dollars." 

B Y Tom M OON 

19 
NOI rlIMAIICRS 

SOUL ASYLUM 
Rockinghard without losing heart 

B Y STEVE PERRI 

RY COODER 
On haw Robert tuned and played his guitar 

ROBERT PLANT 
Driving through the Delta, searchingfor the King. 

ROBERT CRAY 
Johnson was an old soul in a young body 

JOHN HAMMOND, JR. 
Illtat it means to lire as a bluesmait. 

VERNON REID 
Johnson's dread andforrboding was social as well as exis-

tential. 

BILLY GIBBONS 
On the emotion qf a man who never held back 

22 
THE ROSINESS 

BILL LEVENSON 
The father qf the boxed set plans some surprise,s for 

the holiday season.. 
Bl KEVIN PUINNEY 

26 
LIVING LEGENDS 

MACEO PARKER 
James Brown's sax master explores new freedoms. 

By Tom M OON 

98 
KC ID E 

MUSICIAN PARTY JOKES 
Christmas gags for goons witheigs. 

B Y Enoir: GORODETSKY 
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Turn Your 
Next Tour Into 
A Pleasure 
Cruise. 

You know the feeling. 
Another night, another 
show. And you've got 

a few hours at best to 
get your system 
up and running. 
Imagine how 
much easier your 
job could be if 
every component 
in your system had 
been originally 

designed to work flaw-
lessly with each other. From 

power amps and signal processing to monitor and house 
mixing consoles to the loudspeaker systems themselves. 

With a perfectly matched system, your next tour could 
be a pleasure cruise. Well, the same thought has occurred 
to us, too. The advantages are unmistakable. 

Our concept is one of a fully integrated system, incor-
porating JBL, UREI, Soundcraft and Seck products. The 
payoffs include fast set-up and tear-down, effortless 
soundcheck, superb performance, maximum depend-
ability and total support from your JBL dealer backed by 
a company that cares about how you sound. 

So, before you make any final decisions about your 
sound reinforcement system, whether you're starting 
from scratch or adding on, stop by your JBL Professional 
dealer. Let them show you a pure JBL system and get 
ready to cruise through your next tour. 

JBL 
UREI 
ELECTRONIC 
PRODUCTS Soundcraft SECK 

JBL Professional 
8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329 
Il A Harman International Company 



our first album and single have 

both gone straight to Number 

One. Did you expect "Ice Ice 

Baby" to top the pop charts? 

No. I knew it was a hit—I didn't 

know it was a pop hit. I didn't 

think any pop stations would ever be play-

ing this. When we finished it, I thought it 

might do okayin the hip-hop community. 

You are the first rap artist evert° have a 

Number One pop hit. Whaes 

so special about Vanilla Ice? 

It's the terminology I use. 

I'm not like some suburban 

kid trying to rap. When you 

listen to Vanilla Ice, you get 

me. If you listen to New Kids 

on the Block, you get Mau-

rice Starr. I produced it, I 

wrote it, you get what was in 

my head at the moment. I've 

been rapping since the sev-

enth grade. My audience can 

tell I'm from the streets. 

Who is your audience? 

People who are into posi-

tive raps, raps that tell a sto 

ry. You could make a movie 

off of every one of my raps. 

Do you think the fact that 

you're white made it easier 

for you to cross over? 

It's music. ft doesn't have to do with color. 

You could be-white. Puerto Rican, Jewish, 

whatever. You have to have some kind of 

positive thing to contribute. Rap is definitely 

a black music form, and you have to under-

stand that. I grew up a block from the proj-

ects, went to the same school with mostly 

black kids from the neighborhood, got into 

the same trouble they did. listened to the 

same music they did. 

You've been called a colorizer You've been 

called the rap Elvis. 

I'm not Elvis, I'm Vatulla Ice. I'm not a col-

orizer, either. There are only three white 

acts that ever made it—the Beastie Boys, 3rd 

Bass and Vanilla Ice. The reason you don't 

see as many white _people in it is because 

rap comes from the streets. White people 

can't dance. They got no rhythm, no con-

nection to the streets. I know when I'm 

onstage I feel the same way as black people 

feel. I can tell by the way they're moving. I 

look at white people in the audience and 

want to tell them to look around, and I keep 

thinking, "It's so easy! Why can't you get it?" 

Did you pattern your style after any partic-

ular rapper? You grew up in Miami; did the 

Bass sound have an effect? 

No, it's my own style. You have to gain 

your respect, and I think.I have. My lyrics 

aren't soft, not smooth at all. Why that is is, 

I'm a battle-ax. I love to battle anybody. I'd 

battle L.L. Cool J, anybody. It would be two 

totally different styles, and let the crowd 

decide. A lot of rappers 

have a problem now 

where the music sounds 

good, but it sounds to() 

much like something 

that's already out there. 

My stuff is on the story-

telling line. You can 

understand it. It's real 

decided that I'm going to be positive, 

because that relates to my own life. I used to 

be in some messed-up gang stuff. I got 

stabbed five times. The last time, they got a 

main artery. I woke up in the hospital and 

felt like my life had changed. I got a second 

chance. I realized' that the street stuffwas 

not the cool thing to do. It was ignorant. 

I ou are ourrently on the MC. Hammer tour 

Did thffigs change when "Ice Ice Baby" brolce? 

About the last seven weeks, 

they've been going nuts. Nowl can 

barely hear my music when I get 

onstage. People know the songs. 

Last week I went to a mall in Min-

neapolis. Thought it was no big 

deal. We had 400 people following 

us around. Finally we had to hire 

the mall security, and they had to 

close down the stores I wanted to 

shop in to the public. It was wild. 

Why is your real identity such a 

closely guarded secret? 

I feel like I need to give my family 

and my loved ones some protection. 

Plus the stuff with the gangs. It's 

mainly for protection. It wouldn't be 

that hard to look me up. 

Have you ever been arrested? 

Yeah, I have been arrested, I 

have a record. No warrants out-

standing right now, though. I just 

don't want anybody looking me up. 

What is the future qfrap? 

Rap is gonna change, no matter what. It's 

a new era, new style. There's a lot of chore-

ography now. It's definitely here to 

stay, and it's not primitive, either. 

It's not a couple of guys with a 

drum machine and some rhymes. 

You'll see live drums, six-string 

bass, electric guitar. I start a head-

lining tour on the eighteenth of 

December. I'm going to bring a 

live drummer and a live bassist. 

It's gonna be a killer show. We're using the 

high-quality lasers—the kind you need a 

permit for—and the stage has a huge ice 

cube that comes out of the sky. It's filled with 

smoke, and when it lands it cracks and the 

smoke goes everywhere. You can't even see 

me until the smoke clears. —Tom Moon 

uffillE PEOPLE CAh T 

DANCE. I KNOW WHEN 

IN ONSTAGE I PEE_ I 

IHE SAME WAY 

BUICK PEOPLE FEEL." 
I 

clear. I don't sound like Run-DMC or M.C. 

Hammer. I sound like Vanilla Ice. I came out 

with something original that worked. 

Da you feel the responsibility of being a 

role model now? 

Yeah. It's already happening. Kids are 

buying my stil ff. I've pretty much already 

Phologniph: Michael Latine/Outline ' MUSICIAN January 1991 • 7 



WsiNION MNIISNI1 
0111(iiINAL SOUND TRACK FROM 

TUNE IN -TOMORROW.. 

"...WYNTON MARSAL S IS NSPIRING A YOJTHFUL RENAISSANCE 

OF AMERICA'S GREATEST MUSICAL TRADITION.' TIME 10 22/90 

TUNE IN TOMORROW 
FOR WYNTON MARSALIS TODAY. 

After his No.] album of classic songs "Standard Time Vol. 3 
The Resoluton of Romaice," Wynton Marsclis moves ahead to 
"Tune In Tomorrow"-his first original motion picture soundtrack. 

Set in Wyntcn's ticmetown of New Orleans, tie film's music 
perfectly captures the rch heritage of tbc Crescent City-

through both Wyntors original compositRons and his Inspired 
performances with his septet, guest musicians and vocolists. 

"TUNE IN TOMORROW" THE FIRST ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK 
BY WYNTON MARSALIS. ON COLUMBIA. 
Prodw ed by Steve Epstein 
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GORDON BAIRD 
•11•1.1•11.111 
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 1SC • 11•1.1•11•111 
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BOB BRADFORD • PETER CRON I • 
DAN DORT • TOM FISHER 

SANDY MASUO • PETER B. WOSTREL 
JEFF SERREITE (CLASSIFIED) 
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clq90TDK ELECTRONICS CORP. 

Therke 
CDs 

StickTo 
Better. 

Nothing has a wider dynamic range than a CD. And with the widest dynamic range of any high bias tape, no tape 
captures more of the music on a CDthan the TDK SA-X. And to make it easy for you to set optimum recording levels 
for your CDs,. we've developed a unique Reference Tone CD. To get one, send a check for 

*TDK $3.00 (postage and handling) payable to TDK = CD to: CD Offer/Dept. HB, 
DBA Productions, 50 West 17th Street, Third Floor, New York, NY 10011. AsSeriousAsYou Get. 



INXSEX 

THANK-SS° mucH for the great arti-
cle on INXS (Oct. '90). It's about 

time the boys from Dovm Under 

were recognized for what they 

are—the band of the '80s and '90s 

(and beyond)! Just the right mix of 

rock, rhythm and intelligence—and 

you can dance to it. Now that's my 

kind of band. 
Oh, and as for Charles Young 

getting thigh-to-thigh with Andrew 

Farriss-1 knew there was a reason 

I always wanted to get into rock 

music journalism. I'd be in heaven 

if I ever got that privilege. But (for 

now) I guess I'll just have to settle 

for watching Andrew play key-

boards and guitar when the band 

tours again. 

Vicky Headley 

Alexandria, VA 

As A LONG-TIME INXS fan, I was 
really @ratified to see your excel-

lent cover story. However, I'd like 

to take exception to just one thing 

Mr. Young said, the fact that 

Michael needs six inches more 

hair in order to smolder again. Mr. 

Hutchence would smolder regard-

less of how much (or how little) 

hair he has. If Charles Young needs 

any proof, all he has to do is look at 

the photos that accompanied his 

own story. Those dark eyes of 

Michael's will smolder into the 

next ice age. 

Adrianne.McCown 

Naperville, IL 

I VVANTED TO THANK YOU for your 
coverage of INXS because I have 

always thoroughly enjoyed their 

work but as I listen to X I can't help 

but notice a seemingly deliberate 

lack of structure that melds 

together not only verse, chorus 

and bridge but also each song in 

such a manner as to make me 

wonder if Michael I lutchence 

might have been listening to the 

Smiths before he dreamed up 

the vocals for this album which 

after having listened to a few tracks 

begins to sound like a 41-minute 33-

second run-on sentence which I 

must admit I enjoyed anyway. 

lien Ullery 

Chamblee, GA 

Heavy Reeding 

ANY muscats who could read past 
the first couple of inches of Lou 

Reed's conversation with Vaclav 

Havel (Oct. '90) without looking at 

the words through tears of joy and 

rage has no soul.. tears of joy at the 

triumph of spirit of the Czech attists/ 

musicians/poets/writers and their 

people...tears of rage at the apathy 

and ignorance of far too many here 

in "the land of the free and the home 

of the brave." Thank you, Lou, for 

sharing something so inescapably 

personal, yet fundamentally univer-

sal. Everybody should be willing to 

die for the music! 

J.C. Borteler 

Austin, TX 

LOU REED'S article on Vaclav 
Havel was beautiful. 

John Densmore 

Santa Monica, CA 

YOUR VACLAV HAVEL interview by 
Lou Reed was excellent. It is exciting 

to hear how music has affected 

Ilavel's life. On February 21, Seven 

Simons was showcasing at CBGB's. 

A line of limos pulled up before our 

seL After the show, a group of about 

30 men in dark suits squeezed their 

way downstairs into the restroom. It 

seemed funny that all these guys had 

to go at once. The next day our agent 

told us that we had played for Milos 

Forman and Vaclav Havel. 

David W. Pram, Manager 

Seven Simons 

Athens, GA 

Nice Goin', Bub 

ITS NOT OFTEN I Write to 

anyone—let alone a mag. If you 

play—you don't want to do any-

thing else. But hey!!!! I've been 

catching up on my reading (cause 

girls usually distract you from that) 

so I'm a few months behind—and 

thanks for the B.U.B. contest! We 

music types in the Northwest don't 

have much of a chance to shop our 

music, and when the blues set in 

you guys show up and help in the 

inspiration department. Compli-

ments to everyone. Hey—now I'm 

being distracted so gotta go. 

Colly-Michael Howlett 

Portland, OR 

Neville Satisfied 

°LIMBER'S NEVILLE Brothers piece 
left a lot to be desired. Only one 

paragraph about brother Aaron, 

with no quotes? Then, wham, the 

article ends after not quite three fall 

pages of copy without really going 

anywhere. What happened? 'light 

for space that month? Or did a copy 

editor get carried away with his 

scissors? 

Eric Berg 

Santa Cruz, CA 

Reviewed 

IN HER REVIEW of George Michael's 
latest (Oct '90), Kristine McKenna 

has taken a cheap shot at Patti 

LaBelle by saying that George is "big 

on the kind of vocal grandstanding 

that makes Patti LaBelle such a 

tedious performer." Of the hundreds 

of adjectives that spring to mind con-

cerning her vocal and performance 

prowess, tedious is nowhere to be 

found. Words like breathtaking, 

electrifying and awesome are more 

accurate. Then again, where does a 

review that bees with a discussion 

of the hairiness of Ram Gibb and 

the "butt-wagging" of George 

Michael expect to gain credibility? A 

perfect description of Ms. McKenna's 

critical abilities would be a para-

phrase of her closing remarks in the 

George Michael review—though 

music criticism may be in her blood, 

there doesn't seem to be a lot going 

on in her head. 

Alan Dorfman 

Delray Beach, FL 

L DAVE DIMAIMINO'S review of Neil 
Young and Crazy Horse (Oct. '90), 

he concludes an otherwise positive 

review with an unnecessary nega-

tive jab at former unnamed band-

mates "who put hot dogs on their 

album covers instead of their hefty 

selves" and sing about wooden 

ships (who could this be?). This isn't 

Neil Young who is stooping low, it's 

critics like Dave DiMartino who cre-

ate imaginary relationships and 

interpret lyrics to their own ends to 

spit venom at whoever they feel like. 

Maybe they're frustrated or jealous 

of these musicians, but Neil Young 

and Crazy Horse are oustanding 

regardless of who Dave DiMartino 

thinks should be put down in order 

to make them look good. 

Steve O'Shea 

San Francisco, CA 

Congraxe 

CFIETTRUBENSTFIN from 
Chicago sent in the needi-

est entry to the Musician/ 

Takamine crummiest 

guitar contest. Chett can 

be seen burning down 

the house on his new 

Takamine NPI8C. 

PLEASE SEND LETTERS TO. MUSICIAN. 

1515 BROADWAY. NEW YORK. NY 10036. 
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THE PAUL IleCAIITNE 
WORLD TOUR 
Bee JJL ed Live! 

tk,e, 
,« highlights 

Featuring the first shire and video 

"BIB 111IDAY" 

Plus 16 other Beatles. 
Wings and McCartney classics 

recorded live from the 
Paul McCartney World Tour 19 - *94. 

On Capitol Cas i„  and Compact Discs 

11.0) I iyalebee TRIPPING THE LIVE FANTA.STIi R: 
'alien:at • live" parka ze (*el/lying:37 Heltles.X Ike F.n.1 

I, ( :a rille% rhossies On ove- 2 h )Urs anti .18 tunnies of ligitallv 
••- ,1•1•••1 numeie. Available now-on2 etssrttert, 2 eompail chiiee; 
mel 3 alb (ins from Capild. 

foe. I MeCartn.• - Hob hrier 1114..fier,m) 

&dodo, 

COT TO GET VDT IM110 

MY RIFT Dortmona' 

BIRTHDAY Aorta-wool:. 

WE ear MARROW I/ wrisloy 

THE LONG AND 

WINDING ROM/ Ai. 

SGT. PEPPER'S 10411.1 

CI.1.1111 CVO 

too feeler 

CANT OJT ME 

LOVE »arid, 

RUT ITTIIF:RF. (.7•Oherebror 

111INGS WE SAID 

1'»» ii 

14.EANOR RIGBY Itoncroihr 

MY !SLAT FACE:Weer/de:-

114CE IN THE IL.M.S./. 

I SAW BER STANDIIIIR 

1111:11F: .11ontorol 

011MIN.G 1.1» nkr. 
LET IT BF. » anti 

Pm»: tiOrinoolo 
7/pLyn 

4X/I.DIN SLCRIBERFJ 

CARRY THAT *twiny 
Till: END Toronto 



Mike JUNIÍ71, EClipSe-CIMICert Systems. •ir liattF. NE\ 

Welcome to the real world. 
Musicians, by nature, tend to fanta-

size. But when it comes to sound sys-
tems, you need to be realistic. As rea-
listic as sound contractors and 
retailers. People who endorse Sunn 
systems year in and year out. People 
like Mike Justin, owner of Eclipse Con-
cert Systems in St. Paul, Minnesota. 

"Sunn speakers are the best bar-
gains in the business. They have sub-
stanticd power handling ability, good 
audio quality, and they're attractively 
priced. We haven'tfourd anything that 
can compete." 

He's just as impressed with our 
boards. "We stock a number of other 

lines, but the Sunn ste is priced like 
the low cost ones but with substantially 
more quality andfeatures." 

What's the bottom line? "Listening 
tests. They're our biggest sales tool. 
When we have the opportunity to A/B 
demo these units, they sell themselves." 

So if you need a tougher, smarter 
way to reinforce real playing under 
real conditions, see your Sunn sound 
products dealer — and ask him to dem-
onstrate why Sunn performs best in 
the real world. 

sunn® 
Form«ne intimation on our ¡aline...ad $2 for postage and hanillint in Senn. 11.10 Columbia !Mutt. Brea. CA 92621 
In Canada. mite to T1111. P.O. Box 279.Port Coquitlam. B.C. MA .1%7. Slim in a produei line of FM1C 



Eum[ C ERVENKH 
EX-XER FINDS ECSTASY IN EXURBS 
wo years ago Exene Cer-

venka and her husband, 

actor Viggo Mortensen, 

left the City of Angels for the Great 

Unknown. "When we told all our 

people that we were packing up 

our three-month-old kid and get-

ting out of L.A. and we had no idea 

where we were going, they said, 

'You guys are nuts, you're going to 

be back here in six months," Cer-

venka recalls. The emigrants 

ended up in Idaho. " It's two years 

later and I think we've done okay. It 

was really hard. People are always 

limiting themselves as to what they 

think they can do. I'd like to be an 

example in any small way I can that 

there's no limitations." 

Running Sacred (Rhino), her 

second solo album since X went on 

hiatus, is Exene's testament to that 

effect. That's same' not a typo: In 

the woods and open country of 

The Cavedogs UP FROM UNDERGROUND 
‘\ hat's all the fuss auuut this earthily titled rock 'n' roll band from Boston? The three Cavedogs, just back 

from their first national tour, are the proud parenteof Joy Rides for Shut-Ins, a debut album on Enigma pro-

duced by Ed Stasium.Stasium, who's wodied with Living Colour, the Ramones and Soul Asylum, has been 

in the business long enough to pick 'em, and he's been looking at the Cavedogs since 1986. After a deal 

with Relativity Records soured, the band went through two years of frustrating New York showcases. "We 

gigged relentlessly!" says goateed guitasist Todd Spahr. "Whenever somebody even got a whini, we 

would truck up to CBGB's on a Tuesday night and play in front of nobody to showcase for them. We got 

better, though." Apparently: Enigma Records signed them in 1989. 

The group, also inauding bassist Brian Stevens and drummer Mark Rivers, honed its skills through . 

four steady years in Roston-area dubs. Despite their grassroots rise, the Cavedogs made it through with a pure pop 

sense intact, à la the Kinks or the Smithereens. "That's where we're coming from, swear to God," says Stevens. Even if the band mem-

bers haven't been able to quit their day jobs yet, morale is certainly high, and Stevens says the band is looking ahead. "That's what we're excited 

about. The next record we'll be able to make in one sitting—it's gonna be lots of fun!" —CArrrEa ALAN 

Idaho, Cervenka, the ex-Catholic 

punk/poet/priestess, found God. 

Actually, Goddess: " I base a lot of 

my beliefs on a great sprit, god-

dess, earth-based, mother-based 

situation, rather than a father, out-

side-of-the-earth-based belief." 

Cervenka denies being a New 

Ager. Her spirituality is one of poet-

ic observation rather than medita-

tive tuning out. Proof: Turn to "Red 

Dirt," her rolling folk sob about 

"going out to the desert and cry-

ing," or her timely cover of Hazel 

Dickens' "Will Jesus Wash the 

Bloodstains from Your Hands." 

Cervenka is still vitally connected to 

the here and now; she's just 

changed her tone. "There's a little 

tiny step between running scared 

and then suddenly running sacred. 

That's what this record is about: 

taking chances." 

—EVELYN MCDONNELL 

Photographs: John Soares MUSICIAN January 1991 • 13 



Mary Morello 
MOMS 'N. DADS FOR ROCK 'N' ROLL 

"Isn't it ironic that the Soviet Union freed its newspapers to print 
whatever they want on the same day the 2 Live Crew were arrest-
ed in Ronda? So who's becoming repressive and who's becoming 
free?" 

Frank Zappa, right? Luther Campbell? Try Mary Morello, a 66-
year-old Midwestern mom. Morello—whose son Tom is the gui-
tarist for Geffen recording artists Lock Up—got involved in the cen-
sorship fracas in 1987, when she delivered a pas_sionate defense 
of a video screened by Tipper Gore's Parents Music Resource 
Center at a PTA meeting in Morello's ironically named hometown 
of Libertyville, Illinois. 

Last spring, Morello took $200 of her own money and a $100 
contribution from Lee Ballinger of Rock and Roll Confidential  
and formed Parents for Rock and Rap, a grassroots organiza-
tion that vows "to monitor legislation and work to expose and 
combat all forms of music censorship." 

Today, PFRR's 250-plus members in 45 states are busy con-
tacting politicians to ascertain where they stand on freedom of 
expression, and lobbying store owners to keep controversial 

records like 2 Live Crew's As Nasty As They Wanna Be on the shelves. 
Morello herself continues to besiege senators, congressmen, newspapers and radio and TV talk 

shows to proselytize for artistic freedom. 
In the planning stages is an even more ambitious strategy that will borrow from the conservative/fundamentalist arsenal: a 

nationwide boycott of major corporations deemed either soft on first-amendment rights or openly sympathetic to the PMRC's 
restrictive policies. And the activists aren't all youthful. "You'd be amazed at the number of grandmothers and grandfathers 
who are members," boasts Morello. —JOHN D'AGosiiNo 

INQUIRIES AND COIVIRIBUT1ONS CAN BE SENT TO M ORELLO, A RETIRED SCI-OOLTEACHER, AT PARENTS FOR ROCK AND RAP, P.O. BOX 53, LJBEFiTYVILLE, IL 60048. (BE SURE TO 
DOUBLE-CHECK YOUR SPELLING, PUNCTUATION AND PENMANSHIP.) 

Florida's Criminal Justice 
AS NASTY AS THEY WAN NA BE 

The Florida obscenity trial of 2 Live 

Crew ended in a quick acquittal for 

the rappers. The Broward County 

jury proved to be a lot more open-

minded than the prosecution 

expected. The jurors tried compos-

ing their own raps during breaks in 

the case, and they giggled at the prosecution's fumbling attempts to 

play for the court bootleg tapes of a 2 Live Crew concert. One 

juror-76-year-old Helena Bailie—said that during deliberations she 

was moved by the arguments of juror Beverly Resnick, 65, who said, 

"You take away one freedom and pretty soon they're all gone." One of 

the prosecutors, assistant state attorney Pedro Dijols, told the New 

York Tunes that he regretted that Mrs. Bailie, a 1936 Harvard graduate, 

was on the jury because "she was a sociologist, and I don't like sociolo-

gists. They try to reason things out too much." 

The 2 Live Crew victory was not without bitter ironies. Another 

Florida jury had already convicted record store owner Charles Free-

man of obscenity for the crime of selling 2 Live Crew's album. Also, the 

rock group Too Much Joy was awaiting trial because they performed 

some 2 Live Crew songs at a recent Florida concert. 

HE PER 
WHAT BECOMES A NON-LEGEND MOST? 

Call the Whispers doo-

wop veterans. Call 'em Old 

Kids on the Block. But what-

ever you do don't call 'em 

legends. That word makes 

the hair on singer Walter 

Scotts neck stand on end. 

"We see that all the 

time from younger acts," he says. "They very hur-

riedly want to make you a legend. That's a nice way 

of saying, 'Get out of the way so we can come.' It's 

really a backhanded compliment." 

In a way, the Whispers are too new to the business 

to be thought of as legends anyway That might seem a 

strange thing to say about a 25-yearold stand-up vocal 

group. But the fad is, though they got together in LA. at 

the ' 60s, the Whispers diet ht their commercial stride 

until 1980 with their smash dance single, "And the 

Beat Goes On." 

In the decade since then, this group of doo-wop 

purists has managed a quiet consistency on the black 

music charts, culling hits 

from albums evenly bal-

anced between In3thy 

dance numbers they do 

for radio and sophisticat-

ed ballads they do for 

themselves. Their other 

hits include 1987's hyp-

notic "Rock Steady" and the mom recent ' Innocent." 

Scott says the group's success is a tribute to their 

ability to work out a compromise between con-

science and commerciality. "We came along in an 

era where it was about vocal gymnastics," he says. 

"Now you've got to sing to an instrument and let it 

damn near be featured. It used to bother us a great 

deal. In fact, it bothered us with 'And the Beat Goes 

On.' We had sung ballads for years and then we tried 

this new technique and got a near- double- platinum. 

After that," he concedes with a laugh, "we had no 

problems letting the instrument be featured." 

-LEONARD POTS, Jr. 
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The Soup Dragons HOT N SPICY 

he name Soup Dragons comes from 

the early '70s, when it seemed like a 

lot of the kids' TV shows in the U.K. 

were made by former '60s acid 

heads," explains Sean Dickson, 

wrapping each ward in a thick Scot-

tish burr. "I used to watch a cartoon 

called 'Clangers,' about quiet little 

green creatures who lived on the 

moon, grew musical trees and got 

soup from a soup dragon. It was so surreal, 

you could imagine Salvador Dali making it." 

In that spirit, the Glasgow quartet "tries to 

appeal to the subconscious" on its second LP, a 

collection of rockin' pop tunes layered with 

dense production touches. While he says 

Lovegod reflects the inspiration of everyone 

from T. Rex to George Clinton to Jinn Hendrix, 

Dickson firmly rejects comparisons to Robyn 

Hitchcock, despite a shnilar wry edge in his 

vocals. 

Why Lovegod? "A lovegod is an icon, a sex-

ual fantasy," he observes, "but to love god is to 

love something pure, which is the exact oppo-

site. I feel sex and religion are very closely 

related." Dickson mocks mainstueam propri-

ety throughout the album, belittling big-time 

evangelism in "Crotch Deep Trash" and mix-

ing passion and brutality in "Kiss the Gun." 

Their anything-goes cover of the Stones 

oldie "I'm Free" epitomizes the Dragons' art-

ful irreverence. Featuring a reggae toast by 

Black Uhuru's Junior Reid and support from 

the International Gospel Choir, this rousing 

update bears only a passing resemblance to, 

the original, though there's no mistaking the 

subversive attitude. "It would have been easy 

to include a song where every other word was 

'fuck' and get banned," Dickson grins, "but I 

see that as just sensationalism. Singing 'I'm 

free to do what I want, any old time' is the 

same as saying 'Fuck the world,' only in a 

classier way." 

—JON YOUNG 

HAL WILLNER RECORDS WILLIAM BURROUGHS 

illiam Burroughs, the 

wizened storyteller 

whose patrician drawl and dry, 

creaky voice chronicled the 

decay and puritanism of 

post-atom bomb America, 

earned his rep for being acid-

tongued, not cooperative- Pro-

ducer Hal Wiliner claims, " I 

think this is the first time that 

anyone has gone to his house 

with a tape recorder and spent 

that much time. We had a visit 

with William and that's what 

the record is." The record? 

Willner and Nelson Lyon's 

reproduction of Dead Oity 

Radio, featuring Burroughs' 

dry, solomonic prose. 

Wiliner spent 12 hours to 

come up with one hour of tape 

which he set to the stock 

music of the NBC Orchestra, 

Photograph: (bottom. Chris Buck 

along with snippets of John 

Cale, Sonic Youth, Donald 

Fagen, Lenny Pickett and 

Cheryl Hardwick. Mualolan 

faxed four questions to Bur-

roughs in Lawrence, Kansas. 

He faxed back four answers. 

Does music add more reso-

nance, rhythm or meaning to 

your work? 

"Yes." 

Does it force you to adjust 

your phrasing or delivery? 

"No. The vocal tapes were 

made before the music was 

chosen by Hal Willner, as the 

liner notes make clear." 

You've had work banned in 

the past. Do you have any 

comments on how the labeling 

of records affects the cultural 

landscape? 

"No specific comment, but 

I've always been opposed to Aaron Copland arrangements. 

censorship in any form, pub- The contrast is beautiful." 

Holy and explicitly." —DON PALMER 

Did you write the new work 

for Dead Oily Radio? 

"No, except for 'Dinner 

Conversation' and 

'After • Dinner 

Conversation,' 

which are 

obviously 

candid tapes 

as their titles say." 

The record is far 

more communica-

tive; Burroughs' 

images can 

make you cringe, if 

not recoil. The project, original-

ly titled Bill with Stringer (a paro-

dy on Bird with Strings), revels, 

says Willner, in " the sound of 

his voice with strings and 

MUSICIAN 
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Top 100 Albums 
The first number indicates the position« the 

album this month, the second as position last 

month. 

I • I 14.C. Haller 
Please Hammer Don't Dart Ern 
Capitol 

2 • — AUK 
The Razors Edge/  Alco 

3 • 97 bob ke 
zb the Extreme/SBK 

4 • 4 Nadah Carey 
Mariah Carry/Columbia 

5.44 George Michael 
Listen without Prejudice YoL 
Columbia 

6 • 2 bison Philp 
Wilson Phillips/SBK 

7 • — 103 
lis-

8 8 • — Vaughan Bakers 
kinni Style/ \ ssocialed 

9 • 5 Bell Bir Devoe 
P111 ,011.\1( 

10 • 53 Warrant 
Cherry Pie/Columbia 

11 • 28 Oueensryche 
Ell/p/,-, I: \ II 

12 • 6 Poison 
Ele,h and Blood/Enigma 

13 • 16 Soundtrack 
Glm-i arese Sarabande 

14.3 Jon Bon lori 
/i/sso sí Glor/Young Guns II 
Men ors 

15 • 48 Garth Brooks 
No Trases/Capitol 

16 • — LL Cooll 
Iltinut 'wits( Iltuerit bou Ou1/1/ef Jam 

17 • 13 Faith No More 
The lira! lhing/Slash 

18 • 9 Midiael Bohon 
.„,„/ r/Columbia 

19 • 19 Slaughter 
Sad, II to >a/Chrysalis 

20 • 76 Too Short 
Dog's in the Dome/live 

21 • 14 Phil Collins 
,rrious/y/AUantic 

22 • — Iron Maiden 
Ass l', r1.1,'Irs,r the Dying/Epic 

23 • 18 Nelson 
Iler 

24 • 87 Soundtrack 
1, in h ‘i s/.1% arner Bros. 

25 • 8 Anita Baker 

26 • 12 Depeche Mode 

27 • — Judas Priest 
Nu/A 

28 • 10 Keith Sweat 
I'll Give Ill Lore to You 
\ inierianiment 

29 • — Belle Midler 
ople's Lives/Atlantic 

Soundtrack 
Ils Iioosssn/EMI 

30 • 15 

31 • — Megadeth 
nu• I tel enr/Capiltil 

32 • 40 The Righteous Brothers 
The Righteous Brothers Greatest 
flits/Verve 

33 0 — Randy Travis 
I h eee • et I liends/IIarner Bros. 

34 • 22 tiring Colour 
lout '• I p Epir 

35 * 11 New Kids on the Block 
Siva/Columbia 

36 • 7 Prince 
/;,,,lli// Bridge/Paisley Part 
Winger 
In aw Heart of the losing/ Atlantic 

»MY GI 
Johnny Gill/Motown 

37 • 21 

38 • 17 

39 * 24 land latlaon 
Janet huison's Rhythm Nation/UM 

40 • — Deee-lite 
'load CliquelElektra 

41 • — Pebbles 
irway,./mcA 

42 • 27 

43 • 20 

KM& 
ling % Ides and Runnin 'Mirthless 

Jane's Addiction 
llama eh' Is I Minim,' 
%%arner14111%. 

44'— Indigo Gids 

45 • 81 Neil Young& Crazy Horse 
Ragged Glory/Reprise 

Anthrax 
Pmistenee of Time/Mega Force 

Maxi Priest 
lismaTide/Charisma 

The Black Crows 
Shake ! Our Money Maker 
Der American 

46-4 25 

47 • 61 

48 • 60 

Top Concert Grosses 
1 11 Top, Steve Miller Band, Santana, Colin James 

Lotion thud. Dallas, TI/October 20 

2 Oingo Boinqo 

$1,115,688 

lleadows:Imphitheatrr, I,aguna (21/October 26-28 

3 Anita Bake c Perri 
For 1 heater, Detroit, NH/October 17-18 ag 20-21 

4 Julio Iglesias, by Fil 
their I•Uir, Westbury, NY/October 5-8 

5 Bridge School Benefit: Neil Young & Crazy Horse, Ints CMS), Sloe Miller Band, more 
slim., , \Mulatto, I kW', 3: r1/03.11111e3 26 

6 Bob Dylan, Lenny Kravitz 

$114,196 

$556,660 

$449,111 

$429,457 

j fie eare.. \ rir Fork, 11/(1006er 15-19 
$399,240 

7 M.C. Hammes Vanilla Ice, En Vogue 
„/ 1/111.,, 1111,11311 / 11113, Mi/October 21 

8 lames Taylor 

$392,881 

hga Iganhitheatrc Mountain I iew. Cl/Ociober 20 
$339,312 

9 Maze Featuring Frankie Beverly, Howard Hewett 
1.olt•W Wow l 11.11ingion, DC/October 12-13 

$334,525 

10 Billy Idol, Faith No More 
Cow Palace, San Francisco, CA/October 20 

$321,198 

49 • 34 Snap 
11,11,11'ou e r 

50 • — The Robert Cray Band 
Featuring the Memphis Horns 

,froirMs.rt srs 

51 • 23 Raft 

52 • 50 Garth Brooks 
( Itig mks/Capitol 

53 • — illop 
ler/N% a mer Bros. 

54 • — Grateful Dead 
\a/Arista 

55 • — Paul Simon 
Rhythm orate Saints 
Warner Bros. 

56 • 33 Medley Cite 
i'eulgood/Elektra 

57 • 79 Reba McIntire 
1111111(rr lisio 11/MCA 

58 • 66 Black Box 
firamland/RCA 

59 • 36 Head 
Itt izode/Capitol 

60 • — Slayer 
Seasons in the . 1byss 
Der American 

61 • 52 Concrete Blonde 
Blood?, 

62 • 30 Sinéad O'Connor 
Not Haul II hot Illatee 

(,or I osozo 

63 • 70 Damn Yankees 
135111111 ), MA 1 ',Mauler Bros. 

64 • 26 Aerosinith 
pumi,,(;eften 

65 • — Cady Sian 
Hare You Seen Me Lately? 
Arista 

66 • 32 bike Featuring the 2 lire Crew 
Menus el its Ilse' I 

67 • 31 Billy Idol 
( hot no el L¡fe/Chrysalls 

68 • 67 Clint Black 
Mho low /RC 

69 • 89 The Kentucky Headhunters 
eto Nasheille/Mercury 

70 • 64 Tony! Toni! noel 
The Bevityd/Wing 

71 • — Al B. Swel 
Private Times...And the Ks/role 9! 
Warner Bros. 

72 • 39 Harry Connick, Jr. 
e lie in Lot e/Columbia 

73 • — Take 6 
h 2 tiro'/Reprise 

74 • 72 Keith Whitley 
Gnat, ' I / hts/RCA 

75 • 35 En Vogue 
Born In Sing/Atlantic 

76 • 88 gob Dylm 
Under the Red Sky/Columbia 

77 • 46 Liu Stanfield 
Wes'Iiss,,/krisla 

78 • 80 Rd 
Chronides/Mercury 

79 • — Vince Gill 
II he o all lour Nome/MCA 

80 • — The Replacements 
,hoo/. //oiriT sire 

81 • 54 After 7 
r 7/I irgin 

82 • 42 Don Henley 
The bill Of the Innoretuy/Gaffen 

83 • 57 Soundtrack • 
pump p the I o(ume/MCA 

84 • 37 Boogie Down Probes« 
Edutainment/live 

85 • — Carreras-Domingo-Pavarotti 
Cairene-Domingo P(11.11rolti 
in Comrrt/London 

86 • — UB40 
Labour snow 11/VIrgin 

87 • — Kathy Matta 
I Collection «Hits/Mercury 

88 • — SIP 
Edge of the Century/ A&M 

89 • 29 Madonna 
I'm In, 'finless/Sire 

90 • 49 hylor Dayne 
0;11'11-4'N Fare/Arista 

91 • 100 Dino 
>55 ingin Ylsland 

92 • — Souls of Black 
/, goo, legaforce 

93 • — Daryl Hall John Oates 
('loop .Season/Arista 

94 • 55 Van Morrison 
The Best «Inn Morrison 
Mercury 

95 • 47 Jeff Healey Band 
!HI lo ‘risla 

96 • — Alan Jackson 
II, , in the Real World/ Arista 

97 • 71 Don Dokken 
(is' -Ishes/Geffen 

98 • 77 Roger Waters 
the Hall -1./ve in Berlin/Mercury 

99 • 51 Bad Company 
Heil, Ii an,/ Alto 

100 • 43 Paula Abdul 
Shut Lp and Dance/Virgin 

The Musician album chart is produced by the 

Billboard chart departmentfor Musician, and 

reflects the combined points fora album 

reports gathered by the Billboard computers in 

the month of October, The record company 

chart is based on the top 200 albums. The con-

cert chart is based on Amusement Business 

Box Score reports for October 1990. All charts 

are copyright 1991 by BPI Incorporated. 

Top Labels 

1 Columbia 

2 Capitol 

3 Atlantic 

4 Warner Bros. 

5 MCA 

6 Epic 

7 Mercury 

8 Arista 

9 SBK 

10 Elektra 

11 EMI 

12 Alto 

13 A8thl 

14 RCA 

15 Chrysalis 

16 Sire 

17 Enigma 

18 Jive 

19 Associated 

20 Slash 
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"Electro-Voice NIDYIVI Mics Provide the Consistency and Flexibility We Were 
Looking for, and They Deliver the Highest Gain Before Feedback 

PI Any Mics We've Used." 

The Hooters are one of me most musically diverse groups performing today. The 
pandS unique sound is produced utilizing a variety of acoustic !nstruments ranging from 
the mandolin, recorder, accordion, dulcimer and melodica to the more conventional 
"tools of the trade," guitars, drums, keyboards and vocals. With such an incredible 
assortment of miking possibilities, The Hooters needed several specific functional character-
istics in a microphone to fully enhance the group's musical versatility. 

Although no microphone is perfect for all applications, The Hooters found exactly what 
they needed with «YIP Series II. The EV N/DYM® Series II product line consists of five 
vocal microphones and two instrument mics, ranging from the world's ultimate concert vocal 
microphone, the N/D857, to the value performance leader, the N/D257A. Each N/DYM® mic 
features a particular performance criteria and function. From vocals to drums, acoustic and 
amplified instruments, no other manufacturer offers a wider selection of 
high-performance microphones. 

Electro-Voice N/DYMe Series II — 
"The Professional's Choice." 

For additional information, see your local Electro-Voice 
dealer or call Mike Toone, Dectro-Voice market development 
manager, at 616/695-6831. 

Electro-Vcrice, Inc., 600 Cecil St., Buchanan, MI 49107, 616/695-6831 

Mark IV Audio Canaca. Inc., 345 Bereft St.. Gananoque, ON K7G2V1, 613/382-2141 

BectroV-oice° 

iir a MARK id compory .3. 



If You're Looking For Value, 
You Can't Pick A Better Guitar. 
What makes Hohner headless guitars better? The icensed Steinberger DoulDie-Ba I TLning System and 
award-winning original body shape, for starters. Pius a whole score of other professic:nal features you'll / 
love, all for c ve-y -easonable price. So if yoL want the best possible: headless gujtcr fc.rvalue and per- 777----
formance, contact your nearest Hohner dealer 0- call (804) 550-2700 or wgite HSS: Inc, PO. Box 9167, 
Richmond,Virahia 23227 

Select pick-ups by_EMG 

Original Steinberg 
Body Shape 

Tremolo-lock fixes position 
keeping guitar in tune even 
wi.th broken strings 

4fe \ 

.411111011.100re 

-1-r  

..ru PROFESSIONAL 

24-fret ( 2-octave) 
rosewood fingerboard / 

Solid maple neck 
through body 

- 

Micro-fine Steinberger 
Double-Ball Tuning SystemTM 
for ultra stable tuning and 
quick string changes 

Knife-edge tremolo 

Folding leg rest 
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SOUL ASYLUM RETURNS 111 FAVOR 
BACK IN THE DAYS WHEN THEY WERE LOUD 

Fast Rules, Soul Asylum got their first big 

break opening a Hüsker DU show at Min-

neapolis' garage-band mecca, the 7th Street 

Entry. At the time they were all 16 or 17, 

enduring high school and hacking their way 

through Ramones tunes in their spare time; 

an opening gig at the Entry was the grail. 

Nine years, four albums and countless tours 

later, Dave Pirner still talks about the 

romance of forming a rock band as though 

he's just joined up. aft was kinda like pitting 
your friends against the world," he says. 

"Taking what you got, which is basically 

four guys who are not incredibly virtuosic, 
and developing a work ethic. 'hying to win. 

People were always telling us we could 

never get away with it, and that was the 

thrill of it—knowing the only way we could 

do it was as a collertive personality, going 

out there and putting the shit on the line. 

"And it was fun." 

That hasn't changed. Soul Asylum is one 

of the best bands around, playing funky, 

ragged-at-the-edges rock 'n' roll that's short 

on posing and long on the kind of rapport 

that can only arise from hard work, shared 

history and mutual respect. Frontman/ 

songwriter Miner tosses himself around the 

stage with a loose-limbed intensity, oscillat-

ing between little-boy vulnerability and 

mirky insolence; sometimes when he and 

guitarist Danny Murphy 

converge on the mike to 

sing harmonies, they look 

like best friends caught up 

in a moment they never 

expected to share, and still 

can't quite believe. Bassist 

Karl Mueller and drummer Grant Young are 

bedrock solid. They embody the Soul Asy-

lum ethic: Do your job, and don't take any-

thing for granted. 

"Being from Minneapolis has a lot to do 

with it," says Murphy. "Minneapolis bands 

get to start out with no one watehing, to fig-

ure out who you are and what kind of music 

you can play. In cities like New York it's a 

much more high-pressure thing. The First 

time you open at CBGB's, you know there 

will be record goons there to check you out. 

By the time we played there we were able to 
tell ourselves that wasn't important." 

For their second A&WFwinTone release, 

And the Horse They Rode In On, the band was 

paired with producer/session drummer 
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By Steve Perry 

Steve Jordan. "He's a studio musician who's 

always wanted to be in a band. He's trying to 

put one together as we speak," explains 

Pirner. "So he was into us being a band." 

"There's a chemistry 

thing about four people 

together in a room," says 

Murphy. "Steve was into 

that. He was cracking up. 

'Oh, man,' he'd say, `no one 

would do that shit on that 

part.' We'd say, 'Yeah...guess that's nerdy.' 

And he'd say, `No, leave '" 

Jordan is part of the reason this record 

contains Soul Asylum's best synthesis of 

songcraft and studiocraft to date. He helped 

the players feel confident about their contri-

butions, and that helped the band settle into 

a collective voice. Longevity had a lot to do 

with it, too. Over time, "You sift through the 

shit and learn not to play so much," says 

Young. "You figure out when to lay back: I 

could put a fill in here, but why?" 

"To me," adds Murphy, "that's the differ-

ence between a young band and—I hate to 

use the word—a mature band. You learn 

that you don't have to get all your licks in 

every song." 

Soul Asylum (I to r): Grant Young, Karl 

Mueller Dare Pirner and Daniel Murphy. 
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"And once you accept that," says Pirner, 

"you can just forget it and say, 'What does 

this song need in order to communicate?'" 

Pirner is always talking about communi-

cation, whether it's a matter of trading licks 

with Murphy or giving something extra to a 

kid standing by himself at the back of the 

bar. Pirner's songs are personal in tone, but 

many grapple with the same Big Problem: 

keeping your soul intact in an age when bro-

ken promises are the rule and "everything 

you wanted/Just leaves you wanting more" 

("Brand New Shine"). The only respite in 

sight is the possibility of connection, of hon-

est moments shared here and there. 

"Communicating has always been a big 

issue to me," he says later, after the rest of 

the band has split. "I think there's a great 

tendency for people to get harder as they get 

older. I guess I'm trying to combat that in 

myself. I don't want to become this cold, 

shrewd asshole who goes out and gets his 

and goes home. 

"There's a certain type of feeling I want to 

get at: speaking to someone who's alienated 

and telling them that what polarizes them 

A singer and songwriter of passion and sense and an invaluable asset to any infield. 

SARA HICKMAN•SHORTSTOP 

"From outright rockers to jazzy ballads, from pared down solos to boppy pop 
songs...one aspect remains strong and amazingly clear—Sara Hickman's 

golden voice."—Bears Magazine 

"[With] down-to-earth individuality arid intelligence... Hickman sings in a 
fine, clear voice, matching the album's stylistic variety with impressive 

emotional range."--Entertainment Weekly 

Produced by David Kershenbaum Management: Kevin Wommack/Loophole Management 

On Elektra Cassettes and Compact Discs 
0 1990 fields° Entertainment, A Division of Werner Communications Inc. A Time Worn« Company. 

from the rest of the world doesn't have to 

smother them. What makes you different 

can be liberating. 

"A lot of it for me is just trying to return 

the favor, trying to give some kid what the 

music I listened to growing up gave me. It 

was one of the most important parts of my 

education. In those days I couldn't get what I 

wanted out of my parents, out of school, out 

of my friends. So I retreated to my record 

collection. Once I got out of my puberty/ 

heavy metal stage, I just started going back-

ward—the Rolling Stones, the Velvet Under-

ground, Woody Guthrie, Robert Johnson. 

And the more I heard, the more it exposed 

me to different attitudes about a lot of 

things. About how to live. Music can expose 

you to a whole different way of thinking." 

Pirner laughs. "It makes the cost of a record 

seem pretty cheap, even now." 

It's no secret that Soul Asylum needsAnd 

the Horse They Rode In On to garner respect-

able sales for the band to stay in A&M's good 

graces, but Pirner seems to have another 

mission in mind when he says he hopes the 
record will overcome the band's tag as an 

alternative rock outfit. "We're a working 

band from the Midwest," he says. "What 

does 'alternative' even mean by now? It's 

whoever doesn't have an independent pro-

moter to ply some deejay with coke, right? 

"This sounds corny, but I've been feeling 

a responsibility to get our music out there. I 

think young kids shouldn't have to hear 

Heart all the time anymore. It's like, I wish I 

could have gone and seen Patti Smith when 

I was at the Bob Seger concert. I should 

have been able to." 

LOONY BIN 

D
AVE PIRNER plays Teles through Mar-

shahs and DAN MURPHY plays Les 

Pauls through Ampegs; both use Mar-

shall bottoms. KARL MUELLER and 

GRANT YOUNG are the gearheads in 

the band, so let them tell it. Mueller: " I play a 

'72 Fender Tele bass, and I just got a Peavey 

Megabass. I play through a Peavey 210 Power 

Cabinet for the highs, with a Cerwin-Vega 

18x12 underneath. I use GHS Basic strings, 

'cause they're cheap and I can afford to change 

'em every night." Young: " I got a four-piece yel-

low Tura Turbo set. I use all Pearl hardware, and 

an old Caroline Aspen kick-drum pedal. My hi-

hats are two 16" Zildjian crashes; my ride cym-

bal would be a 22" Paiste 2002 Power ride." 
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The yi/C 24 Multi-Function 

Dyi4amic Controller. 

ther designs give you "eitherior" The 
DC 24 gives you "AND": Two limiters AND 

two compressors AND two gates AND a built-in 
crossover, all in one compact unit. 

A NEW SERVO-LOCK LIMITER DESIGN means 
more transparent liniting no matter now 
drastically the program material changes from 
moment to moment. Our servo-locking circuit is 
smart enough to continuously maintain just the 
right ratio necessary to guarantee flzwless control. 

SEPARATE COMPRESSION CONTROLS al.ow 
you to dial in the perfect amount of dynamics you 
want, independently cf the limiter. Extremely low-
noise, low distortion VCAs guarantee a level or 
performance that will satisfy the most demanding 
recording or broadcast requirements_ 

THE INDEPENDENT EXPANDEH/NCISE GATES 
cari be adjusted to tighten percussion or turn off 
background hum and noise, without 'affecting any 
of he other dynamic control operaticns. 

A BUILT-IN 4TH ORDER CROSSOVER 
transforms the DC 24 into a bi-amp crossover/ 
processor all- in-one. You can minimize feedback, 
maximize speaker protection and save 
considerably on equipment costs. Or use the DC 
24 as a band- split mono controller to ° brain more 
consistent broadcast or recording signai strength 
witn less "pumping" and "breathing." 

Why put up with the expense and bulk of 
handling 3 or 4 conventional units? Get greater 
precision and more versatility with fewer side 
effects, all packed into a single compact and. 
Experience a whole new dimension in dynamic 
control from Rane. 

1 
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DC 24 
or ...me 
ONIROLŒR 

RANE  
Rane Corporation 
10802-47th Ave. W. Everett, WA 98204 
(206)355-6000 
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I NTIL RECENTLY, ROCK ANTHOLOGIES WERE 

"greatest hits" or "best of" collections, 

designed by marketing departments to 
repackage hit singles. Most were hastily 

assembled, slipshod affairs that offered little 
in the way of artistic insights or historical 

perspective. 

Biograph helped change all that. 

Columbia's thoughtfully arranged five-LP 

boxed-set retrospective of Bob Dylan's 

music, with previously unissued tracks, 

superb liner notes and annotations by Dylan 
himself, set new standards for the form. By 

this fall, however, what was once a trickle of 

boxed-set tributes has turned into a cascade, 

with retrospectives on Led Zeppelin, Elton 

John, Jimi Hendrix, Marvin Gaye, the Bynls, 
Roy Orbison and John Lennon (see reviews) 

simultaneously appearing on a variety of 

labels—and all conveniently released within 

a month or two of Christmas. 

No record company executive is more in 

the thick of this trend than PolyGram's 

director of catalog development, BM Leven-

son. The architect of 1988's surprisingly 

successful Eric Clapton tribute, Crossroads 
(three-quarters of a million copies sold 

worldwide) and 1989's sprawling Allman 

Brothers retrospective Dreams, Le‘enson 

has recently produced or executive pro-

duced sets featuring the Bee Gees, Derek 

and the Dominos, Hank Williams Sr. and 

James Brown. The two Clapton sets have 

drawn praise for bestowing the kind of 

largesse on rock's icons that was previously 

the exclusive domain of classical composers 

or jazz pioneers. 

The funny thing is that Crossroads is actu-
ally the pared-down version of a far grander 

scheme. "The original idea," Levenson 

OF THE 
SE; 

admits, "was to do a 12-record set that had 

more sessions and third-party licenses [tracks 

leased by one record company to another]. 

But the company backed 

out of that, so I had to 

rethink the concept." 

So far, boxed-set retro-

spectives have inspired 

an unusual degree of 

respect and cooperation 

among otherwise competitive labels. "One 

of the best results is that labels are finally 

Producer Bill Levenson 

spearheads the 

anthology revolution 

By Kevin Phinney 

talking to each other about patching differ-

ent periods of an artist's career into a cohe-

sive whole." Third-party license negotia-

tions are often harmonious as well—no 

doubt because, as Levenson notes drily, 

"what goes around comes around." 

But what about the musicians? In addi-

tion to packaging the music in a way that 

suggests an homage, Levenson says that 

artists usually get paid "an equitable rate 

better than an average of all the individual 

tracks." Contracts are frequently renegotiat-

ed, giving the artist a higher percentage of 
the profits than when the track was a hit. "In 

the '60s most artists got between two and 

four points per song," he observes. "In the 

'80s and '90s it's not unusual to get 20 per-

cent." When all the 

elements are in 

place, from track 

acquisition and re-

mastering to cover 

art, commissioned 

liner notes and 

marketing, the cost of producing a boxed set 

can run anywhere from fifty to one hundred 
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UHF'S time has come. 
With the introduction of the 
Samson UHF* Series, we 
thought it might be helpful to 
provide you with new informa-
tion about this technology. 

1. UHF gets better recep-
tion. Yes it does, in the sense 
that UHF operates at the 
higher freQuençy range of 

-952 MHz. There is a lot 
less traffic up in that band-
width. And, more importantly, 
less RF interference and noise. 

2. New UHF technology 
has recently been 
made available. For the 
UHF Series, Samson put four 
of our finest wireless engineers° 
on the case. Using up-to-date 
developments like Di-Electtic 
filters, Gas-Fet and new cellular 
technologies, they were able to 
bting UHF up to a higher level 
of performance. 

3. UHF sounds better. 
A dangerous generalization 
perhaps, but it does have wider 
RF dynamic range. And because 
we're the first to use dbxt 
Noise Reduction in UHF, the 
resulting audio quality is even 
more impressive. 

4. More frequencies are 
available. Samson offers 
seven UHF frequencies that 
can be used simultaneously. If 
you're already running a lot of 
\iFIF on stage, you can place 
our UHF frequencies on top of 
these without any interference. 
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OU 

SHOULD 
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WIRELESS. 

5. Samson UHF offers 
more microphone options. 
The all brass U H-4 hand-held 
transmitter is available with an 
incredibly wide variety of the 
indusey's most popular mic ele-
ments. The streamlined UT-4 
belt pack transmitter comes 
equipped with a broad range of 
high quality lavalier micro-
phone capsules. 

6. Samson UHF antennas 
set new standards. 
Custom made so they are 
acutely sensitive to our band-
width, Samson's high efficiency 
cellular antennas can be either 
front or rear-mounted. Because 
they are positioned at a 45° 
angle to the front panel, several 
UHF systems can be cascade-
mounted in a single rack with 
all antennas in the clear. 

7. UHF is more expensive. 
Until now. Because of robotics 
assembly techniques and 
surface-mount technology, 
Samson was able to make UHF 
a realistically priced option for a 
whole new class of users. 

8. Write for a free Samson 
UHF White Paper. Find out 
more about UHF' and one com-
pany's approach to this exciting 
technology A higher method 
that promises clearer reception 
for everyone in the wireless 
future. 

SAMSON® 
WE ARE THE WIRELESS FUTURE® 

Samson Technolopes Corp. PO. Box 9068, Hicksville, 
NY 11802-9068 (516) 932-3810 FAX (516) 932-3815 
01990 SAMSON TECHNOLOGIES CORP 

In case you were reading to fast, we wanted to remind you that this ad is about UF:F, not VHF wireless. 0As longas you are reading our ad this closely we thought we'd tell you who they are: 
Yukinaga Koike, Doug Bryant, Takao Hosiuchi, Sununu Thxnura. ldbx is a registered trademark of Carillon Industries. 



thousand dollars. 

Levenson intends his sets to be in-depth 

documentaries tracking the musical evolu-

tion of an artist or group. "At least that's 

what we tried to do with the Clapton and 

Allman sets," he says. "But The Layla Ses-

sions is more of a six-week retrospective. 

The album originally emerged as a series of 

jams where the musicians would just 

improvise until they felt they had something 

interesting, then add lyrics and turn them 

into actual songs." 

The new three-CD set includes a com-

pletely remastered version of the original 

Layla LP, plus outtakes and 77 minutes of 

jams featuring Clapton, Duane Allman and, 

for the first time, other members of the All-

man Brothers Band. "Most of it is pretty 

free-form," the producer says, "but you'll 

hear bits that became signatures of different 

songs: a little snippet of 'Killing Floor,' 

things like that." 

In remastering Layla, Levenson says the 

"blueprint of the original was used. We 

started to go analog [the way the album was 

recorded], but I didn't like what was hap-

pening. The mixes were a little heavy in the 

top end, and the bottom end was getting too 

boomy, so we tried to go digital and that 

gave us just what we wanted. 

"When I first heard Layki as a teenager, I 

didn't know what to make of it. Now, in this 

age of sophisticated processed records, it's 

nice to hear something that still has the 

human element: bum notes, broken toms 

and all. But the passion and the playing still 

come through. And little things can knock 

you out—like you have this vision of them 

playing through mountains of Marshall 

amps and then you find out Eric was playing 

through this little Pignose most of the time." 

In October, Levenson's four-CD Bee Gees 

boxed set hit the shelves. Ten years after the 

demise of disco, both band and producer 

have pulled out all the stops in an effort to 

win the group some measure of critical 

respect. Levenson, who worked directly 

with the brothers Gibb to assemble the 

package, believes their music may convince 

skeptics better than any amount of rhetoric. 

"Listen to this set," Levenson says, "and 

very quickly you'll find yourself saying, 'Oh, I 

forgot this.' There are close to 80 songs—all 

of them written by the brothers. We used 

four CDs and we still couldn't fit everything. 

We didn't even go into their Australian 

career, because that's another three albums 

and 40 songs. And this is not a band where 

you're stunned by the musicianship; these 

guys were masterful songwriters. So we 

open with 'New York Mining Disaster 1941,' 

and the set unifies the folky era they went 

through with their country phase along with 

the dance tracks from the '70s and stuff from 

the '80s." 

A Hank Williams set, to be released for the 

holidays, includes an unreleased 1942 rarity, 

"I'm Not Coming Home Anymore," and the 

original version of "There's a Tear in My 

Beer." Meanwhile, Levenson is sorting 

demos and hits for next year's eagerly await-

ed four-CD James Brown anthology. The 

original seven-minute version of "Papa's Got 

a Brand New Bag" has already been discov-
ered. Reportedly, Brown has also been partic-

ipating, by phone, in rounding up material. 

"Since I began doing these packages, no 

one has accused me of doing something con-

trary to the artists' work or intentions," Lev-

enson says. "And if I was the artist, I probably 

wouldn't want someone messing with it, 

either. But if you don't hear any complaints, 

you've got to figure you're being true enough 

to the work to make people happy." 
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legends 

THE COMNI ND USUALLY CAME WHEN JAMES 

Brown reached the end of a grueling love 

sermon. "Maceo, come blow your horn," he 

would urge, in a voice that walked theline 

between genuine need and campy theater. 

And for years Maceo Parker, the low-key 

bandleader and alto saxophonist, would 

step up and hit the emotional target. Parker 

was Brown's perfect foil—a player with 

blues in his blood, plus enough musical 

authority to take the spotlight without let-

ting the intensity dip. 

"There's something 

magic about James 

Brown saying, 'Maceo, 

blow your horn,'" Parker 

admits. "You always felt 

something real behind 

it—never was it just going through the 

motions. In a way, it made me play." 

Brown's release from a Georgia halfway 

house program—the final step to freedom 

after more than two years of incarceration 

for drug possession and weapons viola-

tions—remains Topic A with most of his 

band. But in the interim, others have been 

asking Maceo to blow his horn, and he's been 

more than willing to comply. His bulbous 

tone invigorates Living Colour's "Elvis Is 

Dead" and adds much-needed spice to Deee-

Lite's hit "Grooving in the Heart." Parker's 

hip-hop 12-inch "Let Him Out," dedicated to 

you-know-who and released in the U.S. as 

Macro: ForAll the King's Men, is ahit in Ger-

many, where he says interest in Brown 

verges on mania. Rappers are calling Parker 

to sample his sax. And, along with Brown 

trombonist Fred Wesley, Parker is working 

again with Bootsy Collins—on the Maceo 12-

inch, and in performances that blend the 

simmer of the JBs with P-Funk chants to cre-

ate a pan-generational soul stew. 

Finally, there's his own record, Roots 

Revisited, which is turning Mace() into 

something of a celebrity. He seems to relish 

that too—particularly as the attention is 

prompted by such an unlikely record. A 

return to the loose, organ-propelled blow-

ing sessions of the late '50s, Roots Revisited 
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finds Parker moving into the shimmering 

swing of Earl Bostic, David "Fathead" New-

man, Hank Crawford. Though it covers 

roots ideas—there are hints of Ray Charles 

in the horn charts, as well as treatments of 

Brother Ray's "Them That Got," Mingus' 

"Better Git It in Yo' Soul" and the Kansas 

City shuffle "Jumpin' the Blues"—there's 

nothing scholarly about it. Nor does Maceo 

abandon the funk: Sly Stone's "In Tune" and 

a rewrite of Brown's blistering ballad "It's a 

Man's World" display 

Parker's knack for under-

stated percolation. 

"I knew that sooner or 

later a situation would 

appear for me to do a 

record like this," says 

Parker, who has recorded only sporadically 

under his own name since beginning his 

on-again-off-again gig with Brown in 1964. 

"I've always been able to get my ideas 

across without moving away from my 

sound. My music doesn't have deep 

changes, or different things going on during 

every beat. But in a setting like this, it's all 

me. Maceo, 100 proof. 

"People want to hear something that's 

real, that's all. The critics will say, 'Okay, 

fine, what are you doing that's new?' And I'll 

say there's really nothing new. But once you 

get beyond that, you hear something that'll 

make you feel good. People relate to that." 

Parker's acute awareness of the public is 

a function of more than 20 years spent 

watching one of popular music's most 

incendiary ligures—on top, at the bottom, 

blowing obvious big hits, scoring flukes, 

pulling out great shows under adverse con-

ditions. Through this, Parker says, he's 

learned to give the public what it wants. 

"James thinks in terms of feeling more 
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ONLY ONE WIRELESS MIC CAN DEL WE 
GENUINE SOUND AND RELIABILITY OF 
THE LEGENDARY SHURE SM58... 
THE SHURE L2 WIRELESS. 

les of companies make handheld wireless mics. And many use 
SI 58 cartridge to do it. 

y Shure guarantees you the total performance and relia-
e wine to expect of the SM58. That's because we tune, 

trim and test each L2/58 wire-iess to make sure it provides the same 
outstanding sound quality and rugged reliability of our cabled SM58. 

Our L2 wireless transmitters are totally designed and built by 
Shure in the U.S.A., and include some of the most advanced features 
in wireless Features like a totally enclosed loop antenna, double-
tuned RF stages and Shure "Mirror Image" cornpanding to maximize 
cynamic range while reducing noise and distortion. 

In addition to the L2 SM58 version, you can get an L2 transmit: 
ter featuring our extraordinary new Beta 58 cartridge or our popular:. 
SM96 condenser cartridge. And all three microphone "heads" may 
he used interchangeably with any L2 transmitter. 

So remember, when it's SM58 performance you're after, don't 
settle for just a Shure cartridge when you can get the whole package, 
body and soul. For more information on the Shure L2/58, give us a 
call at 1-800-257-4873. The Sound of the Professionals®...Worldwide. 
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These 
Blues 
Will 
Make You Smile 

"The BLUES MASTER sounds 
fantastic in my setup, and I'll be 
using it for the score of the Beach 
Boys moule for ABC, as well as my 
other projects. It really does give me 
the sound of a miked Fender' amp... 
and believe me, I've tried lots of 
other products that have made that 
claim and have failed to deliver." 

— Jay Levy, creator and 
musical supervisor of hundreds of 
hours of music for film and television 

"As I started ripping an improvised rhapsody in blues, 
I couldn't help but smile. The BLUES MASTER sounds 
good — damn goad." — Guitar World (11/90) 

VINTAGE TONE ALLELE GUITAR SOUND MACHINE 
LIVE PREAMP•DIRECT RECORDING AMP•PRACTICE AMP 

& 
Hughes & Kettner, Inc., 35 Summit Avenue. Chadds Ford, PA 19317 

For more information, call (215) 558 tt345. or FAX (215) 558-0342 

E MG 

We'l give you more th.in the 
basics on 1he LOW Impedance 
advantage, send for free analog. 
EMG, INC./Dept. MIRO Box 
4394/Santa Rosa, CA 95402/ 
(707) 525-9941 • CANADA: 
Louis Musical, Montreal 

than specific songs. So when I write, I try to 

find something that hints at my mood. That 

ballad thing James does really started out 

with 'Summertime,' and when he wrote it, it 

was 'Man's World,' and later 'The Soul of a 

Black Man.' And this album has 'Children's 

World,' which is basically the same thing. 

It's not like we're ripping ourselves 

off—people love that feeling." 

Parker credits Don Pullen with helping to 

create the right vibe in the studio. The idea 

to record with Pullen had been in Parker's 

mind since the mid-'70s, when they first met 

at a jazz festival in Oslo. "He and Dannie 

Richmond were doing the Mingus thing, and 

I walked into the hotel and heard these guys 

playing in a lounge. There were musicians 

all over the place, and it was hot. I didn't 

know whether to run and get my saxophone 

or a tape recorder. I ended up jumping in on 

a real uptempo blues. It was like three-on-

three street basketball, where everybody 

makes the good passes. All we could say 

when it was over was 'Yeah.'" 

Though he's left the Brown band a few 

times over the years to record with Brown's 

musicians as Maceo and All the King's Men, 

and work with George Clinton and Bootsy 

Collins, Parker says Brown's prison term 

forced him to take control of his career in 

ways he hadn't before. "I realized I had to 

knock on a few doors," he says. "I've stopped 

three or four times now, and every time I get a 

little stronger. This time it forced me to really 

charge things up, and I can stand taller for it." 

Brown supports his band's solo endeav-

ors. "He's encouraging me to go ahead," 

Parker says. "He's making plans too—it 

looks like the work-release thing could end 

in January, so he's working on a documen-

tary, and thinking about playing again. It's 

weird: Now he says, 'I hope you guys can 

come help me when the time comes.' I cer-

tainly feel like I've got to be close by. I want 

some more of that feeling when he gets out. 

I don't think we're through yet." (7.e 

HONKWARE 

M
ACE0 plays a Selmer Mark VI alto 
sax—he rarely plays baritone any• 

more, and though many of his early 

solos with Brown were on tenor, he's 

only recently considered picking up 

that horn again. He likes the Selmer and says 

his mouthpiece, a Brilhart Ebolin that came with 

it, works fine. He uses Rico 31/2  reeds. 

1 
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ROBERT J () FINS ON 

ar WAS 14 WHEN I BOUGHT AN ALBUM CALLED KING OF THE 

Delta Blues Singers. If something can overwhelm and 

insinuate at the same time, that was this music's effect on 

me. It got to me, hit me as hard as "Like A Rolling Stone" 

or "Hey Joe," except this was far more troubling, sugges-

tive, exotic. Robert Johnson came to me out of a distant 

-d  time and place; he came unadorned by facts or known 

pl otographs. Just a voice—vulnerable, high, liquid, swooping 

down to gruff barks; a guitar, with its shuffle-boogie bass and knife-

like upper-register runs; and a scary intensity that leapt off the 

scratchy masters and fried my impressionable young brain. 

This story is not about Johnson's life; it's about his afterlife. He 

was 25 when he first recorded in 1936. Eight months later he 

recorded again. In 

August, 1938 he was 

murdered. Twenty-

three years later, on 

the cusp of the '60s 

blues revival, King 

of the Delta Blues 

Singers was released: 

Columbia Records' 

first rural blues LP 

ever. 

It didn't take long 

for a cult to form 

on two continents. 

"Who the hell— 

where'd you get 

this?" said 18-year-

old blues scholar and 

no-account Keith 

Richards when Brian 

Jones played him the 

album. In Los Ange-

les, 14-year-old Ry Cooder sat down with bottleneck and guitar to 

try and make sense of this goddamned crazy stuff; on the East 

Coast, John Hammond, Jr., son of the great talent scout, got his 

hands on a nine-song tape before the album was even released; 

with Jorma Kaukonen and his other blues-and-ragtime picking 

buddies at Antioch College, Hammond spent 1960 wearing the tape 

out. John Hammond's lead guitarist on the 1964 album So Many 

Roads was a precocious 20-year-old Canadian named Jaime Rob-

bie Robertson; in '61 or '62, Robbie had walked into a Memphis 

record store, bought King of the Delta Blues Singers and seen right 

away, "This is it, the real item." Robert Johnson had commenced 

his amazing subterranean march into rock 'n' roll. 

In its 30-year life, King of the Delta Blues Singers, Volumes I and Il 

(a second volume came out in 1970) has kept up a smallish but 

healthy sales flow, quietly becoming a talisman, a sacred text, 

among rock musicians. "There has not been a better album in the 

history of the recording industry," wrote critic Greil Marcus in 

1975. The Rolling Stones and Eric Clapton have cut many a Robert 

Johnson song: "Love in Vain," "Stop Breaking Down," "Ramblin' on 

My Mind," "Four Until Late," "Crossroads" (Clapton's virtual theme 

Standing outside Morgan City, Mississippi, this is reputed to be the juke joint 
where Robert Johnson gave his last performance on August 13, 1938. Murdered 

with a dose of poisoned whiskey, he died nearby three days later 

song); other artists—Bonnie Raitt, Steve Winwood, Cooder, Taj 

Mahal, even the Kronos Quartet—have recorded more. But you 

can't measure Johnson's impact in cover versions; his influence 

lies much deeper. For rock 'n' rollers today, Johnson is a mirror and 

a touchstone, perhaps the first of their breed. Clapton and Richards, 

probing their roots in middle age, acknowledge Robert Johnson as 

their master, to Robbie Robertson, Johnson is "the original print on 

things." Nor is Johnson's spell restricted to rock 'n' roll dinosaurs: 

25-year-old Chris Thomas idolizes him, Tracy Chapman broods 

obliquely over the Johnson myth in her own "Crossroads," the 

Cowboy Junkies recorded Johnson's "Me and the Devil Blues" for a 

recent movie soundtrack, and Prince's film company is developing 

a screenplay based on the bluesman's life (the '80s already brought 

us Hollywood's 

silly Crossroads, 

"inspired" by Rob-

ert Johnson's leg-

end). And with the 

release this past 

September of a 

project begun 15 

years ago—Robert 

Johnson: The Com-

plete Recordings, 

all 29 songs and 12 

outtakes—you're 

seeing a whole lot 

of very excited 
rock stars. Ask 

them about them-

selves and they're 

testy, glib or un-

•  reachable; ask 
them about Robert 

Johnson and you've 
got an interview. 

Why is Johnson's grip so strong? Well, there's the alluring mys-

tery that still shrouds his short life, despite massive research. Sec-

ond, there's the legend of his pact with the Devil. You can take it as 

Mississippi folklore about bluesmen—Peetie VVheatstraw, after all, 

was "the Devil's right-hand man"—or you can take it as latter-day 

Faustian myth (Robbie Robertson's approach). Take it, if you're into 

spooking yourself, literally; or you can take Johnson's lyrics about 

walking with the Devil as metaphors for his own darker side. No 

matter how the legend grabs you, it's pretty potent stuff. Blues 

scholars who insist that Johnson was just one of many fine Delta 
bluesmen are honorable but small-minded: To miss the mythic in 

Johnson is to miss it in Buddy Bolden, Jelly Roll Morton, Hank 

Williams. 

But above all, there's Johnson's music: carnal and funky, techni-

cally amazing, lyrically rich. A reference point for a lifetime. Genius 

pops up in all sorts of places, and in the mid-1930s a genius worked 

the juke joints of northwest Mississippi and east Arkansas. But 

don't take my word for it; listen to what Clapton and Robertson and 

Billy Gibbons and Robert Plant and Ry Cooder and all the others 
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ap oing "The only parallel in modern times is Jimi Hendrix 
JI lien did yoafiM hear Robert .lohnson's mus,C? 

When I was between 15 and 16 years old. I had already l ant a lot of 

other blues artists, but inoie contemporary. It Ys as really doss r ii what w•iis 

available record-mise in England. I Mined an album, a double album that 

mas a compilation of rural blues. It was called The Rural Blue's, in fact. And it 

had very short cuts and lots of different artists. And at no tino'. hill ' lily 

enough, w as Robert Johnson mentioned during the course of any of this 

kind of mild research that I was doing for myself. I ?WM' ( across his 

name as an influence' on anyone else 

or in connection with an otee else. 

But finally they put a Robert John-

son album out thing of Me Della Blues 

Singers, /I. Now, this 'esas a very 

rare thing, to find a complete album by 

any one of the r dd, old play ers. 

be it—and I actually couldn't take 

it. It was too strong. Ile was just too 

hard or too—too gutsy to listen to. And 

then maybe about six months later, I 

started listening. Ile got nie like a bug. 

I got really bigoted and fanatical about 

the guy. 

When I first got that Robert John-

son album, it had maybe 15 tracks on 

it, every one of them bring complete-

ly dissimilar. That's probably why I 

couldn't take it all in, in a way— it was 

too much to cope is ith. When Idid his 

songs, I would simplify huge chord 

shapes that he would play with his 

fingers into one line and make it easi-

er And when I did try to assimilate a 

style it ca nit' out of the more recent 

Chicago soloists. like Freddie King— 

well no, he was from Texas—but like KB. King, you know. Pinkly Guy. That 

was more accessible to me than anything I heard by Johnson. t was almost 

like Robert Johnson was too strong to mix with other people. 

II hen you say too strong, what are you getting al? 

Too intense, I suppose 1 mean. Far too intense to be—to hang out, you 

hums. Ile swis like a rebel in a may. I had all kinds of fantasies about him. but 

that's ss hat I pictured him as— as being a real lone wolf, who was just too 

good her anyone to hang out with, 

Ii hen he recorded, Della blues laid already iwen around Ibr some lone. 

Ind yet he seemed to Ming it to another level. 

think he actually created a lot of the limns that became itecilat-

able and became adaptable into 'leek 'n' roll or simpler blurs, more so than 

anyone else. For instance, Blind I .enion Jeflerson-1 never took to tiind 

Lemon Jefferson, because it never seemed that he would settle doss n. Ile 

was playing so many figures around leis singing all the time, it was very dif-

ficult to relax or to get a feel lier his music, il was spry—lots ol filigree. \ nd 

Robert Johnson could accompany himself so simply that it was --it ss as v‘a-

sive. If you tried to pick it up, then you realized it masn't simple. But itiust 

seemed— in a groove. And that mould lay the pattern her generations to 

come. 

I want lo get into that whole notion, because after all, today.s audietwes 

knou• tilde about Johnson. Ilhy should people Imlay (WY abi'la him? 

\\ ell. because the artists they listen to and like would tell them to, I guess. 

li hink important for people to question music, to ask 'es here it came 

fr uni. Anc 'es hat's amazing to me is that 50 years later, generations of young 

musiciars ac still playing what he laid down without even knowing it, 

because they're getting il from my generation. .And they- think that I invent-

ed it, or II at t got it front Jimmy Reed or JIB. King or Hombre' 1Volf. when in 

actual fact there's one guy in the back of it all really, in my may of thinking, 

that started ma Me 10 different sty les of playing the blues—which are 

repeated, you know, rehashed (ever 

and over again today in very much 

the same way as he did I it—complete-

ly on his own. 

His background certainly it.as very 

different from yours, and yet pule!t a 

conned ion with him almost immedi-

ately II hat do you think the nature of 

duet connection was? 

I have no idea. My background 

was a fairly disturbed childhood, 

because of an unusual family situa-

tion where I was raised by iny grand-

parents utuler the illusion that they 

were my parents. And, so il was a 

kind of screwy set-up, which sorted 

itself out as I got older. But through-

out toy early teens, t was very con-

fused, angry and lonely. 

And that's what I got from listening 

to his music, much more than what I 

originally got from, say, Sonny Terry 

and Brownie McGhee, who had the 

instrumentation and the sounds of 

the blues, but were on the sur-

face—mell. when you get deeper into 

il--were actually more of an entertainment or an act. And MOSI Of the blues 

artists by the time t got to them mere acts, you know. They were—not to put 

th.em down--slightly contris ed. And were, a lot of them, playing to IA hite 

audience 

But Firoeri Johnson and that original record that I had—it ranks among all 

kinds otinusicit's one of the strongest there is. And I minded to be-- 1 wanted 

to play like that. but it turns out that this life NNOSIII going to be that may lier 

But .toil learned how to playa pretty good guitar... 

Yeah, ,e nt I became a rock star. Even though it was against my w ill to 

begin w ith, that's the way it turned out. I enjoy it. Noss,1 mean I lose the 

music, but it still sometimes annoys me that I didn't kind of...AI ed, what 

could I In\ done? Even if I assimilated Robert's playing, lib sr ill just be 

copying it. 

Thew aie those who say that had Johnson law!, he might hats' gone on to 

ping ai: electric guitar himself 

It may have been that he'd has e given up playing, too. lieu know, with the 

amount hull he put down in such a short time it could have been he might 
have teemed on be something else. A lot ofpeople do that And the only kind of 

parallel I can think ef in imxlern limes is Jimi I lendrix..And I canl--people 

like to thinkm ell, what svould he play like now? ,And I can't picture it, you 

knom. I just picture litai the way he Wati and the ssay he lenniW on page 501 
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R OBER JOHNS 

have to say. And then take a word from the wise—from auld Keith, 

that is: "If I could put it into words I gladly would, but then you 

wouldn't need to listen to Robert Johnson. If you like great music, 

then that's the man." 

• • • 

CI
.., j  1 IRIS TI E )MAS— Actually, I got a big picture of him 

on my wall. It was just in the video of the song 

"Wanna Die With a Smile on My Face." Robert 

Johnson meets MTV, you know? It's overdue. I got 

introduced to Johnson in school, at Southern Uni-

versity; it must've been '83, '84. And I don't know if it was because 

he was younger than those other guys when he recorded or what, 

but he didn't have the same big powerful raspy voice that Son 

House, Charley Patton, Nowlin' Wolf had. Robert was different. He was 

a young fellow, almost a little boy. Maybe that's one reason I was able to 

relate to him. Not that I can play his style, I've never even tried— 

it's difficult!—but I could 

relate. And I could relate 

to what he was singing 

about—I grew up in that 

same surrounding. 

Robert knew—maybe 

not many other people did, 

but he did—that what he 

was creating was really 

special. For him to find his 

way into, here it is, 1990 
and we're talkin' about his 

music—I don't think it 

would surprise him. 

His song "Hot Tamales 

and They're Red Hot" 

shows his versatility: Now 

we're hitting home with my 

whole theory about blues. 

People say blues is a certain 

chord change, but if you 

hear Robert Johnson 

singing "Hot Tamales," he 

still brings to it the same 

thing he brought to "Cross-

roads" or "Ramblin' on My 

Mind" or "Come On in My 

Kitchen." It doesn't matter 

what song, he'd still bring 

that same eeriness. When 

they took him to San Anto-

nio they said "Okay, play 

the blues," so that's what he 

gave them. But I'm sure 

Robert Johnson could have 

played, and probably did 

play, anything he wanted. If 

'Travel On, Poor 13, 

Just t Turn 'Vol' 'Round 

Autumn 1990 saw the making oían unlikely new 

pop star. There he was: Robert Johnson with il 

bullet, as The Complete Recordings jumped onto 

Billboard's Top 200, leapfrogged past Madonna 

and 2 Live Crew, kept its bullet and went steaming 

towards 150,000 copies. During one giddy October 

week, Johnson outsold New Kids on the Block and 

Warrant, trailing only George Michael and Mari-

ah Carey on CBS' roster. A CBS promotion exec 

got an excited, entirely serious call from a mem-

ber of his Midwestern staff: "Listen, can the Ness 

York office get Robert to do some phone inter-

VIOVS with radio stations here?" The reasons are 

hard to pinpoint—the so-called blues explosion of 

1990, a 20-year buildup of curiosity about Johnson 

with no new product to slake it—but an album of 

50-year-old Mississippi folk music has, no matter 

how improbably, invaded the realm of rap and 

technopop. 

Yet the evil imps that dogged Johnson in life 

have worked some subtle havoc on his recorded 

legacy. At some point after the mid- 1970s, all the 

remaining metal parts—the source from which 

records are pressed—for Johnson's songs vanished 

from CBS' possession (the rest were long gone. 

probably scrapped during World War II). The 

source material for The Complete Recordings is a 

1974 tape made from the metal parts and from test 

pressings; the new album's quality is lower than if 

the engineers had been able to master straighl 

from the metal parts—though to these ears it's a 

real improvement over king of the Delta Blues 

Singers. But what happened to the parts? Yen-

they stolen? Inadvertently thrown out? Are the 

some collector's secret spoil? A half-dozen stories 

circulate, none of them conclusive—just like the 

tales surrounding Robert Johnson's murder. 

-T.S. 

they'd said, "Come on 

in here and make some 

jazz for us," we'd be 

hearing a whole differ-

ent Robert Johnson. If 

you gave Robert John-

son five bucks and said, 

"Make me a blues rec-

ord," he'd do it, and 

that's what happened. 

Then people zoom in 

and say this is what he is. 

A lot of places he 

spent time in, I spent 

time in those exact 

places. I know how 

they smelled, I know 

the kind of people he 

played in front of. A lot 

has changed but a lot 

haven't changed. I've 

been roaming around, 

going through a lot of 

the same things 'n' stuff 

that Robert experi-

enced. I've been back 

up there in the Delta. 

You almost playing for 

your life in places like that. One time I was out there, I was playing, 

I don't know, Rick James, and they was getlin' mad. There was one 

guy dancin' but I later found out he was deall That was the kinda 

place Robert was killed in. A lot of guys was killed; Robert was just 

the one people knew about. You might be Robert Johnson, people 

might like your music, but you're not a star, you're just one of them. 

They'll dance to your music, but after the gig they'll cut your throat. 

Some of the old blues guys around Baton Rouge, I'd ask them did 

they know about Johnson. [Thomas' father, Louisiana bluesman 

Tabby Thomas, runs the Baton Rouge club Tabby's Blues Box.] 

They said no, but then I was pla3ing one of his records, could've 

been "Terraplane Blues," and this one guy knew him. Not by name 

but by sound. It was either Silas Hogan or Guitar Kelly, and they 

said they knew that song. They remembered hearing it on the juke-

box, back when they was learning. The real blues guys, usually you 

can't ask them about someone because they all feel they was just as 

good as anyone you could name! 

People listen to Robert Johnson now and they say, "Oh yeah, 

that's traditional, that's dated." But hey, in Robert Johnson's prime, 

man, he was blowin' minds, he freaked people out so much they 

figured he was Lucifer himself, like he's working black magic or 

something. Robert Johnson was probably much better live than in 

that recording studio. Probably in a joint he was so good they just 

figured he had to be some kind of demon...just scared everybody. 

He is the original rock'n' roll guy. Because rock 'n' roll means 

somebody that's on the outside, that's lonely, the guy that don't fit in. 

Not that he don't wanna fit in, but they won't let him, he can't, he's 

Chris Thomas 
"Robert Johnson was the original 

rock roll guy. If a motorcycle had 

been around, hid have looked real 

comfortable on that." 
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THE KIN'G OF ROCK ' N' ROLL 

an outlaw. Robert Johnson was an outlaw, he didn't fit in, he didn't 

have no ties, he didn't have much of a family. Just moving through 

the Delta with a guitar. If a motorcycle had been around he would 

have looked real comfortable on that. Robert Johnson with his 

leather jacket and motorcycle. And groups like Black Sabbath, Alice 

Cooper, who have this Devil imagery, I mean that's like silly non-

sense—Robert Johnson and the Devil, man, they was walking side 

by side! 

It wasn't just Robert Johnson; all bluesmen was playing the 

Devil's music. The Devil myth, Robert didn't dream that up, that 

was just the way it was: Either you sung in church or you sung 

blues, and if you sung the blues you were singing the Devil's music. 

Like Slim Harpo said—"C'mon baby, scratch my back, we ain't 

gota' to heaven anyhow." The guy who was the blnes singer, those 

guys were looking for salvation too, but they were more honest 

about their shortcoming. If they wanted a woman or was gonna 

drink some whiskey, they weren't going to hide it in the choir 

stands. 

Robert Johnson, I have to hold him up. Fk gave me a vision that I 

could be a young guyand do this. He is what inspired me to get my 

first record out there, to not waste any time, 'cause I realized, as far 

as rock 'n' roll goes, and youth, that there is something really dan-

gerous and magical about that combination. 

Having him on my wall and putting him in my first video, that 

pretty much sums it np. There's a million people could be in those 

two places, but he's the one. 

ObBIE ROBERTSON— When I first start-

ed playing professionally, on the road, I 

was 16 years old. And U was kind of 

obsessed. I had to be to gentle job I want-

with Ronnie Hawkins, this rockabilly 

guy. I was so obsessed that when we went from Canada 

down south, I was just stealing everything in sight. I came 

a long way in a short time, and people used to kid me, 

they'd say, "What is it with this guy, what'd he do, sell his 

soul to the Devil?" 

I didn't understand what this meant, but then I heard 

people in Arkansas referring to Robert Johnson in this 

connection. Just in a kind of folklore sense. And I didn't 

want to let on that I didn't know about him. Down there, 

one thing that was really very surprising to me was that 

the milkman knew as much about blues as the most pro-
found follower. Everybody knew this stuff, and I thought I 

had reached the fountainhead! 

I went to a record store in Memphis called Home of the 

Blues and spent my first week's paycheck on records by 

Howlin' Wolf, Little Walter, Muddy, Sonny Boy 

Williamson. I became very influenced by Hubert Sumlin, 

by a lot of these different people. Then I got King of the 

Delta Blues Singers. I was always very curious about 

sources, about where things came from, and when I 

heard Robert Johnson I said, "Oh, / see. People just copied him and 

then they took it two steps further like it always happens." I listened 

to him and I thought "This is it, the real item." When you put on this 

"Selling your soul to become so much 

better than everyone—for a 6-year-old 

guitarist this was an appealing idea!" 

record you could just feel it, it was so rich and so true. 

Years later, I wrote this song called "Daniel and the Sacred 

Harp," and it was based on this whole mythology, it's a disguised 

version of the Robert Johnson story of selling your soul to the Devil 

to be able to play amazingly. I mean, there was times when I was 

struggling and my fingers were bleeding and I'd say, "Jesus, doesn't 

anybody know—my soul is for sale! Come and get it! Help me over 

this bridge, let me play the way I want to play!" 

When I'd first met Roy Buchanan in 1960, he was kind of a mys-

terious character, maybe three or four years older than I was, but 

he'd been around quite a bit too for his young age. Roy told quite a 

lot of stories, I mean, crazy stories, that he was half wolf and half 

man. When he'd talk about how he got to play like he did, saying "I 

practiced" is a boring story, so he'd make things up. And they 

weren't tremendously unlike this Robert Johnson story. Now, we 

know that these are just silly stories, but it's kind of really fascinat-

ing American mythology. We'd be sitting in a room playing togeth-

er and I'd ask Buchanan, "Where, how, did you ever figure that 

out? Who did you ever see?" And he'd say, "Well, I can't really tell 

you," very mysteriously and clearly implying that he'd made some 

pact. And then years later it became obvious to me that he had 

heard these Robert Johnson stories and was playing a game with 

me. He'd say, "When you do what I've done—which I can't talk 

about—it means that you're probably gonna die a violent death, 

and way before your time, and that's the price you have to pay." So 

Pm only 16 years old and I'm listening to this guy with my mouth 

wide open and my eyes like banjos, 'cause I didn't really know 

enough to just disbe-

lieve him, and I'm 

thinking, "Hrmn, well, 

usually about 50 per-

cent of what someone 

says is true, so..." 

But look at Buchan-

an—a violent and mys-

terious death at 49! 

Let's hope you make it 

past 50! 

Ilaughs]...The point 

is, Robert Johnson's 

influence on me is 

more in story than a 

matter of stealing his 

licks and using them 

later on a record. I 

didn't do that. For me, 

the music just made the 

.,tory more true. 

His playing, every-

thing he did, the cre-

ative person that he 

was... For me, I'd put 

people in categories, and the main category was "Originators. The 

Real Item." And this guy was an inventor. Whoever he stole from 

we don't know about, so this makes him kind of the original print 
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on things. Now, I appreciated that tremendously, but whereas 

maybe somebody else, maybe Eric, would take licks and use them, 

I didn't do that. Not because I was being righteous or anything; I 

just wasn't a guitar player who sat down and learned solos off 

other people's records. I didn't do it because I didn't have time. I 
had to get to the point of 

invention immediatel>. 

Something pushed a but-

ton in me when I Nva 

very young, saying "You' 

must make it up your-

self." 

And he's one of the 

people who said, "What 

you do is you become 

yourself as quick as you 

can." The old story about, 

"Well, you've gotta copy to 

become original," well, I 

went through that phase 

in about six seconds. Evi-

dently, so did Johnson. 

because there he was al 

21 or 22, totally himself. 

The story stung me at a 

very young age. It's prob-

ably a real old story and it 

comes from God knows 

where, but I was always 

kind of a fool for this stuff. 

Besides, the whole idea of someone selling his soul and becoming 

so much better than anyone else—for a 16-year-old guitarist, this 

was an appealing idea! Because I was on a mission. And my idea 

was, "I'll get there, and like Robert Johnson, I don't care what I 

have to do to get there!" This is kind of half-believing the stuff, but 

at the same time being very affected by it, and having it never, ever 

go away. It's not like t forgot about it and then someone reminded 

me and I said, "Oh dear!" No, it never left. 

And that whole weird world down there, the deep South and its 

music and its voodoo, is with me always. Yesterday was my son's 

sixteenth birthday. When he woke up, I had this song ready to play 

for him. In the song it went, "I'm gonna bring back the second 

cousin of Little John the Conqueroo.” And my son said to me, "I 

don't know what that is, but I love it!" 

Jim Dickinson 

"I ddy you to walk down • 

Highway 61 at night and not 

get spooked." 

cif
IM DICKINSON— When it's dark on the Delta, man, 
Robert is still there. In the Delta, as you drive south, 

things slow down, get hotter, wetter, maybe a little more 

serious, too. The feeling of the area is unchanged since 

1938; the black people of the area haven't changed very 

much, and it just wasn't that long ago. Where I used to live was 

right off Mississippi 304, and at the crossroads of 304 and Highway 

61 there's a restaurant that was a plantation commissary 50 years 

ago. It hasn't been redecorated much, and you can't help but think 

that he sat right there on the porch and played his guitar. 'Cause he 

just did. 

Highway 61 has its own kind of power. I defy you to walk down 

Highway 61 at night and not get spooked. I've been raised in a 

Southern religious tradition and there's some things I don't believe 

in anymore, some I do, but I'll tell you this: I wouldn't go down to a 

crossroads on Highway 61 at night—and I don't think you'd stay 

there very long either! 

If you count Robert's music in twos instead of fours, it makes 

more sense. He's counting it like an African, in duple rhythm, 

without a backbeat—which makes his music a lot less accessible to 

contemporary players. If you try to count Robert in fours, there's 

111/4-bar, 13-bar, 121/2-bar choruses, which drive a modern player 

nuts. 

But where Johnson stands out the most is as a lyricist. There 

were bluesmen going for irony, but not really satire. He really did 
add—I don't want to be trite about it and call it poetry—he added a 

poet's touch. Here's a better word: Johnson's more literary, in a 

weird kind of semiliterate way. Listen to "Dead Shrimp Blues"—"I 

woke up this mornin' and all my shrimps was dead and gone"— 

who had said that? That's Johnson talking about being impotent. 

Blues guys had made sexual allusions, or pitied the human condi-

tion, but they'd never taken it over to a kind of black humor and 

surrealism. 

In "Hot Tamales" you can hear two distinct voices, like a multi-

ple personality: a high voice and a low voice. In other songs, there's 

a third voice, almost a Howlin' Wolf voice. You can either think he 

was doing it theatrically, like a vaudeville routine, or that the guy 

was nuts. I think Johnson was nuts. I feel sure he was clinical. I 

don't think the lyrics are nuts, but the multiple voices—I think it's 

obvious; if I was a clinical psychologist, I could go in there and find 

references. There are certain patterns that neurotic people express 

lyrically and t think Robert Johnson's full of'em. I mean, what the 

hell is the end of "Love in Vain"? What is he saying? He says "Oh 

weedy-woe." What the hell is "weedy-woe"? He isn't saying words; 

I think he's trying to say something that isn't quite coming out. I've 

recorded [the Replacements'] Paul Westerberg and Danny Stuart 

[of Green on Red] and other contemporary people; you turn the 

music off and they're not sayin' words. And it isn't just the crazy 

people I've recorded—I've heard Mick Jagger say shit that wasn't 

words. 

But Mick Jagger's not crazy. 

Weee111, he just might be considered weird in some circles... 

1-) y coonEu— I knew his tuning was G, I could tell 

that. Open G. I'd already figured out G tuning 

through a long, tortuous, accidental process. It just 

makes a G chord, it's all thirds, a diatonic thing. And 

ohnson's bottleneck pieces—not all of them, but 

primarily—seemed to be in G tuning. He probably had a capo on the 

guitar somewhere. The mystery is...see, most of the Mississippi play-

ers played in D, an entirely different tuning. So the mystery is... [long 
pause]...You know, we don't know anything. It's so stupid to sit and 

talk about these things, white people don't know a fucking thing. The 

key to all this is what's in the mind of the guy. Not what I think, but 

what he thinks. And how can I know what Robert kont'd on page401 
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Keih "I can figure out almost anyone's licks — but not his. 
What tvas the connection for white English teenagers like you in the early 

'60s to the American blues artists that you were hearing? 

For myself and for everybody else I knew just about, at least in my gener-

ation, it started basically ‘vith rock 'n' roll. There was obviously a lot of tradi-

tion behind that music. So it was a matter of retracing the music to find out 

where the base was. There used to be little clubs and cliques and societies 

in London and all over England. Every town, sometimes just four or five 

guys—the blues freaks! And it was the guys that wanted to play that really 

started to research it. 

Mick was the most enterprising guy I know in that respect, in that he 

actually wrote to Chess Records in Chicago for a catalog. And it would come 

like, six months later—they weren't that quick! Ile had the best blues collec-

tion at the time. I was about 15, 16, something like that. Mick and t got 

together and started to play a little bit and I guess The Best of Ihul(ly Il ale's 

was the criteria album at the time for us. And then we found out about 

Jimmy Reed. And then you realize that there's a whole load of them! Once 

you're a musician, if you dig the blues it's like a magnet you can't ever let it 

go, and it's something that's constant through your life. If you don't know 

what to do, then put on some Blind Blake or something. Then you've got 

something to do! 

II still has that draw fbr you. 

It's timeless. Blues strikes a chord in everybody. I'd have the balls to say 

that it's probably the original music. It doesn't take a lot; all you need is a 

couple of hand claps and a stick and something to twang, and a few voices. I 

can see those cats in the caves—all our forebears and ancestors—I bet you 

they were singing the blues. 

When did you become aware qf 

Robert Johnson? 

It was Brian Jones who first phi) cd 

me the record, and I said, "Who the 

hell—where'd you get this? This is 

superior!" Because that must have 

been just about the peak, at least of 

'30s blues, just a blues singer with a 

guitar. I think that work he did is head 

and shoulders above anybody else, and 

that's saying a lot, because there's a lot 

of good other guys around. Maybe the 

guy that did him in was another guitar 

player! "I'm gonna get rid of this sono-

fabitch, because he's too good!" 

Nobody can play like Johnson, but 

everybody tries. I know a few of his 

licks; they're the most amazing pieces 

of music, just to play as a guitar player. 

It's almost classical, even though it's 

just a straightforward blues sequence. 

And I've always been intrigued 

about these stories that he was just a kid hanging around Sou I louse, who'd 

let him do a couple of numbers and say, "Co away, sonny." And then he dis-

appeared, and it's like 40 days out in the wilderness. And cante back with titis 

incredible bunch of songs and this incredible technique and you say, "What 

did you do out there?" 

The story is he sold his soul to the Devil. But we all do that! !laughs] it's a 

good one, and when you listen to "Hellhound on My Trail," "Cross-

roads"...1whi.slles1 Maybe. May be he actually met the cat! 

Photograph: intonin kratochvil/Dot 

Those were the stories that were told alike time; his own contemporaries 

were blown away by him. 

Well‘whatever he did, maybe that was their best explanation: "You know 

what he had to do to play like that!" In a way, Eric Clapton was very much 

like thaL When we first started playing. Eric would be at the front watching 

us play. He couldn't play at the time. Six months later he came back and he 

blew everybody out. 

I really got the sense in talking to Claplon that—especially when he was 

younger—he really identified with Johnson, was really ward into him. 

Yeah. Except Eric managed to, get older! 

Ile (Ten voiced son te mgrel dial instead «gelling deeper Mtn the blues he 

became vj rock 'n' roll star 

Yeah. I can understand that. In a way all of us feel a bit like that. But I 

don't think he tossed anything away. You can hear Robert Johnson every 

time he plays, and hopefully now and again when I play too. If you're a play-

er, everything that goes in your ears eventually comes out. So if you listen to 

a lot of Robert Johnson, well, in one form or another he's in you. That's what 

makes the guy immortal. The guy was just amazing, you know. I mean, he's 

English! This guy could barely write his name, and he's coining up with 

some incredible rhymes, incredible ideas, incredible words. He liad quite a 

vocabulary. So I wonder what the hell he did, you know? He must have been 

hanging with somebody. 

Apparrnié. he had a natural gill. 

Natural es, I would say, in abundance. As a player, singer, writer to be 

able to put all those three things together in such a short life, l mean, that 

guy sounds We he's 40, 50 years old, like he's lived... 

Many!Mimes. 

Yeah.11ooking at the photograph of 

Johnson which Richards keeps on his 

mantel And if you look at those fin-

gers, then you start to understand. 

Look at the length between those 

joints. Amazing hands. With fingers 

that skinny and long, it means you can 

hop around that board without all the 

lingers tripping over each other and 

getting in the way, you know. I mean, 

there's a lot of big guys—Deddie King, 

.\ Wert King—and they could dodge 

around too, but fir the style that Robert 

was playing, there's a lot of finger-

picking and it's very delicate stuff. 

Amazing enough just to play like that, 

but to be able to sing at the same time! 

.4sidefrom his technique. what is 

it that sets him apart, makes him spe-

cial? 

First and foremost, the songs, the 

actual sangs. They are very untraditional in a way, and you really come back 

to that wont compelling," or "driven." There is some extra intelligence at 

work in the lyrics and subject matter, I mean, "Come On in My Kitchen," or 

"32-20"—"all the doctors in I lot Springs sure can't help you now." There's a 

master of Et iglish there. 

Johnson's work is never a rehash of anything. I don't think anybody before or 

since quite put all of those talents together in one person, and that's why we're 

talking about him, because he's unique. It's like listening to Mozart, if you really 
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want to get into music, because I like all kinds of music. It has a whole range of 

things. It doesn't just excite one little part of you, it's all of it, you know 

Muddy Waters was totally immersed in Johnson's stuff. His first records 

prove it. And he was the next one—after the second World War, when they 

started recording again—that started to approach Johnson's level of intensi-

ty. Muddy carried it on; via Muddy, it went to Chuck Berry, to Little Richard 

and to the white guys; to Elvis Presley, to Buddy Holly. They all listened to 

Muddy. And so without knowing it, they were listening to Johnson as well, 

because Muddy came from the same area. I spoke to Muddy about it. As far 

as I can recollect, he couldn't say whether he'd actually heard Johnson in per-

son or knew him or not, but he knew about him, and was picking up his 

records at the time that they came out. 

It's as I say about all musicians: The only thing you can put on their 

tombstone is "He Passed It On." So, whether anybody knows it or not, John-

son's influence via Muddy and then via Chuck Berry and then by ourselves 

and the Beatles—it's all-pervasive, isn't it? Because without knowing it, we 

soaked him up before we even knew who he was. I started trying to play 

like Chuck Berry, and then I heard Muddy Waters and played like that. And 

then I got back to Johnson, and the intriguing thing to me still is, where the 

hell did he get it from? There were people around, influences. It probably 

should remain a mystery, because there's a mysterious aspect to Johnson. 

That's the other thing; he's got this incredible image, too. 

Clapion compares him to Jimi Hendrix, who also died at 27. 

There's a correlation there. That's a pretty good connection, Eric! Yeah, 

yeah, that's a very good one. It never occurred to me—not that he died at the 

same age, but in that incandescent sort of explosion, almost as if, "I've done 

what I've got to do; bye-bye." 

And that's all we get. I've got a photograph ofJohnson I want to show you 

dud I bet you've never seen before. 

Great suit! !looking at the "pinstripe suir photograph Man, see what I 

mean? This cat is a really sharp motherfucker! [studies photognaphl Same fin-

gers too, yeah. I didn't know there was another picture of him. That's amaz-

ing, that's great. Charlie Watts is going to go berserk when he sees this suit and 

these shoes! This guy—that's what I mean about the image. Forget it, this guy 

had an all-around thing. Amazing hat, man, look at that. This cat was obvi-

ously no country bum anymore, by the time he got to this. Was he a big guy? 

Wink Clark, who grew up with him, told me he was a small guy 

Yeah? Because I'm looking at the guitar, and I'm wondering if it's a small 

guitar. It's very interesting. What hands! 'whistles] I can do that! Amazing. 

Wait until I show the guys! 

You keep Johnson's picture over your mantel, you've recorded his songs, 

youfeel so highly about him. Do youfeel you're cart ying on his tradition? 

Well, you'd like to think so. In a way, yeah. I think in the same way that 

Robert Johnson carried it on. Because, as I say, it's the passing it on that's the 

real fruit of playing music. If you can turn a few people on to something, a 

little bit of you survives in what they do. And to me, Johnson's influence on 

people is way and above—we're not sitting here talking about him for noth-

ing, you know. Ile condensed it all, just like that. Everyone else has hit it 

here and there, certain aspects of it. But everything you want to know about 

the blues is in those 29 tracks. 

There's like a delayed fuse on Robert Johnson. When he was alive and when 

he made those records, he was probably just selling a few records. Not a sensa-

tion. Ile never got to a wide enough audience, he didn't live long enough to do 

that. Because he may have—if he'd kept going, like Leadbelly or Big Bill 

Broonzy, he may have been playing Europe in the '50s, stunning people. But 

the fact is, he's almost hidden away there with those 29 tracks. And the fact 

that they still force their way through, the fact that we're here talking about 

them now.. . 1 mean, I just finished rehearsing a whole Rolling Stones show, 

but I'm happy to sit here and talk about Robert Johnson. Like all great music, 

it's indefinable. If I could put it into words I gladly would, but then you 

wouldn't need to listen to Robert Johnson. If you haven't heard about him, if 
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you haven't heard what he's done, then do yourself a favor and give him a lis-

ten. To me, he's head and shoulders above anybody else. I mean, I can figure 

out everybody else's licks, just about. But not this one. It's just fun trying. 

• What are your impressions of Johnson and his life from the things he sang 

about? 

I wonder if as a person he was anything like the persona that comes 

across on the records. I'm not saying it was an act by any means, but it's like 

great comedians—most of them are not funny when they're not working; 

they're very depressed, you can't get them to smile. And I wonder if he just 

sort of found this supernatural fascination. And found that's the way he 

could write, and that's what would come out when he was writing that 

almost free-form sort of stuff. Because I look at the cat's photograph and I 

don't see a troubled guy, really. 

And he's a craftsman. Those songs are well-honed, they're not just some 

madman running around. It's not eerie in that sense; there's a lot of work 

that's gone into those songs. I think he just found that subject fascinating, 

and found that he could express himself. Or express that part of everybody, 

really. Because what he did is bring out the sort of superstitions and fears 

that everybody has. And he managed to put that into words and into music. 

So he's really exposing this hidden side that everybody has inside. Maybe he 

had nightmares, I don't know. Maybe he was an insomniac! 

But I don't think he was obsessed. I see it that he just found that part of 

himself and recognized it in other people and managed to put that thing 

into words. It's a very difficult thing to do; most songs are, " t love you, June 

and moon." I just think that side of people and that side of himself fascinat-

ed him, and that's where he found that he could really express himself the 

best. And of course, dying that young, it can lend to this whole mystique. You 

can dream up this thing where he sold his soul to the Devil and the Devil 

gave him all these lyrics—no copyright, you know! 

[Drat does Robert Johnson have to do with rock 'n' roll? 

Just about everything. You've only got to listen to a couple of those 

rhythm licks; it's there. All you'd have to do is add a backbeat. And if you 

gave him an electric guitar and a backbeat, that stuff's rockin', man. I mean, 

it's all the way. That's a straight connection. I think most of his songs are 

head and shoulders above most rock 'n' roll songs, you know. Although 

we're still working on it! 

By all accounts. Johnson was a notorious ladies' man— 

Sounds like it. 

—and the feelings apparently were mutual; women liked his shatp looks, 

liked his ;Jamie. According to accounts, he drank whiskey like iced tea— 

1 know a few. 

He used his musical abilikr to escape having to work lbr the Man— 

I know a few. > del 

By the standards of his demi; he wasfoodoose, he was no-account— 

Well, if you write that description down, I'd say it pretty much fits a few rock 

'n' roll people, probably including myselP. What he's got to do with rock 'n' roll 

is basically through the guys that listened to him and brought it over through 

the '50s and into our present era. Anybody that decides to be a musician, espe-

cially if they're going to perform and do their own stuff—there's a difference in 

joining an orchestra and sitting in the pit and doing as you're told; you're still 

working for the Man Hiere. But taking it out on your own—Which I know a bit 

about, because that's what we have to do—is something else. 

And if that description of him is true—and I have no doubt it is; from all 

I've heard, he was certainly a randy old bastard—well, for a musician, it's a 

great life. In your early 20s, you know, you're moving around, you don't 

have to get into any recriminations—you're gone already. It's the old 

troubadour thing, vdrich is part of any musician's life. 

It certainly seems to have been part «his. ham the rime he was old 

enough to be able to make a little money with his music, he uas gone. He was 

out «there. 

Robert !laughing, to photo ofjohnsonHoin the club! 
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ROBERT JOHNSON 

was doing "Traveling Riverside Blues"—you know, "you can 

squeeze my lemon." Just last night at the Meadowlands the stage 

was full of lemons. And I was thinking, "ffonly Robert knew..." 
When I got to Boston with Zeppelin in '69 and we played the Tea 

Party, I met Don Law the promoter, who itturned out was the son of 

the man who'd recorded Robert Johnson. Don talked about his dad 

being down there in San Antonio; he told me the stories about 

Johnson calling up Don Law Sr. from the hotel, saying "There's a 

woman here wants 50 cents and I lacks a nickel." I might call my 

next album that, I Lack A Nickel, I love it, the idea of just not having 

that last nickel. And Don told 

me about the lost 13. I got 

goosebumps, everything, you 

can't believe how I felt. All we 

had at the time was the origi-

nal album, though I'd heard 

that Eric Clapton had a tape of 

the lost 13. At the Tea Party, a 

kid came up to me out of the 

crowd and pushed into my 

hand a little reel-to-reel and 

sure enough, there it was. I 

have no idea who he was, real 

nice guy with spectacles, 

never seen him since. That 

was the first time I heard "Lit-

tle Queen of Spades," "Uwe in 

Vain" and "From Four Until 
Late." [The material was col-

lected the following year as 

Ring qf the Delia Blues Singers, 

Vol. IL] 

So Johnson has followed 

me everywhere. He's with 

me right now on tour, next to Jimmy Giuffre and the Musicians of 

the Nile and quite happily stuck between Dexter Gordon and 

Soundgarden. 

Then I decided to follow him. On my last tour in '88, I got a day off 

and flew from Atlanta to Memphis. I took a rental car, went down 

Route 61 with my Rand-McNally alias, got to Robinsornille, and took 

a right to Commerce. With my Samuel B. Charters book, Robert 

Johnson, under my arm, I asked around if anybody knew some old 

singers. There were some guys driving huge mechanized cotton 

pickers; they swung down off these ladders and came down. I'm in 

the car with my woman beside me, thinking, "This is a long way 

from anywhere." I told them I was looking for someone who was 

related to a singer who used to live around there, who died 50 years 

ago. 

They said, "The only guy around here that long ago was Son 

House." These guys were younger than me, so it was quite surpris-

ing that Son House would be remembered by 30-year-old guys. Any-

way, I said "No, no—Johnson." They said, "Hmm, no," but they 

pointed me back up the road from Commerce towards Robin-

sonville. I knocked on the door they told me to, white house on the 

left, and saw this huge figure looming forward. I put on my best 

English accent, thinking it might get me through. The man came 

out and started talking: "Yeah, we played together as kids, and then 
he went away. He was mysterious, but he wasn't mean. Sonny Boy 

Williamson, he was mean. He came from Helena and stole my girl-

friend." He said, "Robert lived over the road there, but the house 

blew away." 

So I hung around, just standing there like some kind of fool. I 

headed for Friar's Point, and crawled in there with my car. Being a 

blues freak, I knew Robert would just get off the riverboat and play 

a gig, maybe get a little wild. He lived very close to the edge, 

according to that guy. The hypnotism was there. There was 

just an incredible smell of woodsmoke and seduction and 

timelessness. It reminded me of parts of Africa. Morocco.. . 1 

was so out of step with it, really, all could do was feel. 

Reading about it, and poking around, I find the whole 

thing now opening up for me. I see that the guy, though he 

was very shy and polite, was also a great professional and 

very, very ambitious. And all of a sudden we find he has a sis-

ter in Baltimore, and traveled to New York. The whole mys-

tery unravels a little bit. And as I get older, the romance—it 

doesn't fade away, but it gets moved over, and I've got 

to...hone it. 

The anguish, the desolation in Johnson, it's beautiful. It's the 

most remarkable and beautiful currency for an entertainer, to 

really feel and sing like that. I try. Sometimes I get within 10 

miles of it. There are some vocal performances throughout 

time, such as Nina Simone's "I Put a Spell on You," where you 

get a ridiculous empathy between instrument and voice. Occa-
sionally, on certain songs throughout my career, I've almost 

got there. There's a song called "Anniversary" on my current 

record, where I really sing, sing, I'm right on the edge of being 

there alongside the whole Johnson approach. On that one, I 

made it. 

He is a huge musical force in my life; he's been a touch-

stone, really. Even though Kokomo Arnold was a great player, and 

Skip James, Son House—the people who Johnson was affected 

by—were all great, Johnson takes all those different things and 

creates something of his own. Muddy Waters was great, but I think 

he was quite calculating. Whereas to me, on "Preaching Blues" and 

"Crossroads" and "If I Had Possession Over Judgment Day," John-

son really creates something of singular magnificence; he goes 

beyond all other singers of that era. And perhaps since. 

If I were to turn somebody on to Johnson I'd say, "I'd like your 

attention for one hour, and don't expect to be doing anything for 

another couple of hours after that." I'd play "Judgment Day" and 

"Stones in My Passway" three times each, and then pull the phone 

out of the wall and lock the door, and leave the person with it. It 

would be a great gift, really, for anyone to be exposed to this. I 

don't know if outtakes are going to make any difference—the 

whole phenomenon of listening to Presley doing a song ten times, 

it's a matter of taste. But the very fact is that when I was a kid, I was 

just hit for six by Robert. Somebody, someday, is going to get my 

record collection, whether it's my daughter or my son or 

both—and they better know what they've got. 'Cause Johnson is 

part of why their dad is what he is. 
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ROBERT JOHNSON 

Oh, I'm going back down to Mississippi, yes. I just want to be 

intoxicated. I'm going down there because of what Robert did to me 

when I was a kid. Because of Willie Brown and Son House and the 

whole Delta phenomenon. And if I get to the crossroads, I wonder if 

Mark Knopfier will be there. 

BERT CRAY— I was always mystified by the fact R () 

that he was so young when he did those record-

ings. In the photos, he looks quite a bit older. That 

cigarette hanging out of his mouth. It really 

hocked me to see what he actually looked 

like—it's an old man in a young man's body. And all those songs 

that he's written, they're a lot older than what someone that age 

should've been singing. I guess people grew up much faster on the 

Mississippi Delta in the '30s, that's fact. 

When I was first listening to him in '71, we would think he was 

from outer space. To be so young but know so much about life, and 

play it so well, and sing it so well, with such emotion—I mean, 

that's out of this world! But I don't think the depth of his music, the 

frightening element, affected me till was lots older. I hear it now. It 

still befuddles me how he got to be that way, how he understood 

those things—what I call the curse of mankind, not knowing why 

you're here on earth. But what really gets to me is how in the hell, 

in that short life, did he become so proficient on guitar and vocally? 

I tried to figure out "Crossroads" and "Kind Hearted Woman." I got 

a little bit of it. Nobody can really get it. You can play 

it, but you don't get it. You can study this stuff till 

Hell freezes over, but there's no way you can sing 
and play with that kind of emotion. 

For me, Johnson is the greatest rural bluesman. 

Someone like Tampa Red plays a really smooth 

slide guitar, but Johnson's my favorite. When some-

one's that good I hate them, actually. But you just 

have to live with it. 

01IN I IAMMOND, JR.— Johnson was my 

inspiration to actually want to play. I first 

heard him in 1958, on Sam Charters' 

anthology The Country Blues. It was a 

great record. Then in 1960, Frank Driggs, 

the guy who compiled King of the Delta Blues 

Singers, gave me tapes of about nine cuts. Although 

I've since been gotten to by others, Robert got to me 

like no one else, and if I had to think of one rural 

bluesman who's still essential to me—there you go, 

it's Robert Johnson. 

I'd been playing the guitar zero when I started 

playing his stuff; it was the first music I wanted to 

learn. I just wanted to do those songs. They rang 

true to me, very profoundly. When I finally got a guitar in 1960, it 

was within a year-and-a-half that I was playing professionally. 

[laughs] Right—"He sold his soul to the Devil!" You don't have to 

sell your soul to the Devil; if you're really inspired, really motivat-

ed, you learn fast. When I cut my first album in '62, I'd been play-

ing professionally for about nine months. 

Jo hin Hammonds, Jr. 

"I don't buy this whole 

'sell your soul to the Devil' routine. 

I think that's all crazy." 

In '64 came your electric blues album So Many Road& With Levon 

and the Hawks... 

That's right. Let me tell you something about Robbie Robertson, 

man: Robbie Robertson was once a great blues guitar player. I 

mean, the best that I ever heard. And when he got with Dylan it all 

changed. He bought the Albert Grossman line of, you know, "You're 

the greatest. In order to make the real dough you gotta write tunes, 

you gotta do this and that, and be holier than thou." He didn't see 

that what he was doing already was his own, the real thing. When I 

used to go see Robbie play I was thrilled, man. This guy was so 

strong and so hot; I don't care if you compare him to Buddy Guy or 

Otis Rush or whoever, that's irrelevant. I just felt so sad when that 

voice was stilled. 

You still hear it on some of the Band cuts. 

Nahh. It's not the same thing. I mean, he was a great guitar 

player, period—but when he played blues, he was really special. 

But to get back to Johnson: Pm sure he was influenced by Lonnie 

Johnson, by Leroy Carr, by Willie Newbem and all of these guys. I 

hear Scrapper Blackwell in him, and Kokomo Arnold and Skip 

James. But his stuff is the synthesis of that whole era, the most 

intense. Listen to the complexities of his rhythms, his uncanny abil-

ity to make the words jump at you because of little nuances he does 

on the guitar. Or the stops where a slide note bangs right out at 

you—"Who's been drivin' my Terraplane for"— and then that 

incredible slide note—"years since I've been gone." In "Traveling 

Riverside Blues," the guitar is as 

much a voice as his voice is. His 

bass line in "Sweet Home Chica-
go" totally influenced the whole 

Chicago electric blues scene. I 

mean, the guy was brilliant, way 

ahead of his time, sophisticated 

in chord structure and rhythm. 

He was a real winner. 

His guitar technique is phe-

nomenal, I mean, he played the 

shit out of the guitar. It's just a 

phenomenal technique the guy 

worked out. A bass line and a 

treble line that are at times 

simultaneous. He was a musi-

cian on the incomparable level. 

Lonnie Johnson was real 

sophisticated, a great accompa-

nist, great technical guitarist. 

He'll stand the hair on your 

head. But Lonnie never made a 

"Terraplane Blues," no "Preach-

ing Blues," no "If I Had Posses-

sion Over Judgment Day." I'm not just talking about intensity, I'm 

talking about technique—I mean, Robert Johnson was phenome-

nal! He was hitting stuff in rhythm and off rhythm and playing with 

it and hitting bass things and treble things at the same time...I 

don't know, I just don't think there's ever been a guy that good. 

I haven't recorded all of his songs, but I know all of them. On any 
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given evening, I could play any ofhis tunes. The tunings were hard 

at first. I figured out finally he had an open tuning for lots of the 

tunes. A lot of the slide was in an open G or open A. When I figured 

that out, everything made a 

lot more sense; I just knew 

it was right as soon as I got 

it. You can go to open G and 

capo it up; what I do is play 

an open A, sometimes an 

open E. Using the slide was 

the hardest thing to master, 

but with experimentation I 

developed my own way of 

being able to hit the notes. 

It's frustrating that I never 

got to see the guy play, and 

that there was never a film 

made of him. But life goes 

on, and you carry on a tradi-

tion the best way you can. 

You live it, you be it. 

Many times I've thought 

about Johnson as a person. 

I've got my own feelings 

about where he was at. All I 

can go on is my own life on 

the road for all these years, 

but it's enabled me to form 

opinions that I think are 

fairly right on. And I don't 

see this darkness everybody 

talks about. Robert Johnson 

was a living human being, 

he wasn't a ghost off in a 

cave somewhere. The guy 

lived, he traveled. He went 

to New York, he went to 

Canada, he'd been in California and the Midwest. Especially for a 

young guy, he saw a lot of the U.S. And he had success, too—you 

didn't make all those records unless you're popular. 

If you're all on your own and you don't have somebody taking 

care of you, you can't be messed up. And to be able to play the gigs 

and maintain, night after night, you've got to have your shit 

together. I believe he really did. And the way he died: He didn't 

want to die, somebody killed him. He was a young guy who was 

just getting his career off the ground. He had made all these 

records. He was somebody on the scene. The people I've talked to 

whom he worked with—Robert Junior Lockwood and Johnny 

Shines and Honeyboy Edwards—they all refer to him as a very up 

guy. And he was a great source of inspiration to them, until he got 

real drunk. 

I don't buy this whole "sell your soul to the Devil" routine. I think 

that's all crap. "Me and the Devil," that's humorous, for Christ's sake: 

"You may bury my body by the highway side,..so iny old evil spirit can 

catch a Greyhound bus and ride." "Hellhound on My 'Frail" has a 

somber kind of feeling but there's an upness to it, too—"If today was 

Christmas Eve, then wouldn't we have a lime, baby!" 

I don't know how to put into words those magic coincidences, the 

right time at the right place, that make a person do 

what they do. But I'd say he was one of the greatest 

musicians I ever heard, and that his power, his per-

sona, translated to some chord inside me that just sort 

of sprung me free to go out and play. I wouldn't say it's 

because of him that I became a musician, but for sure 

his stuff got me so acutely interested in the music I 

already loved that it drove me to actually get an 

instrument and learn to play it, and want to do it for 

my life. 

Vernon 1 eid 

"'Hellhound on My Trail' is just 

brutal. When that song ends, you 

knoll, there's no escape for Johnson." 

V
RNON REID— There's this real 

dark sense of foreboding. "Hell-

hound on my Trail." It's difficult to 

even imagine what it was like 

before World War II, in the deep 

South, out in the country, where to cross the path of a 

white man, for your eyes to meet the eyes of a white 

woman, to give an imaginary slight, could literally 
mean death. Lynching was almost an accepted form 

of behavior. People talk about the dread in Robert 

Johnson as existential, but you've got to look at it in 

social terms too. Imagine the mood in the black part 

of town when, say, a young boy who's real popular, 

all the girls like him, he's intelligent, and he goes out 

on a Saturday night and doesn't come back home. 

Imagine the dread, the darkness, the shadow of evil. 

The hellishness of that. 

For me, the idea of the blues is the catharsis of 

dealing with your blues, and your situation, and 

coming out the other end. A lot of blues is humorous: 

"It's a lowdown dirty world where a man has to pawn 

his shoes" or "Caldonia, what makes your big head 

so hard?" But there's something really heroic about 

Robert Johnson. Robert Johnson just goes headlong into it, you get 

the sense he's grappling single-handed with things that other artists 

turn away from, or try to come out the other side of. "Hellhound on 

My 'frail," it's just brutal. When that song is over, you know that for 

this person, this character, for Robert Johnson, there's no real 

escape, no way out. 

You wonder what kind of figure he must have cut when he 

walked into a room... 

ILLY GIBBONS— It was on the Columbia LP reissue, 

King of the Delta Blues Singers, that I first heard John-

son. There were three of us who'd started listening to 

this kind of music, and I was in my early teens. Great 

age to be bowled over by this stuff. I wish I could be 

somehow different from the other kids that were discovering this stuff 

around then, but it was actually through the English guys. There was 

just a brief interview in some teen magazine with Cream, and it was 

an Eric Clapton comment that kind of opened the doorway. 
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We thought it was dark and smoky; you really were drawn into 

the meaningfulness of the Delta. The landscape, even though it has 

changed and the forms of commerce are different, you can still see 

the blues Wiggim'' right out of the ground. 

One point I want to make is about the aspect of mystery that's 

always included in a Robert Johnson discussion. Over time, we've 

had the benefit of a lot of comment by the 

so-called blues experts, and now there's 

even the famous two views of Johnson in 

photographs. And yet the mystery 

remains. But to listen to the music with 

your eyes closed, the mystery becomes 

less ominous and more inviting. What I 

mean is, by unraveling the former ques-

tion marks surrounding his life, we know 

a little bit about him, but to me it 

becomes less and less important to have 

some measure of finality over his birth-

place, or exactly who it was that may 

have done him in, because the music is 

so enticing and it stands alone. All in all, 

that's the bottom line: We're interested in 

the sounds this guy created. 

His stuff was so futished. I can't remem-

ber who it was that remarked that Robert 

Johnson's work is really a kind of turning 

point from the so-called floating blues, 

but he created songs, he created content 

that thematically was with you from the 

opening line to the closing. "Little Queen 

of Spades," "Hot Tamales They're Red 

Hot"—we were just listening to that—and 

"Love In Vain"...God, add my naine to the 

list! Of the rural bluesmen, he's the most 

listenable, the most fun to listen to, the 

most propelling. All we've really got to go 

on are surviving recordings from the 

saine period, and I don't think it's a matter 

of the equipment he was recorded on 

being better. Let's just say this: He must 

have taken it pretty seriously when he decided to disappear and 

learn how to do it right. 

I was always amused by that story—that he was kind of chided 

by his musician buddies for not being so good and then he did 

this disappearing act and came back and smoked 'em. It certain-

ly shows up on record, 'cause his execution and delivery are just 

smoking. There's a guitar figure he added at the closing phrase 

of a lot of his material; it's the basic descending blues coda, but 

he made it his own with a few little twists. And it's always there, 

man, that haunting closing figure, though he always plays it a lit-

tle bit different. I can't quite put it in words, but to me it says 

blues. All I know is, it was powerful enough for us to use in "La 

Grange." 

I wrote a poem with a friend of mine not too long ago. Ws 

about Howlin' Wolf and Robert Johnson coming back to bee 

what they started. They have a laugh at the end to see how this 

innocent thing they did lasted so long. There's a reference to 

"Who's that man standin' over there?" I'm not so sure that a deal 

didn't go down at the crossroads. But I care to leave it just like 

that. If it did, it did. I'm not gonna ask too many questions about 

it, but here's a funny little offside: 

We've been recording here in 

Memphis, where there's still a 

tremendous amount of presence, if 

you will. There's a young lady that's 

a receptionist at the studio, she 

lives outside Memphis, just across 

the Mississippi line. She gave me a 

small vial of dirt that was taken 

from the crossroads of Highways 

49 and 61; that's Clarksdale. She 

said, "I'm honored to be able to 

give it to you, I know you have an 

interest in all of this." I said, "Well 

thank you very much. I certainly 

don't want to take this if it's your 

cherished treasure." "Oh no, we 

had a handful of it," she says. "But, 

uh, let me give you a little 

advice—don't keep it in your 

house." So there may be more there 

than I care to deal with, at this 

point! 

The first time I saw the picture of 

Johnson, it was a relief. I've joined 

the many that are fascinated by his 

hands. They're spiderlike. Trying to 

perform Robert Johnson composi-

tions is a difficult task and I'm not 

convinced that anyone has success-

fully done so. But finally to look at 

the physical evidence of his hands is 

kind of reassuring to those of us 

who are just totally mystified by this 

guy. Look at his hands—they're a 

thing of beauty. I think they go with what you hear. 

To identify why the Mississippi Delta blues—the work of just a 

few people, who were black, illiterate, who were from a whole 

other world than urban people in the '90s—can still affect us so 

deeply, to identify that puts us closer to something that a lot of 

people seem to try to ignore, and that's feelings and emotion. 

There was no reason, ethnically or politically or spiritually, for 

these guys to hold back. To listen to the blues today is to welcome 

the recognition of one's own feelings and emotion. It's a curious 

notion that this music, this art form, is not only still present in 

modern forms of music, but that people are driven to continue to 

interpret it. There's definitely some kind of power in it. It's a soul-

ful emotion. 

Damn. You got me so fired up, I'm filled with the spirit. I think 

we'll go play some blues this afternoon. 

Billy G 1-)1) 0111S 
"Look at his hands—they're a thing of beauty. 

They're spiderlike.» 
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CLAPTON 

kont'dfrom pageM lived and died. It just seemed 

to be—very sad to say, right, you know? It burned 

and it extinguished. 

Frozen in time. We've talked about the photos 

qfJohnson. Here's one you haven't seen. 

Huh! [looking at photograph: the portrait of 

Johnson in a pinstripe suit]...Wow. He's a pretty 

fancy dude, isn't he? Look at the suit and the hat 

and everything! Amazing hands too. Has anyone 

identified the guitar? 

Not that Pm aware (If, no. Do you recognize it? 

Well, the body shape looks like it could be a 

Gibson. It looks like a Gibson to me, but it's hard 

to say. lit is probably a Gibson Kalamazoo, a pre-

war budget model.] It's the same guy, isn't it, as in 

the other picture? [compares photographs] Yeah, 

that's the one. Yeah, it's the same guy. Wow. Its 

astonishing! 

He looks more worldly than I thought he would 

be, you know. In this picture, he looks far more 

sophisticated than—you kind of got the impression 

that he never ever would have worn a suit some-

how, or a hat like that It's great . 

It also turns out that he traveled much more 

widely than we had thought. He apparently even 

got up to New York, Chicago, Canada... 

You're kidding. And yet he doesn't seem to 

have left a trace, you know, unless you dig deep 

and do some research. But you would think that 

he would be on other records with other people. 

Maybe he was. Maybe he was. [looking at photo 

again] You know, the other thing is he looks like 

Jimi in this too. It's freaky, that very strong simi-

larity. 

Do you identify with him? Do you feel you're 

carrying on his tradition? 

I think—in terms of playing, yeah. I sometimes 

feel that spirit inside me when I play guitar or 

when I—even sometimes when I sing too. I don't 

know what it is. It's just—it's an embodiment of 

something that isn't necessarily an identity that 

he had, but just something that he expressed, 

which I never heard anyone else do as well. And 

when I try to reach for that, whatever it is, it 

seems to come from the same place. 

"Crossroads" is a Johnson song you've become 

identified with. How did you come to choose it? 

Ido identify with him and I keep seeing myself 

at a crossroads. Always going through that same 

sort of shift, where you come up to a situation and 

don't know which way to go. I'm never, ever in a 

permanent situation. I'm never really satisfied 

with my lot, I'm always looking for something 

more. I'm never really sure where I'm going. I'm 

directionless, you know. 

It's a funny dilemma, but it echoes and it 

seems to have started out around the same time 

as I heard this man. I'm not blaming him, you 

know! (laughs] 

You've done other songs of his too rRamblin' 

On My Mind," "Four Until Late," "Steady Rollin' 

Mani. Are there more you'd like to do? 

I've always wanted to do "Kind Hearted 

Woman" and also "Come On in My Kitchen." But 

you have to do all of this stuff with the greatest of 

care. "Hellhound on My Tail"—forget it. That 

one's impossible. It would take a year's work to 

get it done right, by a great composer or a great 

arranger. 

How does it make you feel to have brought his 

music to a whole new audience? 

Very proud. I'm very proud that you've come to 

talk to me, because it gives me—it makes me feel 

like I've achieved something on his behalf. 

Because I'm sure, as you said before the inter-

view, that if the Stones and I and whoever else 

was championing his cause hadn't done any-

thing, he would just have disappeared. 

It's funny. Very few of the bluesmen would 

acknowledge this guy, you know. Muddy was very 

keen to talk about him, but Muddy was a very 

open-hearted man. But then again, he probably 

was never asked, you know. It was only because 

we were close that he talked about Robert John-

son to me—because I would ask him. But in inter-

views I don't think I ever saw Muddy talk about 

him, you know. So Johnson must have been like a 

closed book, like a kind of black sheep in the fam-

ily, or he was too good—there was a lot of jeal-

ousy, I think. Quite a lot of envy there. 

To talk to a living bluesman about someone 

who's dead—you don't. It's a slight on their ego. It's 

not really a very smart thing to do. It wasn't smart 

for me to talk to Muddy about this guy, except that I 

knew Muddy well enough to be able to twist the 

conversation. But to have gone up to him the first 

time and said, "Hi, Muddy, nice to meet you, did 

you ever meet Robert Johnson," is like saying, you 

know, I'm not interested in you, but I want to know 

what you know. 

Or like Johnny Shines, who traveled with John-

son. 

He's been bugged all his life about this. And it 

wouldn't surprise me at all to find out that he was 

a little bit resentful about it. I mean, I would be 

too. Because after all, he's been working all these 

years since Robert died. And Robert achieved so 

much in such a little amount of time. 

Johnson sang about walking side-by-side with 

the devil. What do you imagine Johnson's relation-

ship with the devil was? 

Well, according to my knowledge of these sorts 

of things, I would put it down to a story, you know, 

a way of simplifying, rationalizing the whole 

thing, even though it's not to his credit. For me, he 

has not sold his soul to the devil. That's too easy, 

you know. It's just too easy. It's a great myth, but I 

think it's an outsider's—or an envious way of 

summing up the situation. And my beliefs won't 

allow that; they won't allow for someone who 

sang so sweetly and so beautifully to have con-

signed himself to a life with evil. It couldn't work 

that way for me, because the music he made is so 

beautiful. It couldn't have come from an evil 

affiance. 

The other thing is what's in the songs them-
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Just buy any Sony home, car or 
portable Digital AudioTape (DAT) 
player* between now and January 31, 
1991 and send in a copy of your receipt 
plus this coupon.The Colors of Jazz, 
four great digital tapes with a retail 
value of $80, will be yours. Four free. 

ITAail this coupon and a copy of your dated sales receipt7I 
Sony Colors of Jazz Offer, P.O. Box 769 
Norwood. Ma. 02062-0007 

Name  

Address  

City  State Zip  

Model No.   Serial No   

Date Purchased  

Purchases must take place between October 1,1990 and January 31, 
1991 All forms must be filled out completely and requests for the free 
prerecorded DATpackage must be postmarked no later than February 
28.1991 

Voicl where grohibted by law Lunt one $80 00 value lape set per Sony 
consumer DATplayer purchased Offer valid only In the Continental US 
(excluding Alaska and Hawax) Please allow 6-8 weeks for delovery 
Sony reserve the right to substitute the package or any title based upon 
supply or avaffabiloty 

'Car and portable DAT players available n December, 1990 See your 
authorized Sony DAT retailer for further information 

SONY 
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO' 
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Introducing Sony 
Digital Audio Tape Recorders. 

To capture all the power, the passion and the 

pulse of the world's most-admired musicians, the 

world's most-respected studios turn to Sony 

Digital Recorders. But up till now, digital record-

ing has remained where it was born—in the stu-

dio. Now those days are gone. Welcome to 

the age of Sony Digital AudioTape. DAT. 

Based on Sony technology, DAT brings 

to the world of tape recording all the bril-

liance and accuracy of the digital Com-

pact Disc. Capturing up to two full hours of 

digital sound on a durable, reusable tape 

that's 47% smaller than the standard 

audio cassette. 

With the new Sony DTC-700 DATdeck, you 

can experience this wonderment for yourself. 

Because you can record live music digitally with 

a precision and clarity you've never heard 

before. Or record directly from a digital or analog 
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source, without the hiss, wow and flutter, or dis-

tortion of conventional cassettes. 

The DTC-700 also demonstrates the tangible 

benefits of Sony's studio expertise.You can hear 

it in High Density Linear Converter-circuitry that 

faithfully renders even the most delicate sonic 

shadings. You can experience it in our high-

speed loading system and ultra-stable 4-motor 

transport. And you can 

enjoy it in scan, search and 

programming features con-

ventional decks can only 

dream of Which means the 

DTC-700 not only defines 

DAT it also refines it. 

For more information, call 1-201-SONY-DAT. 

Better still, visit your authorized Sony DATdealer. 

Where you'll discover you don't have to be a 

recording professional to make professional-

grade recordings. 

SONY 

DT-90 
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Sony LIATcassettes. Sub-microscopic 
metal particles, proprietary coating and binder 
make it a teclmological triumph in its own right. 
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Super. 
Natural. 
Power. The JBL/UREI SR Series is an 

artful achievement in sound 
reinforcement electronics, 
putting pro-caliber power 
amplification into a super 
small super lightweight pack-
age. The 500 watt model, for 
example, is a mere 2 rack 
units tall and weighs only 
42 pounds. 

SR Series circuitry capitalizes 
on the natural benefits of 
high-speed complimentary 
symmetry, giving you an 
amplifier that naturally can-
cels distortion and lets every 
nuance of your music come 
through. 

And, powerful. Responding 
the instant you need it, the 
dual 150 watt model 6615, 
dual 300 watt model 6630 
and dual 500 watt model 
6650 all come with switch-
selectable stereo, dual mono 
or bridged mono operation. 
Plus, The SR Series uses an 

ultra-quiet cooling fan that 
alters its speed as it senses 
subtle variations in the heat 
sink temperature. With a rear-

to-front airflow across the components, your racks 
stay cool while your music heats up. 

SR Series Power Amplifiers can be found at your 
local authorized JBL Professional dealer. Drop by 
today, give them a good listen and put some super 
natural JBL power into your sound system. 

JBIJ 
UREI 
ELECTRONIC 
PRODUCTS 

JBL Professional 
8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329 
H A Harman International Company 



selves: the devil as a symbol, something he was 

struggling with in his life and in his music. 

There's a fear there that I recognize from my 

own life. I can identify with it on a level of fear. 

But I think-the only way I can picture it for him 

was that, possibly, he made some pretty big mis-

takes in his youth, which would lead him to be 

keen to be on the move. This may be kind ola 

petty rationalization of what we've got as evi-

dence, but it's possible to see that he might have 

gotten into trouble with women, that he might 

have felt hunted, felt trapped. That comes across 

to me in his music very powerfully, that he didn't 

understand half the stuff that was going on 

around him and he felt the victim of it. Although 

he may have precipitated a lot of it by his own 

actions. 

And that l can identify with, because that has 

been true in my life. You know, a lot of things have 

just got —snowballed to the point where I'm 

just—I have been in the past—absolutely bogged 

down and terrified by the consequences of my 

own actions. Now, he in his music is just that, but 

intensified lo a point of unbearable proportions. 

He would use the name of the Devil, or Satan, or 

whatever—it just meant to me that he was incred-

ibly scared of what was going to come upon him. 

But who knows what that may have been in realis-

tic terms. I mean, his symbols may actually have 

been actually a lot larger than life itself. 

I'd go so far as to say that he spoke with an elo-

quence which didn't seem to belong to the situa-

tion he came from. That's another thing thai 

freaked me out. When I used to listen to the lyrics. 

in his songs, I was amazed by the eloquence that 

guy had, and his poetry far outshone anything his 

competitors or his peers had to say. Obviously, it 

would be nice to know where he got that 

from—whether he could read, or whether he was 

raised around people that—he just didn't come 

out of the air. Surely not in that part of the world_ 

He spoke like a kind of—sometimes like an old 

English poet. 
Peter Guralnick has written that even as more 

facts are learned about Johnson's tile, the source of 

his art remains a mystery.Il/tat do you suppose 

that source might have been? 

I think we can either see that it came out of the 

air, that he was phenomenally gifted, as happens, 

with for instance, Jimi, who is I think the closest 

parallel we have. Or that there was another great 

player that he met or that had influence on him 

that we'll never hear of, that was like one of his 

neighbors, someone that he picked it up from. 

But then that goes against the story that Son 

House tells about him being one year very ungift-

ed and then the next year being phenomenally 

gifted. I think we have to assume he suddenly 

found in himself a true calling; he suddenly, 

overnight, started to take it seriously. He grew up, 

quickly, on his music, within a year. He suddenly 

decided that he wanted to do it properly. And 

when he decided to do that, he did it better than 

anyone else. He found a gift and he tapped it. I 

think the spark could be there in a lot of people, 

but the ones that become great artists are the 

ones that kind of mature it quickly, or find a way 

of dealing with it quickly and get a joy from it and 

decide to take it to its final conclusion as quickly 

as possible. And I think that's what I would like to 

believe happened to him. 

What would you want to tell today's audiences 

about Johnson's music? 

Well, I think even if they bought his record and 

didn't like it, they'd realize that they had to tip their 

hat to the guy, because he is the one that laid it 

down for us all to pick up. In all the forms of blues, 

and a lot of rock 'n' roll, even to the edge of coun-

try music and into the verges of jazz, too. There's 

something there which is clearer than any other 

artist. It's clearer to see, which is probably why I 

found it so painful to listen to at first, because 

there was no bullshit. 

He started it all, really. And his music is abso-

lutely fantastically enjoyable once you've 

acquired the taste—and it's not that hard to 

acquire. 47è 

Blues In The Mississippi Night 
Memphis Slim, Big Bill Broonzy, Sonny Boy 

THE MOST 
REMARKABLE 
ALBUM RELEASE 
OF THE YEAR. 

"A devastating social document ... A+ " 
-• Greg Sandow, 

Entertainment Weekly 

"An extraordinary reflection on the blues and so-
cial conditions in the South." 

-- Robert Hillburrt, 
Los Angeles Times 

"As powerful as any streetwise rap by Ice-T or 
NIVA, this release is a must for anyone who 
wants to understand not only where the blues 
came from but what lies at the root of many of the 
social problems confronting American society 
today." **** 

-- Fred Shuster, 
Los Angeles Daily News 

"The stories are delivered with an alarmingly dark 
humor that highlights the true spirit of the blues." 

-- Bob J. Cohen, 
Rolling Stone 

"If it doesn't win next year's Grammy for best 
historical recording, not to mention best tradition-
al blues recording, they should melt down all the 
tiny trophies and do away with the awards. There 
should, in fact, be a special award for Blues in 
the Mississippi Night above and beyond the 
Grammy." 

Michael Point, 
Austin American-Statesman 

Williamson 

"A brilliant, wrenching documentary of racism, 
and the ennobling ways these three musical giants 
turned oppression into genius." 

-- Scott Alarik, 
Boston Globe 

"It is moving, rare, and at the time it was made, 
dangerous." 

Write for free catalogue. 

RYKODISC USA 
Pickering Wharf, Bldg. C 
Salem MA 01970 

Peter Watrous, 
New York Times 

RYKODISC HOTLINE: 617-492:RYKO (7956) 

Mail order information: 
BOSE EXPRESS MUSIC CATALOG 
1-800-233-6357 
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THE IBUIMA 
JUST A COUPLE Or BLOCKS AWAY FROM THE SURREAL, WALT 

Disney-meets-David Lynch Colonial Williamsburg section of the 

otherwise appealing Williamsburg, Virginia, the reporter, musing 

mawkishly about the pull thatsmall towns havealways had for him, 

decides to order an archetypal American meal—cheeseburger, 

fries, Coke and apple pie—as a salute to the fact that both he and the 

artist he'swaiting to meet were rurally born, reared and marked. It 

is not an empty gesture. A foolsh one maybe, but these places get to 

you. Judging by his music, Bruce Hornsby would understand both 

the sentiment and the cynicism. 
Set smack in the heart of the TidewateriSouthside region, 

Williamsburg—minus the silver dagger of the almighty dollar that 

its aberrant colonial area holds at every tourist's throat—seems as 

fine and resonant as a sleepy summer day. Stately and reasonably 

sanitary rivers flow through abundant woodlands into nearby 
Chesapeake Bay, which watermen have worked for centuries. If 

Frank Capra had directed "Thin Peaks" in the 194.0s or '50s, I won-

der, would he have let Laura Palmer die? 

When the six-foot-four, 35-year-old Hornsby—wearing jeans and 

a T-shirt and looking not much different from the sports-crazed high 
school basketballer that he was—bounds into the restaurant and 

interrupts this maudlin movie reverie, two not-altogether disparate 

Bru{n, 
P H 0 

images jump into my head: Warren Zevon's "excitable boy" zinging 

through the Southland and (this is the one that really sticks) Jimmy 

Stewatt's likability, prankishness and quiet but untrimmed intensity 

as George Bailey in Capra's It's a Wonderful Lee, a movie about a 

man's love-hate feelings toward Bedford Falls, a small town that, no 

matter how desperately he tries, he never manages to leave. 

Hornsby's story has similarities. Although he attended colleges in 

Boston and Miami and lived for most of the 1980s in Los Angeles, he 

recently moved back to Williamsburg because he found that it really 

is home for him—proving, I suppose, that the pull of rurality (or at 

least the dream of rurality) runs deep. 

We break what little conversation ice there is by talking about 

sports and Bob Dylan and our towns, both of us finding it surprising-

ly unsurprising that there were far more similarities than differ-
ences in our respective growings up in Minnesota and Virginia. 

Paradoxically, regionalism seems to be universal. For every belt, 

there's a Bible. 
Hornsby offers the lightbulb joke for Virginians. "How many Vir-

ginians," he asks, "does it take to screw in a fightbulb? Three. One to 

screw it in, and two to talk about how great the old one was." He 

laughs and shakes his head. "I'm afraid it's very much a place that 

looks back a lot. 

Hornsby Finds Ills Wi.j Ilfluin, ‹,) By Paul Nelson 
TOGII AP fl TUM WOLEF 
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"There's a song on our second album, Scenes from the Southside, 

called 'The Valley Road' that's sort of an inside joke with my own lit-

tle twist on the lightbulb joke and the living in the past that Virgini-

ans do. The real Valley Road is this fabled old road in the Shenan-

doah Valley that had great significance in Civil War times. I decided 

to make my Valley Road a place where people go parking to make 
out. It's a little stab at this reverence for the past." 

Quite a number of your songs seem to be about violence, I say. 
Physical, psychological, political and racial violence. It's as if you 

look out your window in Williamsburg, but what you see can be 

pretty far-reaching. The title track on your last record, A Night on 

the Town, is just one example. Drinking and bragging around "a 

green table," blood in "a green forest" and then "an old man bailing 

out a son." So goes the world. 

"That's right. Exactly. 'A Night on the Town' is based on some-

thing that happened about a year-and-a-half ago. But it's a very 

standard old tale. It's just a song saying that these people are just 

doing what they were always told to do and what they were taught. 

It follows up a tradition—we beat up these guys because our fathers 

beat up these guys. 

"I rarely do this, but in that song, I actually named the place—the 

Midway Diner about 15 miles from 

here and, of course, the guys at the 

Midway got a big charge out of that." 

You use the word "secret" a lot in 

your lyrics. 

"There's always an undercurrent. 

I tend to write about the underside of 

things around here." 

We seem to be looking at an abso-

lutely obvious blend of tradition, 

undercurrent and facade right now,1 

suggest, waving a hand at Colonial 

Williamsburg. 

"Sure. CW is a powerful eco-

nomic force in the town. John D. 

Rockefeller started the place 

sometime in the '30s. Williams-

burg was just a sleepy Southern 

town before that. It was so sleepy 

that they didn't even have elections one year because they 

just forgot about it." 

We both laugh. 

"Funny thing is," Hornsby says, "CW wasn't big at all in my con-

sciousness when I was a kid. It really meant very little to me. It was 

just a place to ride your bicycle where cars weren't allowed. When 

we began high school—or junior high school probably—it was just 

a place to pull some pranks with the guys. 

"I think of Williamsburg as a small Southern college town, with 

an emphasis on the college, which is William and Mary—a state 

school, not private. Because of the college, there were a lot more 

// 

things to do than in most small towns. There were always football 

games and cultural events and plays and orchestras and rock con-

certs. Peter, Paul and Mary—that was the first concert I ever went 

to, when I was about eight years old. Trini Lopez, Wilson Pickett, 

Spider Turner and the Beds all played here for school dances. Sain 

the Sham! To me, the college was much more influential on my 

youth than the CW thing." 

What ties you to this area? What brought you back? 

"I think that family is very strong with me and my wife. Kathy's 

parents and both sets of grandparents are here. I have a large 

extended family, so much so that when they have the Hornsby 

Christmas party every year, you have to wear name tags because 

there are so many people." 

Hornsby pauses to think, then smiles. 

"When I was growing up, my parents [Robert and Lois] were 

great about buying my brothers [Robert and John] and I the latest 

records, and they never naysayed rock 'n' roll. My parents have a 
tape of me at three singing 'Hound Dog' and 'Bebop Baby.' My 

mother's father, Pierre Saunier, made a living as a professional 

musician, and my mother was always playing the piano. My dad 

played sax in a local dance band called Sherwood Hornsby and the 

Rhythm Boys. They used to jam 

sometimes in our living room. Real 

Glenn Miller stuff. 
"All of us kids took guitar 

lessons—Vox guitars, because the 

Beatles played Vox—when we were 

about seven, but the lessons were 

taught in a funeral parlor. After about 

a year, we bailed out. From the sixth 

grade on, I was in loads of bands. 

Bobby, my older brother, had one 

called Bobby High Test and the 

Octane Kids. He was always dragging 

me to Grateful Dead and Allman 

Brothers shows—he loved jam-ori-

ented bands that could play one song 

for an hour—while John, my younger 

brother, turned me on to bluegrass. 

Later, I remember that Bobby sent 

me a live bootleg tape of Joe Cocker playing at the Capitol Theater 

in Port Chester, New York. It had Leon Russell on it. I'd never heard 

him before. Basically, it was hearing Leon and Elton John that got 

me into playing the piano, along with the fact that my parents had a 

really nice grand piano in the house. 

."My mother comes from New England stock. From her, my fam-

ily got some forward thinking that was different from the general 

mindset around here, which was very conservative. I guess every-

body remembers where they were when President Kennedy was 

shot. Well, I was in third grade. We were all waiting for the school 

bus when they announced that Kennedy had been killed. Almost all 
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n the world of digital synthesizer echnolegy, 
there are many voice/program packages 
offering the player a variety of sounds. 
However, complete control of your music 
requires complete control of the sounds you 

use to create it. 
With the new DPM 3se from Peavey Electronics, you 

can add your own sounds. All the power and flexibility 
of the original DPM 3 are still at your fingertips, but 
we've added new features that give you the edge you 
need at a price vou can afford. 

With 4 mega-bytes of internal factory samples and 
16- bit sampling capability, the Drm. 3se blows away 
the competition with features like: 
• A full complement of sampling and sample editing 

features including rate, length', looping, trimming; 
and multi-sample mapping 

• Up to 1 megabyte of custom user samples 
• 32-oscillator, 16-voice polyphony with dynamic 

voice allocation 
• Two programmable 24-bit dual effects processors 
• 9-track 20,001) note sequencer with independent 

track looping 
• Four 16-instrument multi-Embral locations 
• MIDI controller features 
• MIDI sample dump send and receive 

Add the affordable DPMis4SX Sampling Expander and 
you have-an unbeatable combination of power, technology, 
and originality. 
• 16-bit sample resolution 
• Selectable sample rate up to 48 kHz 
• Armed and manual sampling 
• Phantom-powered XLR input 
• Standard 1/4" input 
• 256K RAM memory, expandable to 16 megabytes 

with standard SIMS 
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Tve paintal the mural that FYrds at when I WM a kill. 

the kids clapped and yelled, 'Hooray! Now Nixon can take over.' 

That fazed me. Because that wasn't the mindset of my family. But if 

you were a young kid growing up here and didn't have something 

else to counteract reactions like that, those reactions would be 

ingrained in you. So my mother's ideas and her cultural upbringing 
were a great influence on me. 

"My father was not a liberal at all, but neither was he an unswerv-

ing conservative. Just a guy with a good heart and soul—a great guy. 

I've got great parents. I'm not one of those guys who got into music 

because they rebelled against a bad situation. That's a romantic 

notion and it makes a great story, but it's not my story." 

Yet there's certainly some rebelliousness and ambiguity in, say, 

"Across the River." 

"That song is really about me. I just made it about the girl so it 

wouldn't be an 'I' song. It's about someone who has ambitions to do 

something out of the ordinary—something that doesn't fit the norm 

of this very conservative area. And there's a certain way of thinking 

that really naysays that around here. If you pictured me at the 

Hornsby Christmas party in the early '80s when I'd been batting my 

head against the music-business wall for a few years, you'd have 
heard one old uncle ask, 'Well, what's young Brucie doing?' and 

another old uncle answer, 'Oh, he's still fooling around with that 

music, but he'll grow out of it soon.' 

"My favorite song on the new record and the one that means the 

most to me, 'Lost Soul,' is a tribute to one of my cousins [Eddie 

Hornsby]. I don't talk much about that one, though. Usually, I tend to 

be very open about my songs and they're very personal, but that 

one's a little too personal and hard-hitting to my family. It really is 

about a specific situation, but I've had Vietnam veterans come up to 

me and say that they really relate to it because they've felt 'between 

two worlds,' too." 

It's a very tender song. Hornsby and Shawn Colvin really sing it 

well. I like it a lot. Especially the last verse and that lovely line with 

the "oh" in the middle that reminds me of "Barbara Allen." 

"That's the way the song was written." Hornsby sings "There was 

one day oh I can remember" to the tune of "Barbara Allen." He 

smiles. "Exactly. It's very folk-oriented. 

"One great thing about growing up in this area is its rich mixture 

of black and white folk music. My high school was about 50-50 black 

and white, so if you're interested in the black cultural influence, it's 

there and it's great. I try to juxtapose a lot of disparate elements from 

the kinds of music I love. For instance, country music and jazz. The 

PERMANENT POWER. 
Four new amplifiers from Carver Professuonal. 
The PM- 120 (40+40W @ 8.0.), PM-300 

(110+110W @ 8.0.), PM-600 (200+200W @ 8f2), and 
PM-900 (350+350W @ 81). 

Each with features you've asked us for . Like 
barrier strip inputs 

• 

• 

(along with TRS & XLR's) and 70 volt capability. 
The new PM-600 and PM-900 also include 

remote/manual sequential power on/off and rear 
cover card slot for use with Carver add-in options 
such as our new PG2 Dual-Zone Paging Module 

Call toll-free, FAX, or write us for complete 
- information including Architects' and 

ngineering Specs on the powerful, 
ccurate, reliable solutions to permanent z 

„nstallation chall.en es. 

PROFESSIONAL 

TOLL-FREE 1-800-443-CAVR, FAX 206-778-9453 

P.O. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046 
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Road Not Taken' is a very folky song, then we get into a very jazzy 

chordal section and, at the end, it's got a groove toil 

"To me, 'Fire on the Cross' works with its subject matter because 

you've got Béla Fleck's banjo giving you this rural vibe—I think of 

the Ku Klux Klan as a very rural phenomenon, at least in its ori-

gin—and Wayne Shorter's saxophone representing the angry cry 

against Klan violence. I wanted to get the feeling of that mid-'60s, 

real modal, A Love Supreme, John Coltrane vibe into the song, and 

the way I'm playing piano is definitely from the McCoy Tyner school 

of comping behind a soloist. 

"Charlie Haden is on `Stander on the Mountain,' which has a bass 

melody. I love Charlie. There's kind of a bluesy groove thing in the 
middle and at the end, and it's very much like the kind of Keith Jar-

rett-type groove that Charlie used to play when he was with Keith. It 
was always one of my fantasies to play that groove with Charlie on a 

record and have that very distinctive acoustic-bass style of his play-
ing behind the piano. 

"When I was a senior in high school, I can remember reading a 

rave review of two Keith Jarrett albums, Facing You and Expecta-

tions. I couldn't find them in Virginia, but when I went to Boston to 

check out colleges, I found Facing You. It changed my whole musi-

cal life, and I went wholeheartedly down the path of jazz and made 

an intense study of it for the next several years." 

"Stander on the Mountain" looks back on high school basketball, 

doesn't it? "When you filled it on up" is basketball slang. 

"Sure is. It's a song about an old athlete who's still thinking about 

the old games at a reunion. I know a lot of guys like that. I'm sure I 

could have easily been that guy." Hornsby laughs. "My sophomore 

year, I was the only white player on the team. Whites and blacks 

who were watching the game definitely did not sit together. I had a 

decent game one night, and when I came out for a while, the white 

people in the stands gave me a standing ovation. But when the star 

of the game came out, they didn't give him a standing ovation. To 

me, that just sucked. I felt awful about it. Because the black guys on 

the team were the guys I hung around with mostly. They were my 

friends." 

how did you net Kathy? 

"When I was 20, I took a semester off from school and lived out in 

a farmhouse with a friend and practiced music all day and played 

this piano-bar gig at night My dad had sold a house and bt to a pro-

fessor at William and Mary, and this man called him up and asked, 

'Hey, is that your son playing up at the Hilton?' My dad said it was. 

What an 

American lec end 

sounds like. 
You can hear it today in a new 

Martin guitar. The big sound and 
clear tone have always described our 
handmade acoustic guitars. Indeed, 
C.F. Martin's commitment to "building 
them right" now spans over 150 years. 

America's best. That's why it still 
takes at least three months and over 
200 steps to build each instrument. 
Attention to detail helps us create 
something of value. 
The Martin gear—setting standards 

since 1833. 
Shown is our Martin Jumbo, J-40MBK. 

l ike  

Nazareth, PA 18064 USA 
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#Tvu always written meiwijs., chords g swards iii the traditiu tut 
Ea Simon's ..tIrrinttrind, Thhhiii Ilulieson's or Peter Gabriets last 
'Well, listen,' the professor said, 'my daughter plays the piano. Do 

you think Bruce would mind if she came in and played some songs 

during his breaks?' My dad asked me, and I said fine. 

"So this particular Friday night, I'm sitting there playing for about four 

people. It's a bleak, bleak scene. All of a sudden, about 20 people come 

roaring into the bar. They're all this professor's family and Mends. And 

trailing behind is this meek 17-year-old girl all made up to look a little 

older—she's done up to the max. So we said hello, she played some 

songs, and that's how I met the girl who later became my wife. 

"This was 1974, and I didn't really see her again until a few years 

later when she came to one of our gigs. But I'd become good friends 

with her dad, who played jazz piano. Kathy and I started going out in 

1979, she moved to LA. with me in 1980, we lived together for a cou-

ple of years out there, broke up for about a year, and then got back 

together and got married on New Year's Eve, 1983—an easy 

anniversary to remember. In 1989, we moved back here, and now 

we're building a house and trying to start a family. 

"I've always loved this area and I've always written about it, so it 

often struck me that if I came back here, maybe I'd be more prolific 

and get more ideas. And that's what happened. I've never written 

more than 10 songs in a year before this last year, and I came back 

here and worked up in my attic and wrote about 14 songs in four 

months, basically because I was getting a lot of input. I'd ride around 

here with friends of mine, and they'd tell me some gossipy story, and 

I'd throw a few things in and come up with a song." 

So most of the people and places on your album are actual. 

"Oh, yeah. The 'roadside shack' in 'Down the Road Tonight' isn't 

very far from where we're sitting. There's definitely a segment of 

the population around here that goes out and finds themselves on 

the records. Or people they know." 
Another song, "The Wild Frontier," from that same album, The 

Way It Is, is apparently your only LA. song. And it seems to locate the 

wild frontier in, of all places, Williamsburg. 

"I know," Hornsby says, laughing. "Thinking about it that way, it 

seems strange. The West was always the wild frontier, but LA. cer-

tainly is not that now. It's such a city and so urbanized that I guess 
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we looked back at the relatively underdeveloped nature of the area 

that we came from and thought, That's the wild frontier for us. We'd 

moved to L.A. and started writing about our home and we figured 

when me came back here, we'd start to write about LA., but it hasn't 

happened yet. We're still affecting our own version of Our lbwn." 

WE DO THE REST OF THE INTERVIEWING IN HORNSBY'S EXTREMELY 

modest temporary home, a nice little house that he immediately 

offers to sell me cheap. Half of the living room is taken up by a huge 
Baldwin grand piano, and when Hornsby bangs out a tune on it, the 

piano's natural sound in the small room is impressively deafening. 

While he heads for the refrigerator, I wander over to a row of book-

shelves. They're mostly filled with Southern fact and fiction. Lee 

Smith's Oral History, the book that sparked "The Road Not Taken," 

is there: William Hoffman's Stander on the Mountain stands next to 

a book on Babe Ruth. I have to smile when I see two books about 

Celtics basketball starLarty Bird and one book about Senator Harry 

Byrd, an ultraconservative Virginia politician. "The refrigerator is 

writb 'duff wayr 
redtly ikii4J molds: 

filled with nothing but beer," Hornsby shouts in dismay. "And I don't 

even like beer. I think my wife is trying to drive me to drink." 
This leads into a slapstick discussion on the demerits of rock 

video, one of the century's most dismal inventions. "Videos?" Horns-

by says, looking down his nose at the word even as he's pronounc-
ing it. "Our videos have tended to be an excuse for getting our 

friends on TV." 

That's as good an excuse for a video as I can think of, I say, breaking up. 
"Exactly. Well, why not? Our record company has always been 

pretty much not into our frivolous approach to videos, but I have a 

hard time taking videos seriously. On the 'Valley Road' video, we just 

had my dad playing clarinet—even though there's no clarinet on the 

song, and he doesn't play clarinet—while my pals walked around. 
"We're not that good at videos, frankly. And I'm not a big fan of the 

form. For me, music's not about getting your name in the papers or 

getting on TV. It's -about playing with the great artists and the great 

players, and I've been lucky enough to get some great calls in the past 

few years to do just that. We may be a bit of an anachronism right 

REVELATION OR REVOLUTION? 
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now—a band that is really just about the 

music." 

The list of musicians with whom Hornsby 

has played and/or recorded is impressive. 

Many of these artists are also his friends: 

Bob Dylan, Bruce Springsteen (who cri-

tiqued A Night on the 7bwn and reached the 

same conclusion Hornsby had—that it 

needed another song with a little more 

piano—so "Carry the Water" was added), 

Bob Seger, Don Henley, Sting, Paul Simon, 

Robbie Robertson, Elton John, Leon Russell, 

Herbie Hancock, Charlie Haden, Branford 

Marsalis, Wayne Shorter, the Neville Broth-

ers, Huey Lewis, the Grateful Dead, Cowboy 

Junkies, the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band, Cheap 

Trick, Kim Carnes, Marti Jones and other 

notables. Obviously, these people like and 

respect him. 

"My brother John said it best," Hornsby 

says. "He said that I've painted myself into the 

mural that I was looking at when I was a kid, 

because a lot of these people I'm working with 

now are people I've loved for years. They're 

people I got a lot from. It's very special. 

"John and I write a lot of the lyrics togeth-

er. Our process for writing the words is not 

easy for us. We painstake these things. One 
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reason that I write with my brother is that 

we're able to be critical of each other and 

still remain friends. Bob Dylan and Robbi e 

Robertson influenced John and I the most. 

And Levon Helm influenced my singing. 

"I guess the regionalism thing has been 

mostly my thrust rather than John's. I tend 

to be more the idea guy, and he's very good 

at filling in the blanks when I get stuck. 

Although, of course, some of the best words 

are his. My brother wrote all the words for 
'Defenders of the Flag,' one of my favorites. 

Same with 'Stranded on Easy Street.' He 

wrote that based on personal experience, I 

think," Hornsby says with a grin. 

"To me, the most difficult thing is to write 

music that has some depth and passion but 

also reaches people. It seems to me that it 
would be a lot easier to write some real for-

mulaic, let's-chase-the-radio pap or to get far 

out and bang on the sidewalk with a shovel 

and call the noise musique concrète than it is 

to walk that middle ground. The people that I 

most admire have always done that. Whether 

we get there or not is for someone else to say, 
but I think our aim is true. 

"I'm going to have my own little studio in 

the new house—not a commercial studio or 

anything—and I hope to make my records 

there. Then I'll be able to sort of write 

THE WAY IT IS 

B
RUCE HORNSBY summons Keith 

Jarrett on a Baldwin DD- 10 or a Korg 

5G- 1D Sampling Grand piano, but 

reaches for his Juno 106 and Korg 

M1 synths for tech-ier textures. He's 

keen on Cordovox and Pollino squeezeboxes. 

Range bassist JOE PUERTA chooses between 

Warwick Streamer and Kubicki Factor basses, 

and occasionally dips deeper with a Tobias 

five- string; a dbx compressor limits his signal, 

and a Nady wireless throws it to Trace Elliot 

amps and cabs. GEORGE MARINELLI, JR. 

uses Fender Strats and Teles through Laney 

amps. He provides that Range twang with the 

aid of Gibson and Suzuki mandolins. JOHN 

MOLO mixes things up: He's pounding brass 

and copper Pearl and chrome Ludwig snares, 

assorted Pearl toms and electronic bass drum 

pedals, Roland Octapads and a battery of per-

cussion instruments. Mo plugs into a Rane 

headphone mixer and an Akai 51000D 

onstage, and uses a Furman power condition-

er for his plug-in gear, which includes a Yama-

ha SPX9011. 
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records as opposed to writing songs. It's a 
different thing. I've always just been a guy 

who sat down and wrote melody, chords 

and words in the traditional fashion, but I 

like a lot of records today that I don't think 

were necessarily written that way. Paul 

Simon's Graceland, for instance. Or Robbie 

Robertson's or Peter Gabriel's last albums. 

They write sounds and they write tracks. 

They really write records." 

A Night on the Town is a major departure 

from Hornsby's first two albums. It rocks 

hard. John Mob's drums are mixed way up 

from the start, George Marinelli's guitar 

sounds great, Joe Puerto's bass playing is 

rock solid and, although there's less piano, 

what's there is choice. 

"My working with other people on their 

records has been a great thing because it's 

taken me out of my own little cloisterer P 

artist world and provided new input and 

influence for my music. The Don Henley 

record 'The End of the Innocence' [an 

unused track of Hornsby's to which Henley 

added his own lyrics and singing] influ-

enced me one way. I was proud of the 

song—still am proud of the song—but felt 

that it was lime to move on, show some dif-

ferent sides of what I was doing, switch the 

focus and make a band record, not another 

solo record. When I did 'The Valley Road' 

with the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band last year on 

their Will the Circle Be Unbroken, Volume 

71vo album, I was influenced another way. It 

was the most enjoyable record I'd done up 

to that time—it was all done live. There was 

a certain spark there that our band had 

never captured on a record. So I figured we 

should try to do A Night on the Town that 

way because, at the very least, it's fun. 

"The first two albums were really not 

Bruce Hornsby and the Range, they were 

more just Bruce Hornsby. It all stemmed 

from the way I got my record deal. It was a 

solo tape I gave to Windham Hill—they 

were starting a vocal label—that got me 

signed. I thought no major label would be 

interested in it. Shows how little I know. 

Windham Hill offered a deal, and that 

spurred interest from other companies. 

After seven or eight years of making demos, 
I finally got signed on the strength of a tape I 

thought nobody would like." 
The band must have felt left out on The 

Way It Is and Tales from the Southside. 

"Yes, especially the second album. Two 

things sort of kept the band out. The pro-

ducer, Neil Dorfsman, wasn't their biggest 

fan. And, on top of that, there was my feeling 

of, 'Well, this is a situation that really works 

when I do the solo thing, because those are 

the songs that people seem to respond to the 

most.' And I got my record deal by going 

solo. So I was confused about what to do." 
A Night on the Town certainly sounds like 

a live band record. 
"k was cut in a manner that's definitely 

not in vogue. This album was done really 

live with minimal overdubs and really mini-

mal care. I'll give you a good example. 

'Another Day' shows for real that this record 

was cut live. What's on the albtun is the first 

take, and we were still figuring out the 

arrangement. Since not everyone was sure 

of it, I was yelling instructions to the band as 

we played the song. Youll hear me go, 'Let it 

ring, George,' which means that he's sup-

posed to solo. Then you'll hear me say, 'Here 

we go, Joe,' and that means we're supposed 

to play a chord walk-up. Then I go, Now go 

ahead, Mo,' and that means he's supposed 

to kick in with his drumbeat. And we just 

left all that on there. I put 'Let it ring, 

George' on the lyric sheet just because I 

thought it looked funny-A lot of people think 

it's a reference to George Bush. 
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"My choice for producer ofA Night on the 

Town, Don Gellman, worked out great. We 

actually had fun making a record, which 

had never happened before." 

You once said that the high point of your 

career was simply getting signed. Is that still 
true? 

"Yes, but only because it was so difficult 
and that someone gave me a chance. But 

my story is hardly unique. I must be a slow 
learner because it took me a while to find 

myself and arrive at a style that, like it or 
not, was at least mine. Lately, though, I've 

got to say that working with all of these 

artists that I've always admired certainly 

rivals getting signed. 

"I guess I was always more popular with 

musicians than I was with record compa-

nies. The corporate guys never thought I 

was commercial enough. That we didn't 

have the right look, the right sound. 

"It's so funny to run into these people now 

and see them flogging themselves for not 

signing me. I have no bad feelings toward 

them. I don't know if I would have signed 
me either." 

You're going to defend them? You're a 

generous man, Bruce. 

LOWEN AND 
NAVARRO HAVE PENNED 
HITS FOR PAT BENATAR, 
(WE BELONG) THE BANGLES, 
NILE RODGERS, DAVE EDMUNDS, 
AND OTHERS. NOW THEY HAVE 
THEIR OWN ALBUM DEBUT: 
WALKING ON A WIRE 

SOME TIMES SUBTLY SATIRICAL 
SOMETIMES SWEETLY REFLECTIVE, 
THIS ALBUM CONTAINS ACOUSTIC 
ROCK ELEMENTS WITH A 
SKEWERED POP SENSIBILP. 

"I've got to say that, about me, they were 

always right. When they passed on me, I 

don't think they were wrong. I hadn't really 

found anything yet that set me apart." 

There are still rumors that you're going 

to join the Grateful Dead and be in two 

bands at once. 

"We're just going to try it out and see 

what happens. I'll play what gigs I can with 

them here and in Europe, but scheduling is 

a problem because I'm on tour, too, and I'm 

also producing a Leon Russell album. AM 

know is that I really like playing with them. 

There are times when I'm onstage with the 

Dead when the hair stands up on my arms 

and legs and I get goosebumps from certain 
things that happen. And that's what it's all 

about. You're always in pursuit of those 

chills. So joining the Dead is alluring to me, 

and I have not ruled it out at all, although it 

may just not be possible." 

Did you ever think about a jazz career? 

"I thought about it. I really did. I played in 
several bebop bands down in the Miami 

area. When I got out of college, it was either 

go to New York and try to be a jazz piano 

player or form a rock band and write songs. 

I guess I liked the last choice more. But 
many times in the late '70s, both John Molo 

and I would get frustrated playing cover 
versions in Top 40 bands and almost bolt to 

New York to crack the jazz world. But that's 

a hard thing to crack, that jazz world." 

Do you think you would have had a shot? 

Were you good enough? 

"Who can say? There are a lot of great 

players. I could play. I was absolutely a bet-

ter piano player in '78 or '79 than I am now 

because that's what I did and what I really 

worked on. Since then, I've gotten more into 

songwriting, and my piano playing is 

just—well, my chops are okay, and I sort of 

keep up now, but that's just because I play a 

lot. I still play Bud Powell solos because 

they're real finger benders. I transcribed a 

bunch of them from his records, and they'll 
really bollix your ringers up." 

Hornsby laughs and holds up his hands, 
displaying three or four massively crooked 

fingers. "That's from an odd combination of 

basketball and piano playing," he says. 

There's a pause. "Yeah, I definitely thought 

about a jazz career. But in the end, I don't 

think I would have had anything unique to 

offer. Pd probably have been just another guy 

playing in the tradition. I think what I'm 

doing right now is exactly what I'd like to do. 

I'll just keep trying to do it better." iré‘ 
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DANNY GOTTLIEB: 
1VIAHAVISHNU 
TO NI OTOWN 

Jazz drummer learns 
R&B tricks 

By Rick Mattingly 

I
WAS AS SURPRISED AS ANYONE WHEN I 
got the call," Danny Gottlieb says of his 

invitation to tour with the Blues Broti-

ers. "This was basically the same band 

that John Belushi and Dan Aykroyd put 

together. When Belushi died, everyone 

assumed the band was finished. But 

they reunited a couple of years ago to play a 

party for Aykroyd, and they sounded so great 

that Dan suggested they go on the mad." 

The singers in the new version of the 

band were Larry Thurston, from Matt "Gui-

tar" Murphy's band, and Eddie Floyd, who 

had the hit "Knock on Wood" in the '60s. 

Besides Murphy, other original members of 

the group were Steve Cropper and Duck 

Dunn on guitar and bass, and the horn sec-
tion of Lou Marini, Alan Rubin and Tom 

Malone. Leon Pendarvis was recruited to 

play keyboards and Gottlieb was invited to 

fill in for Steve Jordan behind the drums. 

Gottlieb admits that there was some initial 

skepticism about whether a guy known for 

playing jazz with Pat Metheny and John Mc-

Laughlin was the right guy for an R&B gig. 

"As soon as I got the call," Gottlieb says, "I 

started shedding. The first thing was my 

sound. I realized that for R&B, bass drum, 

snare drum and hi-hat are the priorities. I 

was used to approaching the kit from the top 

down; I always played a lot of cymbals. So I 

started at the bottom and worked my way 

back up. With the jazz gigs I was used to, the 

bass drum could be strong on one beat and 

kind of light on the next, with a lot of 

nuances. But for this music, it had to be 

strong, solid and precise all the time. 

"With the snare drum," he continues, "I've 

always used traditional grip, and with the Joe 

Morello technique I use, that means finding a 

balance point almost midway on the stick so 

that you can accept the rebound. But R&B 

calls for a lot of rimshots, and I couldn't get 

consistent rimshots with that grip. Rather 

than hold the stick towards the back, as a lot 

of drununers do, I changed to matched grip 

and used the butt end of the stick." 

Once he started playing with the Blues 

Brothers, Gottlieb had a revelation about the 

hi-hat. "With jazz," he explains, "I would 

articulate the hi-hat by putting accents on 

downbeats, like DAT-dit-dit-dit-DAT-dit-dit-

dit.' But then I discovered that if I made the 

hi-hat really loud in relation to the drums, 

and played even, so it was like `DAT-DAT-

DAT-DAT,' the whole band really responded. 

So that became my anchor." 

Danny also changed his approach to tom-

toms and fills. "With this music," he says, 
"you have to keep fills really simple, be-

cause the groove is the main thing. I kept 

the toms open, in the style of the B&B drum-

mers of the '60s, with no padding whatsoev-

er. That way they were a distinct contrast to 

the tight sound of the snare and bass drum." 

The other thing Gottlieb had to deal with 

was the feel. "Being a jazz drummer from 

New York," Danny explains, "I tend to play 

way on top of the beat and push. I knew that 

would not be acceptable, so I got a drum 

machine and programmed all of the beats I 

would have to play, and then worked on 

playing precisely with the machine. At first, 

I rushed my brains out," he laughs, "and 

sounded like a jazz drummer playing bad 

R&B. I had to work on laying back." 

People think of R&B drummers as gener-

ally playing behind the beat; Gottlieb found 

that this was not always the case. "I watched 

a video of Otis Redding live at Monterey," 

Danny says, "and listened to live James 

Brown and Sam Cooke albums. There was a 

definite energy that was not as behind-the-

beat as the studio recordings. The Blues 

Brothers became more of a kick-out-the-

jams R&B revue, so with that band I went 
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more for the energy." But after three Euro-

pean tours with Cropper and Dunn in the 

Blues Brothers, Danny was called to do 

some U.S. dates with Booker T & the M.G.'s. 

"That band is more subtle," Gottlieb says, 

"so I used a little bit tighter approach." 

Working with Dunn and Cropper gave 

Danny a lot of insights into the playing of 

legendary Stax drummer Al Jackson. "Duck 

told me that Jackson used to play a cha-cha 

rhythm on the bass drum: 'boom, boom, ba-

ba, boom' [quarter, quarter, eighth-eighth, 

quarter]," Gottlieb says, "with snare drum 

backbeats. On the records, you didn't notice 

the bass drum doubling the two and four, 

because the drums weren't recorded that 

well. Whenever I did it, Duck would turn 

around and smile." 

Cropper also gave Gottlieb an interesting 

tip. On records, it often seems that Jackson 

was simply playing a steady groove through 

the entire tune, rather than marking phras-

es with fills or cymbal crashes. "Cropper 

told me that Jackson would mark eight-bar 

phrases by accenting the second beat of the 

first bar," Danny says. "It was a subtle thing, 

but the whole band would lay for it, and it 

really helped lock in the groove." 

His experiences as a Blues Brother/M.G. 

have had a noticeable effect on Gottlieb's 

own music, and it is especially evident on 

the recent Spirit River album by Elements— 

the group Danny co-leads with bassist Mark 

Egan. "That record has a Brazilian/ethnic 

flavor," Danny says, "so there was no room 

for a lot of fancy licks. I had to play a lot of 

groove parts. A song called 'Streets of Rio' is 

an R&B backbeat kind of tune, and it just 

came easier than ever. We got a good feel 

from the minute %% e started playing it." (31 

R&BEAT 

EN PLAYING R&B, Danny Gott• 

lieb trims his kit down to the 

basics. He uses a five- piece Lud-

wig set with a 22" bass drum, 12" 

and 13" rack toms and a 16" floor 

tom. His snare is either a 5x14 Ludwig Black 

Beauty or a 5'./2)(14 Eames. Drums are fitted 

with Ludwig Silver Dot heads on top and clear 

Rockers on the bottom. He uses Paiste Signa-

tures consisting of a 21" Dry-Heavy ride, an 

18" Fast crash, an 18" Power crash and 14" 

Heavy hi-hats. Gottlieb strikes everything with 

Hot Sticks 2Bs. When playing with the Blues 

Brothers, Danny wears Vuarnet sunglasses. 

mm. 

DAVID GRISSOM: 
BENDS OF 

STEEL 
An Austin guitar firebrand 
sinks his hooks into Joe Ely 

By Peter Cronin 

OE ELY AND BAND ARE ONSTAGE AT 

New Haven's Palace Theatre, 

shakin' the rafters with their 

Texas-hybrid rock 'n' roll. Unfortu-

nately, half' the audience is across 

the street in the parking garage 

getting primed for Little Feat's 

headlining set. Such is the fate of the open-

ing act. "Give me a smoky club any day," 

says David Grissom a few minutes later. 

Over his past six years as Ely's full-time gui-

tar stinger, Grissom has perfected a chunky 

rhythm and hands-on-fire lead style that, 

like Ely's best songs, takes chances and 

knocks down boundaries. 

"The stuff that excites me is not premedi-

tated and it's not safe," says Grissom, 30. 

"That doesn't mean it has to be sloppy, but 

I'm always looking for the stuff that comes 

out of nowhere." By staying relaxed and 

keeping his playing out on the edge, Gris-

som often covers more stylistic territory in 

one solo than most guitarists do in an entire 

night. On his solo on "For Your Love," from 

Ely's 1989 LP Dig All Night, Grissom 

extracted every possible harmonic out of 

one sustained note before falling into some 

fast and furious flatpicking, somehow eas-
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ing into a drawling pedal-steel-ish ending. 

"I just hold the pick normally," he says, 

"and use my middle and ring fingers to pick 

at the same time." Grissom grabs one of his 

Paul Reed Smith guitars, and using this 

pick-and-fingers method (the same tech-

nique favored by such quick pickers as 

Danny Gatton and Richard Thompson), 

executes a flawless series of bends that 

almost perfectly duplicates the sound of a 

pedal-steel. Holding the root note with his 

middle finger, Grissom uses his index fin-

ger for whole-step downward pulls that 

look very painful. "It takes a while to get 

used to that one," he laughs. "A lot of play-

ers only bend up, I guess, but I learned a lot 

of that stuff from this Albert Lee solo on 

Dave Edmunds' Sweet Little Lisa.' I spent a 

year figuring out everything he played, not 

knowing he was using a Parsons/White B-

String Bender." 

Grissom overcame that physical obsta-

cle with the same stubborn détermination 

that marks his never-ending quest for the 

perfect sound. "I can be real ornery about 

tone," he admits, "but I think the idea of 

Greg Howe's 
music starts here. 

50 LI .009 
NICKELE 

Greg knows how 
to get the hardest 
driving rock from 
his guitar. For 
him it starts wi 
Fender 250L 
guitar strings. 

having a huge effects rack for the most part 

is bullshit because it doesn't allow any per-

sonal touch to come through. It just 

squashes your signal." Instead, Grissom 

has been gradually whittling his sound 

down to the basics: his guitar and his trusty 

old Marshall amp. "I throw out one more 

little effects pedal each year," he says, "and 

I don't want to romanticize it too much, but 

there is a very organic, warm sound in 

those older amps that allows a much larger 

dynamic range than any of the new ones. I 

like an amp that breaks up when you play 

it hard and sounds clean when you turn 

your guitar down—just tubes doin' their 

thing." 

In addition to showering his guitar all 

over Ely's last two records, Grissom was 

given the nebulous title of Assistant Produc-

er. "That whole thing is more from an 

arrangement standpoint," he says. "Joe gen-

erally brings in the songs on guitar, and I 

influence the direction." Grissom demon-

strates, strumming the folkie version of 

"Everybody Got Hammered" that Ely first 

brought to the band. "These songs didn't 

have any kind of guitar hook," he adds, 

breaking into the sliding, dominant-seventh 

lick that instantly transforms the song into 

the pounding rocker that wound up on Ely's 

Lord efilw Highway LP. 

As the only soloist in Ely's three-piece 
band, Grissom has to dig deep to keep 

things interesting night after night. Luckily, 

he's drawing from a deep well. Aside from 

the normal American teenage diet of "Beat-

les, Stones and Hendrix," Grissom listened 

OLD ELY-ABLES 

G
RISSOM HAS three Paul Reed Smith 

guitars: his gold maple- top, an all-

mahogany model and his new favorite 

for studio work, which has a maple 

neck with an alder body. "They're 

incredible. Right off the rack they feel like gui-

tars that were made 20 or 30 years ago." He 

also dearly loves his two '50s Telecasters and 

strings 'em with D'Addarios. Most of his stomp 

boxes are long gone, but Grissom still uses his 

t.c. electronics booster when he needs a little 

push. The one effect he has no intention of 

throwing away is, of course, old. " It's a Fender 

spring reverb unit. When you run it into a Mar-

shall it sounds fantastic." In addition to his '70v. 

vintage 50- and 100-watt Marshalls, Grissom 

likes to record with old open.back Fenders. 
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to his share of jazz while growing up in 

Louisville, Kentucky, and traces his love for 

improvisation to those early influences. 

"One of the benefits of listening to Wes 

Montgomery, Miles Davis and people like 

that is the whole sense of developing a 

solo," he says. "Wes Montgomery would 

play the most melodic solos that would 

build so wonderfully and keep your interest 

the whole time." 

got him the gig, but it was the guitarist's 

headlong approach to lead playing that has 
turned Ely's band into one of the hottest live 

tickets around. And like the character in 

Ely's "Me and Billy the Kid," Grissom some-

times goes for his gun and misses. "Yeah, I 

fuck up a little more than I'd like, but it's an 

ongoing process," he says. "There's an 

incredible art to improvising a solo that 

stands on its own and has a life, that's struc-

Ely says Grissom's fatback rhythm style tured even if it's not premeditated." 

BASS 
M ANIPULATIONS 

Mark Dresser, all-star on the upright, 
enlarges the strike tone 

By Gene Santoro 

T
HIRTY-SEVEN-YEAR-OLD MARK DRFS-
ser traces his search for ways to 

expand his bass' tonal colors to two 

influences—one of them little-

known, the second almost universal 

for his generation. "In 1970," Dress-

er says, "I heard Bert Taretaki for 

the first time; he's had more contemporary 

music written for the contrabass than any 

person alive. He's the avant-gardist of the 

bass in America. Anyway, I heard him do 

what was, in effect, a double glissando." 

Dresser's crablike hands scamper,up and 

down the fingerboard, both of them picking 

in a skittering Van Halen fashion. "That 

sound implied two different registers for the 

bass. I loved it. I'd already been messing 

around with extended techniques and free-

improvising for a couple of years, so when I 

got home I started working on left-hand 

hammers and doing the bitones [a funda-

mental tone plus a harmonic]." 

Straightlaced, he launches into the open-

ing of "Foxey Lady," plucking one open 

string à la Jimi—his second great influence; 

he then manipulates his hammer-on of a 

single note to conjure Hendrix's follow-up 

sharp-ninth chord from a halo of overtones. 

"I was a Hendrix freak," he grins from 

behind his axe. "I'm really a sound guy; 

that's what turns me on. Hendrix took a sin-

gle note and fed it back until the harmonic 

came out. That, to me, was so expressive. 

Even at 171 knew that the bass had that kind 

of potential. Those were the mistakes your 

teachers were always trying to get you out 

of. But that was the area that was rich." 

It was also an area that demanded some 

thought—and work. "Once I got committed 

to this," he recalls, "I started charting bitones 

above and below the fretting point. I charted 

how they related to what I would be doing ill 

was playing in well-tempered tuning: What 

kind of bitones could I get that I could use in 

a harmonic way? Then I realized I could also 

use them in a microtonal way, as a noise 

component. So I use them both ways. And I 

did the same kind of charting to find out 

what harmonics were under each well-tem-

pered semitone. That gave me another 

focusing point, another way to understand 

geographically what was under any note. 

You have a pitch, a bitone, a harmonic and a 

subharmonic—which hasn't really found its 

voice yet in my playing. Then with the bow 

you have combinations; you can create har-

monics with the bow too, for instance. So I 

worked on isolating them. Naturally, the 

combinations began multiplying. It almost 

seemed like at a given time you could pull 

anything out of anywhere; suddenly the bass 

became a polyphonic instrument, because 

one note isn't just one note." 

Dresser's inventory of innovative tech-

niques is staggering. His two-handed ham-

mer-ons—just a bit more difficult on the con-

trabass, with its thick strings and high action, 

than on an electric guitar—flurry polyphoni-
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cally, the bitones vibrating into a chordal 

aura. But for Dresser this is only a beginning. 

"If I put my right hand, which is normally the 

pizzicato hand, above the left, which is my 

fretting hand, and use it for picking and stop-

ping, I can get a kind of contrary motion," he 

says, and then escalates his hammer-on flur-

ry into a blizzard swirling in opposite direc-

tions across the bass' fingerboard. 

Necessity may be the mother of inven-

tion, but in music as often as not accidents 

lead to breakthroughs. "The double glissan-

do came from a mistake," says Dresser, 

skidding both hands up the fingerboard in a 

kind of round, and producing something 

like the sped-up cries of a pair of whales. "I 

was going for some two-handed shit and 

missed. Then I realized that this projects 

much stronger than two-handed picking. So 

it fits a world where you, as a bass player, 

want more dynamic range. 

"I play arco [with the bow] a lot," he con-

tinues, "because it's such an expressive 

addition. Reading an orchestral or solo 

work, you'll see su! ponticello [over the 

bridge], which means not getting the funda-

mental. Well, it became clear that I could 

isolate different overtones by placing the 

bow in different places. Then there'sjlau-

tando, which means flutelike, not a lot of 

fundamental. But it's not really clear what 

that means, so I started working on it. Tech-

nically, I put the bow on the harmonic note: 

If I stop an A on the D string, I put the bow 

two octaves above that A. If I bow it real fast 

and lightly, the second harmonic is blocked 

but the first harmonic sounds. That way, I 

can get two fifths and three octaves. The 

higher the harmonics are, the closer togeth-

er they are and the harder it is to isolate 

them." Buttress Dresser's bowing with left-

handed picking, and you've got a bassist 

who's a virtual one-man band. 

But even such an extended vocabulary 

needs to be integrated musically. According 

to Dresser, "More and more, I'm aware of not 

just the raw sound value but the musical 

value: How does this work intervallic,ally? 

How can I use this to create a pedal? Usually, 

bass playing is such a conservative role: Keep 

that time, give me those roots and get me 

low, fat, juicy, pumping notes. Now, I love 

doing that, but I also want to be able to do 

more. That's where the integration comes in. 

How can I use this stuff harmonically, melod-

ically, rhythmically? It's like integrating two 

different worlds. Of course, you never arrive 

at something finished; it just keeps develop-
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mg. So to all of a sudden be able to throw in 

elements that are unstable, go like this, is 

great"—and he thrums a series of bitones for 

as fat and greasy a bottom as any bandleader 

could want, but with theremin-like sounds 

quaking above them. "It's what you heard 

from Hendrix: The power of that instability 

that implied so much." 

Electronics have made Dresser's sonic 

palette viable onstage, since the usual live 

dynamics of any working group prohibit 

such nuances on an acoustic setup. With 

help from guitarist Tom North, sculptor 

Don Jacobson and the Bartolini pickup peo-

ple, Dresser developed the Giffus, a pickup 

suspended from the bass' head via a metal 

mini-sculpture. "The first one is like a Gia-

cometti," deadpans Dresser. "The second is 

simpler, more like a Henry Moore." The 

rest of his signal chain: Giffus into a Boss 

volume pedal (so he can shut it down as 

needed, since it picks up open strings too), 

then a DID preamp. That and his Shirtler 

bridge pickup are sent through a Walter 

Woods amp. The rig has served him well 

during stints with Anthony Braxton, Tim 

Berne, Ray Anderson and Arcado, Dresser's 

own string trio with cellist Hank Roberts 

and violinist Mark Feldman. 

"Amplification changed everything. I 

used to be in the old school, having my 
strings a mile off the fingerboard. So the 

way my instrument was set up wasn't con-

ducive to a lot of the two-handed stuff. It 

became clear that this sound I'd been work-

ing on for many, many years was not pro-

jecting, that I'd better get smart with elec-

tronics. So I started investigating pickups 

and amplifiers, and I finally have a setup I 

really like. It takes a lot of time to refine all 

these electronics so you get something like 

what you want—at one point in the early 

'80s, I'd even had a pickup built onto my 

bow to amplify strike tones." 

Dresser still has some mixed feelings 

about his rig. "When you amplify a bass, its 

dynamic range really gets reduced. Its the 

nature of the speaker; it tends to make 

things flat. The acoustic bass has a big 

range dynamically, although pizzicato it's a 

little less. It's more than most people real-

ize, although in terms of projecting through 

a band it's actually very small. You often get 

locked into what will actually cut—that 

becomes the bottom dynamic line, which 

shrinks the range. So I can sit here and 

practice nuances for hours, but in the heat 

of the battle it's all out the window." 

THE "KING OF 
BACKGROUND 

M USIC" STEPS O UT 
Major moves from new age 
keyboardist David Lanz 

By Alan di Perna 

A
CT1NG COMPLETELY OUT OF 
character, new age pianist 

David Lanz seats himself at the 

battered upright in his publi-

cist's apartment and starts 

hammering out some clatter-

ing,fiashy stride piano. "This is 

what I used to do when I sat down to play," he 

calls over his shoulder. "A lot of chords that 

had raised fifths, flat nines and things like 

that. But then I started to feel like I wanted to 

get away from the dissonance. All of a sud-

den, I started writing these songs using just 

major and minor chords. It was almost 

embarrassing at first—the songs were so 

simple. But the reaction was overwhelming. 

I figured I'd better pay attention to that reac-
tion. There's a need for this kind of music." 

Quite a substantial need, apparently. Cris-

tofori's Dream, Lanz's last album, was Bill-

board's #1 new age album of 1989. Equally 

great things are expected of Skyline Fire-

dance, an ambitious work that contains a 

full CD's worth of solo piano pieces and a 

second disc with orchestral versions of the 

same compositions. 

Lanz has carved a niche for himself as 

the new age artist with pop sensibilities. 
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a rut that I can't seem to 
climb out of. 

You know the problems. 

But do you know how 
easily they can disappear 
with just a simple ear 
tune-up? 

Reiati.e Pitch is essential to tune up your ear, . ind a completely 
sepamte abbe,. from, Perfect Pitch. I.e.',,, more about both 011 
yoi or'REF froroduetory Tape—availabe through rho offer. 

19119 American Educational Music. hi. 

You've got a lot of talent hidden inside you. But you'll 
never fully tap into it until you tune up your ear! 
Why? Because music is a HEARING art. Even with the 

best high-tech equipment, the bottom line in music is 
this: how well you play depends on how well you hear 
A tuned ear is a sleek performer. It gives you skill and 

control—the kind you need to handle the curves and 
rough spots with confidence. 
An untuned ear is a hassle. It's like driving in a fog. 

It cramps your creativity and drags down your natural 
talent. 
Most musicians already know the value of a great ear 

but don't do anything about it. Their loss is your gain. 
You can join the smart players who have discovered 

David L. Burge's new hearing system. They've found that 
the difference between being tuned or untuned is only 
a matter of listening! 

How to own a laser-sharp ear: 
According to David L. Burge, you cars tune your ear 

with Relative Pitch, your ability to judge relationships 
between tones and chords. 
How important is Relative Pitch? 
It's absolutely essential! Relative Pitch is what organizes 

the tones you hear into your own personal experience of 
music. Relative Pitch tells you if a chord is major, or 
minor, or "dominant seventh sharp five Relative Pitch 
tells you if you're playing sharper or flatter than the others 
in your band. Relative Pitch gives you the skill to envision 
what you want to play. The simple truth is: Relative Pitch 
allows you to understand and appreciate all music. 
You already have some degree of Relative Pitch. Other-

wise, your ear would have stalled out long ago. 
But a complete Relative Pitch tune-up is another story. 

How do you get it? 
Just get the Relative Pitch Ear-Training Course,TM by 

David L. Burge. It's loaded with precise ear-opening drills, 
with the answers right there on tape for you. It's easy! 
All you do is put on a cassette—and listen! 

You'll learn to hear and recognize a complete "catalog" 
of chords and countless other musical sounds. David will 
,,how you the easy way—and the only way to really do it 
right. The more you hear, the more your abilities will 
multiply. Finally, you'll have the ear you've always needed 
to unlock your full creative potential! 
Whether you are already a good listener; or the newest 

beginner, the Relative Pitch Ear-Training Course"' has 
all the drills you need to perfectly tune your ear from 
ground zero. No music reading necessary! 

Test-drive a tape—FREE! 
Want a sample tape? If you'll cover shippin& we'll send 

your first tape absolutely FREE (a $14.95 value)! 
Or save extra shipping charges and start with more 

/essons—all covered by our 90-Day Money Back 
Guarantee: Enjoy each tape at your own relaxed pace, 
one at a time. You'll gain a lightening fast ear with each 
lesson or simply return all unopened tapes within 90 days 
for a FULL REFUND! There's no risk—you keep only the 
tapes you actually use! 
Remember: A great ear is worth more to your music 

than the most expensive equipment you could ever buy! 
Don't waste your ear! Order your Relative Pitch Ear-

Training Coursem—and tune up for life! 
Do it NOW! 

(See review of this Course in Guitar Player Magazine, 
March '88, p. 149. For all musicians/instruments.) 

Tuning your 

ear is fun! 
lust put on 
a cassette 

and listen! 
No music 

reading 
required. 

THE RELATIVE PITCH EAR-TRAINING 
COURSETM by David L. Burge. 
Complete course is composed of twenty 90-minute 
cassettes plus FREE Introductory tape. Guaranteed 
to repair all major and minor ear problems. 

Tune your ear for life! 
Order your tapes NOW! 
Call 24 hours and charge your Visa/MasterCard: 

(515) 472-3100 
re FREE TAPE 

90-Minute Introductory Tape with Lesson 1 
(FREE; include $4 for shipping if ordered 
alone) A $14.95 value! 

D Yes, I want a total ear tune-u0 
Send me the following Relative Pitch Ear-
Training Course"' tapes with the full 90-Day 
Money Back Guarantee described in this ad: 
IMPORTANT: You will be tuning your ear with medal Relative 
Pitch listening techniques. So whether you are beginning or 
advanced, you must start with Level 1 and heareach Lesson in its 
proper sequence to gain the laser-sharp listening skills we've 
promised you. 

8 Lessons/Four 90-minute audio cassettes per Level 
I: Level 1 Tapes $45 E Level 4 Tapes $45 
D Level 2 Tapes $45 El Level 5 Tapes $45 
D Level 3 Tapes $45 

0 COMPLETE COURSE 
All 5 tape Levels only $198* 
• That's less than $5/Lesson for personal eae training 
instruction from David L. Burger 

1:1 FREE BONUS (for a limited time)! 
I'm ordering two or more tape levels. 
Please send me David's Relative Pitch 
"Help Me" Tape"' at no extra charge! 

Md $4 shipping Total Enclosed. $  
Make check or money order payable to: American 
Educational Music. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 
Please allow 3-5 weeks for delivery. For 1 week delivery from our 
studio, add $2 and write "RUSH!" on your envelope. Canadians 
may remit bank or postal money order in U.S. dollars. Shipping 
for foreign orders except Canada: $10/Level or 535 for Complete 
Course. Iowa residents add 4% tax. 

El I'd prefer to charge my Visa/MasterCard: 

CARD I 

EXP. DATE k SIGNATURE 

Send to: American Educational Music 
• Music Resources Building, Dept R33 
1106 E. Burlington, Fairfield, IA 52556 
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Like many a baby-boom keyboard man, he 

started playing rock during the '60s and 

moved on to jazz during the '70s. A number 

of Lanz's trademarks stem from these roots. 

"From playing rock, stride and boogie-woo-

gie, I really came to rely on my left hand to 

keep up a steady rhythm. I found that any-

thing which creates a trance-like repetitive 

pattern is desirable to meditate to. But since 

I'm a pop musician, all this came together 
Ith my love for three-chord progressions. 

\I) idea was to come up with something I 

like to call pop-trance music." 

Can he define it? One of pop-trance's 

main features is an avoidance of thirds, the 

telltale interval that makes a chord either 

major or minor. "A lot of that comes out of 

arranging for synthesizers with [producer] 

Paul Speer," Lanz explains. " It always 

seemed to sound better. So rather than voic-

ing a chord with a major third, we'd use the 

root, two and five. Or root, five, dominant 

seventh. It implies both major and minor, 

which is nice. Kind of a Zen thing." 

In simplifying his harmonic approach, 

Lanz began to focus more on touch and 

tonality. A composition like "The Crane," 

commissioned for the 1990 Goodwill 

ir I 

music sampler 

...17 bands for only 2 bucks! Musician's 

new music sampler, A LITTLE ON THE 

CD SIDE will tune you in to some of the 

freshest music around—from new sounds 

by established artists to new artists 

establishing their sound. 

The Hindu Love Gods Edie 

Brickell & New Bohemians 

Blues Traveler Eno & Cale 

The Broken Homes Cliff 

Eberhardt The Rippingtons 

Limbomaniacs Robin Holcomb 

Maceo Parker Turtle Island 

String Quartet The Posies 

Horse Soul Asylum The 
Rembrandts Strunz & Farah 

Wendy & Lisa 

HERE'S THE DEAL: SEND $ 2.00 AND A WRITTEN 
REQUEST INCLUDING YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS TO CD 
SIDE , 33 COMMERCIAL STREET, GLOUCESTER, MA 

01930. ALSO, PLEASE TELL US WHERE YOU BOUGHT 

YOUR COPY OF M USICIAN: NEWSSTAND, MUSIC 

STORE, OR SUBSCRIPTION. SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED SO 
ORDER YOURS TODAY. 



Games, uses the natural acoustics of the 

piano's wooden sound chamber to good 

effect, evoking koto-like timbres. 

"I always found other piano players' 

recordings to be too harsh," Lanz says. "And 

I think I overreacted to that. When I was 

recording, I was playing so lightly it was real-

ly hard to get a good piano sound; it sounded 

very good in the room, but it was hard to get 

the piano to record bright enough. Even 

today, I rely on finger dynamics more than 

anything. I don't like the sound of pedals 

going on and off. Although sometimes I'll try 

to create a motir—Lanz plays a sonorous 

wash of arpeggios—"where I can leave the 

sustain pedal down the whole time." 

Lanz's pop sensibilities also show up in 

his choice of cover material. His piano ren-

ditions of Procol Hartun's "A Whiter Shade 

of Pale" and the Moody Blues' "Nights in 

White Satin" are both big favorites at his 

concerts. "I learned a lot from 'Whiter 

Shade of Pale.' It was one of the first rock 

songs with a Bach kind of approach to the 

bass. The second chord is E minor, but 

you're playing a B in the bass. It's one of the 

songs that taught everyone that the bass 

doesn't always have to follow the root. I've 

got a nice left-hand stretch, so when I play 

the piece now I work bass and chording 

into a left-hand accompaniment part." 

He plays the part, which calls for him to 

orchestrate each note of the song's de-

scending C major bass line with two other 

intervals. On the first chord, for example, 

he uses his pinky to play the C bass note, his 

index finger to play a G (the fifth) and his 

thumb to reach the E (the tenth) in the next 

octave. "So I'm playing a lot of tenths," he 

sums up. "Oscar Peterson does that." Lanz 

breaks into another stride passage. "I just 

keep the tenths going instead of playing full 

chords. Again, it's a nice open sound, which 

I like better than tight clusters." 

These days, Lanz fmds some of his old 

love for harmonic complexity creeping 

back into his music. "I guess it's my ego, but 

as a composer, I'm tired of being the King of 

Background Music. I'm working on a con-

certo that's designed to be a little more fore-

ground. It has a lot of Beethovenesque seg-

ments—A minor to E flat, D, G minor, C 

sharp to C—with lots of thirds and fifths in 

the bass. So I guess even though I'm going 

for something different, I still have a fasci-

nation with voicing simple major and 

minor chords in a way that has a feeling of 

expansion." 

ERFORMANCE 

OH N O E R'S OK 
BIG-TIME BLUES 

By Tony Scherman 

WHEN JOHN LEE HOOKER FIRST CAME ONSTAGE, TO CRISSCROSSING FLOOD-
lights and the grief fl'hol dogs, he was met by six rhythm guitarists, three harp players. two 

etwood on drums. By Hooker's fourth Inief appearance three 

hours later, the all-star gnitar army had swollen to nine, all 
strumming away like one of avant-gardist Glenn Braret•'s 

deafening guitar choirs. In between came celebrities galote, 

shunted on ami ohmn a triumph of award-show logistics: 
Gregg Allman, Joe Cocker, last-minute addition Bonnie Ftitt, 
Ry I:ooder...Iluey Leteis?Poor 73-year-old [ looker, with tus 

honemade blues, seemed almost beside the point. I ley, is that 
Bill Payne on keyboants? No need for binoculars; you e 

just consult the two huge video screens (couldn't ignore 
g eze frames and strobe effects, designed to tum reality into a video,. 

This was the blues writ large—in bright, cartoon-style lettering. Instead of honorit g 
Hooker. the show sins almost insulting, in a cheerfully impersonal sort of way—as t 

sponsor Benson tt. hedges, wracking its corporate brain for a way to fill the Garden du,-

i

ll ing its 10-day blues fest val. hal grabbed at the notion of an all-star tribute ("[bain, 

- which one of those funny old blnesmett is still alive?". With its scurrying publicists and , 

glitter cast (wily c ne or two « whom saw fit to perlOrm any of I looker's material), his 

show had all the soul of a cigarette commercial. 
No. had Benson &-., Hedges really intended a meaningful tribute to John Lee, would 

they have chosen a hockey arena. Hooker's haunting, very personal music—to the II:extern he got to play it—was badly out of place, his brooding vocals and scuttling girl r 
'lines lost somewh.,re over center ice. And the best sounds of the night—Ry Cooders 
bard, with the magnificent Bobby King, Terry Evans and Willie Greene, Jr. soaring on 

;vocals—were simrl‘. in ne wrong room. On J.B. Lenoir's "Down in Mississippi" and a 

'ntetiley. of the Fatt(ns' "I Found it Love" and Sam Cooke's "That's Where It's At," Cornier 

:and the singers swooped and phutged; but instead of silence filling the generous spaces . 

111
 .., between the notes. what you go.: was a sea of shuffling feet, random shouts: low-grade :listening. Bonnie Rain might o is-
agree—"We play the sano' whether 

1
 it's live people or 1110,000." she ,s-aid 
backstage; "how il so rods j 1st 

:depends on whet ter the PA guy 

knows how to put it acr)ss"—but 

the blues isn't made for arenas; its 

Eslurs and shadings are either in-

audible or flattened out by arena-
:strength PAS. 

. So did anyone kir Yeah, sonic of 

the louder acts: a no edoed Jam es 
Cot. on. or Bo Diddley, wobbling 

,. and bucking, flinging his round self 

' about the stage. But on the whole, 

anyone in danger of work;ng up a head of steam was whisked off for the twit attraction. 

Hooker himself :ieemcd touched aml delighted. "That was the biggest thrill of my 

life," he said IN\ o da s.4 later. " I just can't forget it, and all the lovely people who loves ne. 

and I loves them. Itli be with me until the day I'm gone." There's no reason to think hc 

was just being polit:.--wl 0 wouldn't be tickled to have a dozen superstars tell you 0 !ey 

love yeu, a corridoritl of TV newsmen oesperately jockey for your attention for the first 

time in your long arid des. Tving life? John lee Hooker got his tribute while he lived. It'> 
just Mail could've been si much more...of an embrace. (I' • 6, 

Jo ha j(.(. aot.lirr 

TribPle 

Madison St, if re 

Go riPtt, 

Itetv Fork Ca:-

ii;clober fé„ PePO 

_.• 

flev* 

VI 
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LYRICS-LIABILITY 
SUITS: A RTISTS 
UNDER ATTACK 

Will musicians have to worry about 
how their songs sound backwards, too? 

By Stan 

T
HIS PAST YEAR LIKELY WILL BE 
remembered by musicians and 

songwriters as the one in which 

the government took its biggest 

bite yet out of the creative pro-

cess. From the threat of lyrics-

labeling legislation to the civil and 

criminal rulings that found the music of 

the rap group 2 Live Crew obscene, song 

lyrics have been blamed as never before 

for the problems plaguing modern society. 

But perhaps most frightening of all have 

been the issues raised by the suit in Neva-

da that blamed the lyrics of the heavy 

Soocher 

metal group Judas Priest for the suicide 

shootings of two teenagers. Washoe Coun-

ty Judge Jerry Whitehead ruled in 

August—in the first such lyric liability case 

to proceed to trial—that the group wasn't 

liable for any impact from the unintention-

ally backward-recorded subliminal mes-

sage "do it" in the song "Better by You, Bet-

ter Than Me," from the Stained Class 

album. (The judge concluded the words 

had been created by exhalations of lead 

singer Rob Halford, combined with electric 

guitar sounds.) But in an ominous addi-

tional pair of rulings, the trial judge said 

that subliminal lyrics have no First Amend-

ment protection and that technological 

improvements could make it possible to 

show that even unintentional messages 

can cause suicide. This raises the frighten-

ing possibility that artists could be held 

legally responsible for such messages. 
Though it has no legally binding effect 

outside Nevada, the latter part of Judge 

Whitehead's ruling has touched off a flurry 

of activity among proponents of the "devil-

made-me-do-it" school of music criticism. 

This includes the heating up of two suicide 

suits filed against Ozzy Osbourne in Geor-

gia federal courts over forward subliminal 

messages allegedly contained in the song 

"Suicide Solution." 

Reno attorney Kenneth McKenna, a 

plaintiff's counsel in the Judas Priest suit, 

says that within days of the Nevada judge's 

ruling, he was contacted by at least three 

more families who claimed their children's 

suicides were prompted by Judas Priest 

lyrics. McKenna adds that during the two 

years he estimates it would take for his 

next case to get to trial, he plans to orga-

nize extensive research that would defini-

tively prove a direct, causal connection 

between subliminal messages and sui-

cides. (Of course, lyrics-liability suits have 

been filed, too, over clearly audible words 

in songs such as "My Fist, Your Face" by 

Aerostnith.) 

All this has left many songwriters seri-

ously considering or already engaging in 

lyric self-censorship. Musicians, too, are 

fearful that an unintentionally misplaced 

note could make them responsible for mil-

lions of dollars in damages. And record 

companies, which are often named as co-

defendants in lyrics-liability suits, are 

bringing pressure to bear on artists to tone 

down recordings. 

Just how well-placed is this fear? The 

U.S. Supreme Court has held that speech is 

protected under the First Amendment 

short of a direct incitement to immediate 

lawless conduct. 

In addition, a California appeals court 

that dismissed a "Suicide Solution" suit 

against Ozzy Osbourne in 1988 said, 

"Merely because art may evoke a mood of 

depression as it figuratively depicts the 

darker side of human nature does not 

mean that it constitutes a direct 'incite-

ment to imminent violence.'" 

New York lawyer Elliot Hoffman, gener-

al counsel to Judas Priest, simply insists it's 
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impossible to record subliminal audin 

messages. "You can see a subliminal mes-

sage in a film by stopping the movie at a 

frame that says, for instance, 'Buy pop-

corn.' But there is no way to slow down or 

filter out other audio sounds to bring up 

something that is otherwise inaudible." 

Adds rock satirist Mojo Nixon, "It's the 

idiot-monkey-at-the-typewriter theory You 

could isolate a drum hi-hat and it'd sound 

like it was saying, `Ssssaaatan, Ssssaaatan.'" 
The complaint against Judas Priest and 

CBS Records was based on negligence and 

strict liability (Le., that the group's music 

was inherently dangerous). But courts 

have generally treated suicide as an inde-

pendent intervening act that can't reason-
ably be foreseen. 

At trial, the defendants argued the hu-

man brain is incapable of deciphering 

messages recorded backwards. Rob Hal-

ford acknowledged he had recorded lyrics 

backward on only one of Judas Priest's 14 

albums, Defenders of the Faith. But he 

claimed the result—the words "in the dead 

of night, love bites," recorded backwards— 
was a garbled mess. Much of the testimony 

focused on the behavioral patterns of the 

two teenagers, who the defendants sought 
to prove had been violent and suicidal 

before the shooting incident occurred. 

The plaintiffs' attorneys played a video 

of recording engineers demonstrating how 

backward-masking may be done. Alleged 

examples of such uses included music by 

Led Zeppelin, ELO and Queen (the latter 

spouting backwards, the attorneys 

claimed, "Decide to smoke marijuana"). 

The plaintiffs also presented several wit-

nesses who discussed the power of sublim-

inal messages. But one, a computer sci-

ence professor, admitted speeches played 

backwards can take on new meanings. For 
instance, she said that "testing, one" 

played backwards sounds like "no music." 

The plaintiffs then asked for $6.2 million 

in damages for pain, suffering and medical 

costs. Plaintiffs' counsel Vivian Lynch of 
Reno suggested in closing that the defense 

had withheld incriminating evidence. 

Defense trial counsel Suellen Fulstone 
snapped back that the accusation was 

"insulting" and "degrading." But Judge 

Whitehead fined CBS Records $40,000 for 
failing to bring forth some of the master 

tapes from the Stained Class album. And 

the plaintiffs are appealing the portion of 

the judge's ruling in favor of the band. 

Attorney McKenna is also helping pre-

pare legal arguments in the two handgun-

suicide suits pending against Ozzy Os-

bourne in Georgia. Plaintiffs' counsel in 

those cases, Ben Mills of Fitzgerald, Geor-

gia, claims the two teenage suicides were 

inspired by the forward subliminal lyrics 

"why try, why try, why try. Get the gun and 

try it. Shoot, shoot, shoot." 

No trial dates have been set. Osbourne 
has filed a motion claiming the plaintiffs do 

not have enough evidence to proceed on 

the subliminal issue. The judge is expected 

to rule soon on the motion. Osbourne has 

always claimed "Suicide Solution" is about 

the alcohol-related death of his friend Bon 

Scott, AC/DC's original lead singer. He also 
denies the song contains any subliminal 

messages. 

Aerosmith lead singer Steven Tyler has 

maintained his group's tune "My Fist, Your 

Face" is about Tyler's drug detoxification 

experience. But that didn't stop a concert-
goer at a 1986 Aerosmith performance at 

Madison Square Garden from filing a $5.5 

million lyrics-liability complaint after she 

was punched by another fan and her was 
nose broken. 

The complaint charged that " it] his song 
is only one example of the message gener-

ally communicated to the public by Aero-

smith encouraging violence and other 

unlawful and outrageous conduct...Aero-

smith deliberately created this image in 

order to attract attention to themselves... 

and sought to and did attract people (here-

inafter referred to as 'crazies').. .inclined to 
engage in such conduct." 

Also named initially as defendants were 

Madison Square Garden, promoter Ron 

Delsener, the ticketing agent and Warner 

Bros. Records. 

Plaintiff's counsel Judson A. Parsons of 

Morristown, New Jersey argued it was 

essentially a question of crowd control. 

New York attorney Marvin Wexler, counsel 

to Warner Bros., said, "If Aerosmith had 

gotten up onstage and shouted 'Fire!' that 

wouldn't have been protected expression. 

But everyone understood the song they 

were singing was not directed at anyone in 

particular in the audience." 

To support its case that Aerosmith's 

lyrics were protected by the First Amend-

ment, Warner Bros. prepared a legal brief 

that quoted Bob Dylan's "Masters of War," 

which calls for the death of arms manufac-

turers, James Taylor's "Steamroller Blues" 

("I'm a steamroller baby/I'm going to roll 

all over you") and the Beatles' "Maxwell's 

Silver Hammer." 

The record company and ticketing agent 

were soon dropped from the Aerosmith 

case. The claims against the remaining 

defendants were settled out of court in 
early 1990. But the suit demonstrated the 

willingness of courts to hear lyrics-liability 

cases. That's because the federal judge 

refused to grant the defendants' motion for 

sanctions against Parsons for filing a 
frivolous action. 

But to artists like Mojo Nixon, who's 

authored such controversial songs as "Don 

Henley Must Die" and "Destroy All Law-

yers," the lyrics-liability debate ultimately 

boils down to a question of literary license. 

"These types of lyrics are just hyperbole 

and overstatement. Politicians and profes-

sional wrestlers use those devices all the 
time." 

SIC 
MAKES THE 
DIFFERENCE 
The National Commission 

on Music Education 

Make music education a driving force 

in America's schools. If our children 

are to succeed in the 

workforce and world of the future.. 

they must be provided with a wet I-

rounded educational curriculum 

incorporating niusic and 

the other arts. 

For more information write to: 

The National Commission 

on Music Education 

1902 Association Drive 
Reston, Virginia 22091-1597 
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BETTER BY 
DESIGN: NEW 

IDEAS IN SYNTHS 
Vectors, effectors and other fun stuff 

make up the keyboard's latest renaissance 

By Alan 

D
Japan. That's shaping up as the 
'90s success formula for musical 

instruments. The Korg Wave-

station synth is a recent product 

of Amerasian cooperation. It 

was conceived by the Japanese 

company's new U.S. think tank, which 

includes the designers of the Sequential 

Prophet VS: the machine that introduced 

Vector Synthesis to the world back in the 

mid-'80s. So when Korg sent a Wavestation 

over for inspection, I started salivating on 

cue, expecting a synthesizer with all the 

ESIGNED IN AMERICA; BUILT IN 

di Perna 

instant appeal of California roll at a sushi 

bar, or at least a nice juicy teriyaki burger. 

Instant appeal? Well, the Wavestation is a 

dream for people who like to program. But 

keyboardists who rely on factory patches 

may find the out-of-the-box sounds lacking 

in basic staples—like an acoustic piano, for 

instance. A lot of the other patches are the 

kind where you press a key and hear a whole 

factory-programmed funk jam play itself ouL 

None of which is terribly useful for the musi-

cian who wants to create his own music. 

Once you get under the Wavestation's 

hood, though, you discover it can generate a 

much broader range of sounds than the fac-

tory patches would indicate. Dive down 

seven or eight pages into the operating sys-

tem and you've got good old oscillators. 

They're digital, of course, and they produce 

quite a selection of basic PCM waveforms, 

some great samples of classic analog synths, 

plenty of FM-ish "reso" waves (pass the 

Neo-Synepherine), real instrument samples 
and all that modem, breathy chiff stuff. 

But now we come to one of the unit's 

unique features: wavesequencing. Rather 

than having an oscillator produce a single 

PCM waveform when you press a key, it can 

play a whole series of different waves, one 

after the other. You can string up to 255 

waves(!) together, program crossfades 

between them and even have any of several 

modulation sources vary the precise wave at 

which the sequence starts to play. Up to 32 

wavesequences can be stored in memory, 

but if each wavesequence has a lot of cross-

fading and steps, you may run out of memo-

ry before you reach that 32. Wavesequenc-

ing is great for building patches that unfold 

over time, or that are full of abrupt sonic sur-

prises. But the best part is that wavese-

quences can be synchronized to MIDI 

clocks, so all that unfolding and all those sur-

prises can happen right on the beat 

The oscillators—whether they're playing 

wavesequences or conventional wave-

forms—can be processed through the usual 

gaggle of filters, envelopes and LF0s, and 

up to four oscillators can be combined to 

form what's called a Patch. Now we come to 

another great strength of the Wavestation: 

vectoring. On most synths, you set a balance 

among your oscillators and that's it for that 

patch—the oscillators stay at the same lev-

els. But with vectoring, you build a four-

stage mix envelope that changes the rela-

tive levels of the four oscillators over time. 

With the ability to build wavesequences and 

then vector them around, you can create 

some wickedly complex sounds. 

But on to the next plane of electronic 

decadence. Up to eight Patches can be com-

bined in what's called a Performance. Here's 

where you build lay-
Synthesis' New Wave: ers, keyboard splits 

Korg's dra-Programmable and multitimbral lay-

Wavestatioe (foreground), outs. The Perform-

with two separate effects ance level is also 
processors. The Ensoniq EP 16 where the Wavesta-

Plus (rear) comes with tion's onboard effects 

sampling, 16-track sequenc- get applied. The facil-

ing and a ton of hot sounds. ities here are quite 
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five-star: two separate 

processors, both of 

which have many dual-

effect algorithms like 

delay + chorus or reverb 

+ EQ. The two effects 

processors can be con-

nected in series or paral-

lel. Routing into the 

effects processors and 

out to to the Wavestation's four outputs is 

extremely flexible. Chalk up another one for 

the U.S./Nippon connection. 

Vector synthesis is pretty hot right now. A 

lot of the same ex-Sequential people in 

Korg's think tank used to be part of a similar 

brain trust set up by Yamaha. And Yamaha, 

of course, introduced their own vector 

synths—the SY77 and SY22—last year. The 

latest in the series has just come out: an 

affordable vector tone module called the 

TG33. Like the SY machines, it lets you doe 

vector synthesis using sampled and FM-

generated wave components. The 50-stage 

vector control is quite slick. Real-time vec-

tor moves can be stored in memory and 

Yamaha's affordable 163 

(le lets you do vectar 

synthesis with sampled 

and FM-generated wave 

components. 

The 30-voice Studio :1 

by Roland features 

13 on-board effects. 

then edited in minute detail. You get a built-

in effects processor too. Not bad for $595. 

It looks like onboard effects will soon be a 

standard feature on samplers as well as syn-

thesizers. A strong argument in favor of this 

development arrived the other day, in the 

form of Ensoniq's new EPS 16 Plus Worksta-

tion. Remember the glut of workstations a 

few years back? Ensoniq's original EPS was 

nearly the only one that actually had all the 

features a workstation is supposed to have: 

sampling, synthesis and 16-track sequenc-

ing. The new version of the EPS improves on 

that by adding digital effects processing. And 

the sample resolution is up to a full 16 bits. 

The sequencer's been goosed up to 96 ppqm 

resolution and has grown a few new editing 

features. Soundfiles from the original EPS 

will play perfectly on 16 Plus and benefit 

from the machine's improved D-to-A play-

back resolution. The 16 Plus is shipped with 

a ton of new sounds that take full advantage 

of the new effect facilities, including a fairly 

plausible screaming lead guitar and a 

Biisendorfer grand that's sheer murder. 

Like most modern synths, the 16 Plus has 

a hierarchical setup. Your sampled sounds 

are the basic building blocks. You loop 

them, truncate them, filter, modulate and 

envelope 'em; then you spread them out 

over the keyboard. When you've done all 

this, you've got what's [cone d on page971 

allUp wiiic tile pru uu...Ëactoi y direct. 
The Carvin FX44 series mixers have received rave reviews bo.h live and in 
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World's Largest 
CD & Tape Catalog 

Bose Express Music Catalog is the first complete record store in a catalog. Now 
you can shop by pnone or mail from our 50,000-title Rock, Jazz, Blues & Classical 
catalog and order any recording in print from a single reliable source. 

We carry the complete catalog of all the major labels, plus independents like Pausa, 
Concord Jazz, Alligator, RYKO, Nuova Era, Chandos, Telarc, Chesky, Harmonia-Mundi, 
Dorian ... in total, over 1,000 independents. All music Videos are available as well. 

Any CD in this Issue $ 1299 
You can order any title reviewed or advertised in MUSICIAN, that is regularly priced less 

than $ 17 per CD, for our new subscriber low price of $12.99/CD, plus $3.75 shipping and handling per order. Just 
call 1-800-233-6357 or use the coupon to order. Please include artist, title, & inventory number. 

EXPRESS 

MUSIC/ 
CATALOG 

Roots n' Blues Series 
On Sale $ 11 99 CD, $699 CA 

Willie Dixon - The Big Three Trio (46794) 
Big Bill Broonzy - Good Time Tonight (46797) 
Lonnie Johnson - Step pin' On the Blues (46799) 

Various Artists - 
Legends of the Blues (46793) 
News & the Blues: "Telling It Like 

It Is" (46795) 
The Slide Guitar: "Bottles, Knives 

& Steel" (48746) 
Cajun: Vol. 1 (1929-1939)IAbbev-

ille Breakdown (46798) 

K 

NEWS AND 
THE BLUES 

st.,rybo(k 

of 20 
toplcal songs 

Robert Johnson Boxed Set 
Special Collector's Edition 

Robert Johnson - The Complete Recordings (45095) 
The complete recordings of the most influential of all 

blues artists, the very essence of the 
blues, Robert Johnson. Chilling 
vocal performances, spine tingling 
slide guitar, poetic images ranging 
from the traditional to the 
surreal...it's all here. Includes many 
never before issued alternate takes, 
and a 48-page booklet including biographical notes, 
essays, rare photos and a complete discography. This 
is the definitive document of an American legend. 
2-CDs $23.99, 2 CAs $12.99. 

el* 

ROBERT 
JOHNSON 
THE 

COMPLETE 
RECORDINGS 

Il Seel 
Deluxe Bea 

2 taste. Sel 

Limited Offer 
MUSICIAN readers who subscribe to our 240 page 
Rock, Pop, Jazz, Blues, Classical, Original Cast & 
Showtune catalog (over 50,000 titles) will receive 1 
FREE year of Bose Express Music Updates, cover-
ing new releases and monthly specials. There are 
no purchase obligations or unrequested shipments. 
Your first issue comes with $50 in merchandise cred-
its. 1 year $6.00 (refundable on your first order from 
the catalog). 

Subscription / Mail Order Form 
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 News & the Blues: "Telling It Like It Is" (46795) Se/CA, $11"/CD 
 Slide Guitar: "Bottles, Knives & Steel" (46796) $6"/CA,$11')/CD 

Cajun V.1 ( 1929-1939)/Ab'vlle Breakdown (46798) $6"hCA, $11 98/co 
Robert Johnson - The Complete Recordings (45095) 
2 CDs $23.99, 2 CAs $12.99 

Check or Credit Card Visa MC AMEX 
(Canadian Orders Credit Card Only) 
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Roger, Roy, 
Marvin 
and John 

Requiems 
for 

heavyweights 
a 

The Legendary Ray Orbison 
(CIISSpecial Rroducta 

The Marvin Gaye Collection 
(Motown) 

Lennon 
(PaphortelliMI) 

The Byrds 
(Columbia) 

I
HIS IS THE '90S, WE NEEDTO 
remind ourselves from 

time to time, for the deifi-

cation and recycling of 

modern pop's so-called 

"golden era" refuses lo 

abate. The latest example 

is the mini-explosion of 

four-CD boxed-set retrospectives, 

usually accompanied by smart 

liner notes and some "previously 

unissued tracks" to snare the curi-

ous—along with more hits, near-

misses and never-weres than a 

pair of ears is likely to bear with-

- - 
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himself as an artist, lending his genius to 

help the careers of lesser figures. Although 

Debut didn't provide financial security for 

Mingus—how could it have?—the venture 

was a success because it allowed the com-

poser to discover his talents. The Complete 
Debut Recordings is an important document 

in jazz history, and a loy to explore. 
—Michael Ullman 

Bo DIDDLEY 

The Chess Box 
(Chess/MCA) 

A
NAME. A SONG TITLE. A RHYTHM. AN 
advertising tag line. Like his former 

labelmate Chuck Berry, Ellas. Mc-

Daniel—that is, Bo Diddley—has achieved 

artistic immortality based on the slender-
est public grasp of his talent. Whether or 

not Diddley actually invented that beat 
(usually simplified in print as "shave-and-

a-haircut, two bits"), it sure is the knee-
jerk association most people make with his 

name. For too many people it's the only 

association. 

Ideally, The Chess Box will correct the 

impression that Diddley's a one-trick pony. 
As Robert Palmer makes clear in his accom-

panying essay, even that rhythm is subject 

to permutations of tempo and metrical 

emphasis. And anyone who doubts there's 

more to Bo Diddley than...you know... 

should check out the flamenco-like instru-

mental "Aztec"; or the unconventionally 

structured doo-wop ballad "I'm Sorry"; or 

the expressive vocal on "You Can't Judge a 

Book by Its Cover" (a rare exception to this 

almost all-Diddley-composed collection); or 

the calypsoid "Pills"; or virtually any of the 

45 selections here displaying the man's 

multifaceted gifts (not the least being his 

still-hilarious verbal cutting contest with 

maracas player Jerome Green). Bœ, like 

God, is in the details. 
Diddley didn't create his musical ingredi-

ents, but their fusion was unique. The 

macho surrealism of "Who Do You Love" 

(with its inspired guitar exclamations fol-

lowing the title phrase) and the steamily 

erotic "Mona (I Need You Baby)" remain 

stunning soundscapes able to withstand 

hordes of imitators. In their early years the 

Rolling Stones performed and recorded 

about equal numbers of Berry and Diddley 

songs but released only one of the latter. 

They might have feared comparison. 
As an anthology, The Chess Box holds 

few surprises beyond its skimpiness. Did-

dley recorded steadily well into the '60s, 

and sporadically thereafter. Over three-

fourths of the Box, however, consists of 

pre-1961 recordings. Compact discs reveal 
the master tapes to be no audiophile's 
dream, with habitual distortion and occa-

sional drop-outs. But getting hung up on 

the sound quality of Diddley's recordings 

makes as much sense as analyzing his 

lyrics apart from the music. Bo Diddley is 

an American original—as a self-made per-

sona, and certainly as a musician. 

—Scott Isler 

VARIOUS ARTISTS 

liubaiyat 
(Elektra) 

R
I BAIYAT IS ELEKTRA'S WAY OF CELEBRAT-

ing its fortieth anniversary, a 39-

track compilation of artists from 

their current roster covering songs by 

artists from their catalog. As expected, you 

get a wide variety of results. Some of the 
renditions are appropriate homages: 

Phoebe Snow wailing on Delaney and Bon-

nie's "Get Ourselves Together"; the Georgia 

Satellites retro-rockin' a John Fogerty dou-

ble-bill from '75, "Almost Saturday 

Night/Rockin' All Over the World"; 10,000 

Maniacs (i.e. Natalie Merchant) sensitively 

treating Jackson Browne's sensitive "These 

Days." These, and about a half-dozen other 

tracks, fall into the just-okay category. 

Of the remaining 30 tracks, surprisingly, 

only three are indisputably dreadful: Jevetta 

Steele's gospely version of the New Seekers' 

"I'd Like to Teach the World to Sing"— 

heavy soul-muscle like this only serves to 
emphasize the song's basic dumbness; 

Michael Feinstein's truly vomitous cooing of 
"Both Sides Now" (Joni Mitchell via Judy 

Collins) over offensively pointless strings; 

and Linda Ronstadt's hollow warbling of 

Kathy & Carol's- (surely you remember) 

"The Blacksmith." 

A few cuts fall under the heading of Not 

As Bad As You'd Think, including Tracy 

Chapman's "House of the Rising Sun," a stu-

dio-bop accompaniment (Waddy Wachtel) 
toning down the melodrama; and Ernie 

Isley doing the Cars' "Let's Go," with the 

techno-pop updated to include Urban Bat-

tlefield textures—sirens, machine-gunning 

drum machine. Then you've got your 

Curios, like the Gipsy Kings' ethnic blowout 

of the Eagles' "Hotel California," starting 

out well enough in Spanish but segueing 

into English like a man slipping on a banana 

peel ("Way-come to ze Hotel Californian. 

The Kronos Quartet help us to recall Televi-

sion's "Marquee Moon," but why? Why? And 

Bill Frisell and Wayne Horvitz join Robin 
Holcomb for an oil-and-water mix of ambi-

tious fusion and modest folk on Dylan's 

"Going Going Gone." 

Finally, there's a handful of cuts that 

seem like fairly unmitigated Good Ideas. 
The Pixies take the Paul Butterfield Blues 

Band's "Born in Chicago" from its original 

boastful doomed macho stance into the 

more mod arena of panic and psychosis, 

while the Ambitious Lovers give us an up-

to-the-minute bulletin on how styles in 

romantic alienation change, their version of 

Fred Neil's "A Little Bit of Rain" being more 
playful than the original, acknowledging 

the current need to get sentimental in a 

roundabout way. And the Sugar Cubes, 
sounding like refugees from the set of 

"Sprockets," mix playful and psychotic with 

a terribly funny ravaging of that '72 AOR sta-

ple, Sailcaes "Motorcycle Mama." 

A bag as mixed as this one—covering 

"One Meat Ball" and "Kick Out the Jams," 

Queen, Tom Paxton, the Doors and the 

Incredible String Band (Jackson Browne 

doing credit to Robin Williamson without 

sounding elfin).. .well, you wonder who it's 

aimed at. But apparently somebody at Elek-

tra thought it'd be a fun concept. It pretty 

much is, and, as with all celebratory arti-

facts, it's the thought that counts. 
—Richard C. Walls 
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I believe an appropriate syn-
onym for the word censorship is 
"prohibition." Prohibition is the 
act of prohibiting, or hindering 
accomplishment, and censor-
ship, in its basic form, is legisla-
tion assembled toobstruct cre-
ation, expression, et cetera. 

Americans are. not the only 
ones who dream, but America 
lhas always had the reputation, as 
a country, where dreams seemed 
especially likely to come true. 
Because of this fact, the current 
anti—freedom of speech atmo-
sphere in America has not only 
been harmful to the arts, but it 
also threatens mankind. The 
American Dream affects many 
inhabitants of the world, and 
gives most of them the opportu-
nity to stand, steadfast, against 
opposition; hence; their ability 
to persevere. Freedom of creativ-
ity and choice gives the Ameri-
can Dream its hypnotic control, 
its ability to capture, and initiat-
ing a program within America to censor, in any form, in an meadow, will 
dilute this popular American concept. Furthermore, the rePercussions for 
rescinding these virtues may rxx only be irreversi,ple, but may include the ces-
sation ofman's ability to cultivate, to improve. 

The fear of censorship is alive in Americaas a result of fanatical social and 
political advocates who believe curbing artistic expression will preserve cur-
rent virtues of today's wodd for the future, and in many circumstances that's a 
shallow putlxu. Amongst other articles, these individuals also lack hind-
sight, for they need to recall that all prior generations surviked imperfect 
social climates; climates which did possess peculiar rituals and belie& And 
rather than creating an extensive debate over fieedom of expression to map 
out our future, proponentspf censorship should heed the visioa of America's 
founding fathers; then, they too may see man's potential fo  phenomenal 
growth is still in its infancy. 

1111Ymmefiar.,..1 
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SHIP 

The current problems of 
today's society reflect the diffia-
sion ofleadeship and education 
within ouir world. The prob-
lems do not derive out of the 
extensive growth which the 
arts have experienced. Addi-
tionally,, the shaping of tamor-
row's world today, should not 
be left to atfew extremists whose 
vehemency may prohibit cre 
ation through legislation. 
liurnanexistenceis a collective 
effort, and each individual is 
needed to further the principles 
of humanity, however ambigu-
ous, all are necessary. The arts 
possess many principles which 
further mankind; moreover, its 
contribution is paramount 
above all other contributing 
categories in the modem world; 
as a resufteach category within 
the arts must be granted 
immunity because of its rich 
portrayal cif, and endowment to 
human lifir. 

Let all of tits, in each nation, realize that domestic affairs need much of our 
attention. Abetter system ofedbcarion should be our obligation to our youth, 
and improved guidelines forparental guidance need to be fostered and 
instilled. A dysfunctional domestic environment, and the lackof leadership 
and educaticruair the foremost reasons for poorperformance and lack of inter-
est in our youth, not artistkinspiration or eqxession. Music, as one example, 
provides ouryouth with, the challenge to dream and the challenge to pursue 
chances ofopportunity. The current drudgery which. non-caring parents, 
governments, and social programs propose to our youth is repugnant,and the 
American Dream is being steered toward extinction through continued 
exposure toward a proposed menial future. 

pusiaAN 

Robert Halford 
Judas Pliiest 

o 

the Plavti IDo the Talking-
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50 MUCH MUSIC, SO LITTLE TIME 

PET SHOP BOYS 

Behavior [EMI' 

Depeche Mode treats ennui as a fashion accessory, but 

the Pet Shop Boys take a positive approach—they joke 

about "Being Boring," snipe at pretentious rock stars 

("How Can You Expect to Be litken Seriously?") and fret 

over romantic fidelity ("So Hard"), all the while polishing 

their devilish wit and angelic arrangements. In other 

words, they understand that life isn't about wrestling 

with the zeitgeist, but managing a laugh or two as you 

muddle through. And that's the real difference between 

teen fare and grown-up pop. 

HINDU LOVE GODS 

Hindu Love Gods [Giant] 

Though none of the Love Gods—Warren Zevon, Bill 

Berry, Per Buck and Mike Mills—are exactly famous for 

their command of the blues, their versions of "Wang 

Dang Doodle," "Junko Pardner" and llaveling Riverside 

Blues" are as charming as they are fierce, while their 

"Raspberry Beret" is simply smashing. Fluffier proof that 

what makes a garage band great isn't chops, but heart. 

PAUL MCCARTNEY 

Pipping the Live Fantastic 'Capitol] 

Half the thrill of catching McCartney on tour was watch-

ing his boyish charm slip back into context as he 

mugged his way through "Can't Buy Me Love" or "Hey 

Jude." Though that had to be seen to be appreciated, 

most of the rest, from the funk-lite of "Coming Uri° the 

full-tilt bop of "1Menty Flight Rock" to the duelirbg gui-

tars of 'Sgt. Pepper," holds up even without the visuals. 

INFORMATION SOCIETY 

Hack flffinmy Boy] 

Clever as the computer stuff is (and it takes a fair 

amount of wit to merge James Brown and Kraftwerk into 

a single, seamless groove), where these guys really get 

brainy is in the songwriting. It's smart to add a Thomp-

son 'Wins gloss to "How Long" or a latin hip-hop throb 

to "Think," but finding hooks in electronic abstractions 

like "R.I.P." or"CP Drill KU," is pure genius. 

VANILLA ICE 

To the Extreme ISBKI 

Bum rap. 

ZZ TOP 

&cycler [Warner Bros.] 

Less a return to form than a return to formula, this 

album fmds the Tk.xas trio putting its electronics on the 

back burner (or further back in the mix), and turning up 

the heat on its basic blues 'n' boogie. And though there's 

little here as classic as "Pearl Necklace" or "Cheap Sun-

glasses," songs like "Penthouse Eyes" or "My Head's in 

Mississippi" are durable enough. 

MEGADETH 

Rust in Peace Capitol] 

Don't mistake Megadeth's apocalyptic imagery for dooms-

day overkill; not only do songs like "Holy War" capture the 

desperation of the dispossessed with chilling accuracy, but 

even a sword-and-sorcery number like "Fite Magics" car-

ries the tang of realism. But even without the lyrics, this 

band's instrumental attack is so ferocious these songs 

would sound like the end of the world anyway. 

SARA HICKMAN 

Shortstop lElektra] 

Like any good singer/songwriter, Hickman understands 

the value of both a strong story ("Aurora") and a funny 

lyric ("Too Fast"). What raises her above the merely 

good is that she remembers it's the music that makes a 

songwriter, which comes across as clearly in the airy del-

icacy of "Salvador" as in the brash charm of "Short Stop." 

MAGGIE'S DREAM 

Maggie's Dream [Capitol' 

Not just another acid-rock flashback, Maggie's Dream 

plays off psychedelic nostalgia without falling victim to 

the usual hippier-than-thou clichés. Funkier than Lonny 

Kravitz, rootsier than the Stone Roses, the band not only 

understands how to live in the here-and-now, but clearly 

appreciates that history is what you make it. 

BETTY BOO 

Boomania [Rhythm King/Sire] 

A classic Brit pop act, Boo is 40 percent concept, 30 per-

cent production, 20 percent hooks and 10 percent talent. 

Which is not to say that 'Doin' the Do" and its ilk won't 

leave you humming; they will. But so will TV jingles. 

ANDY M. STEWART/MANUS LUNNY 

At ltAgain preen Linnet" 

Despite such obviously Celtic touches as Uillean pipes 

and pennywhistle, what Stewart and Limy create here 

isn't folk music so-much as a sort of traditionalist pop. 

Meaning that it's just as comfortable with singer/song-

writer introspection as it is with Highland balladry, and 

always makes the most of Stewart's heartbreaking tenor. 

(43 Beaver Brook Rd., Danbury, CT 06810) 

TERRANCE SIMIEN AND 

THE MALLET PLAYBOYS 

Zydeco on the Bayou 'Restless' 

Though Simien can sound as sweet as any Neville when 

he wants to, what makes this such fun is that his band 

plays zy deco with all the breathless passion of a punk 

band (hut twice the precision). 

WHITNEY HOUSTON 

Pm Your Baby »night [Arista] 

A tourist in the realm of B&B (strange, considering how 

soulful her debut was), Houston shows that even if she 

can't sing the stuff, at least she knows the right producers. 

—J.D. Considine 

WYNTON MARSALIS 

The Resolution of Romance [Columbia] 

The Resolution qfRosnance represents Wynton's graduation 

present to his father. Ellis Marsalis' sumptuous harmonies 
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bathe Wynton's lyrical detachment in a light New Orleans 

bounce and leave him plenty of space to breathe. Wynton, 

above all, cherishes the elegance of melody and the nuance 

of phrasing, and The Resolution of Romance plays like a 

definitive statement of his musical principles, rather than a 

reboiling of old bones. So when's Wynton going to get all hot 

and bothered like Lee Morgan or John Coltrane? Under-

stand that what you hear is likely what you're going WO: a 

classical trumpet master who is intent on mastering the 

jam idiom from the ground floor up, and has the potential to 

be one of the greatest to ever pick up the horn. Those sitting 

on the fence wondering what all the fuss is about are here-

by remanded to a compulsory sounding of "The Seduc-

tress," a commanding ballad refrain full of plungered 

Ellingtonian splendor and spectacular timbrai control from 

top to bottom. The fruit didn't fall too far from the tree—this 

is the trumpeter's finest hour. 

CECIL TAYLOR/TONY OXLEY 

Leaf Palm Hand [Free Music Production] 

You don't always have the time to get into that Cecil Thy-

lor frame of mind. But sometimes you crave the cathar-

sis. If Wynton's is the resolution of romance, then Cecil's 

last rites are like shamanistic ritual invocations of 

magic—pure motion of the dance and drum. In 'Tony 

Oxley, Taylor has a multi-percussionist who is so blithely 

telepathic about Cecil's rhythmic forms that he never 

takes the bait and overblows to match the pianist's fire. 

He's transcended the martial cadences of the snare 

drum with his eccentric little hybrid kit, and shades lby-

lor's every nuance in skin and metal—Robbie the Robot 

meets the Master Musicians ofJoujouka. 

SONNY BOY WILLIAMSON 

Keep It to Ourselves [Alligator' 

LITTLE WALTER 

Hate to See You Go [MCA/Chess] 

Rice Miller wrote the book on blues harp, and the redis-

covery of this 1963 Danish date is cause for celebration. 

Sonny Boy's autumnal reflections are as intimate as a 

back porch chat, which is why the one-man-band mojo of 

"Don't Let Your Right Hand Know" and the barroom boo-

gie of 'Movin' Out" are so suffused with remembsances 

of the deep South. The spry acoustic guitar of Matt Mur-

phy and the rolling cool of pianist Memphis Slim flesh out 

the music, but the focus throughout is on Sonny Boy's rap 

and roll—surely among our greatest storytellers. 

Shure mike in hand, Little Walter's amplified stylings 

gave chromatic harmonica an eerie vocal power akin to 

the banshee shout of a saxophone or the growling distor-

tion of a Hammond organ. He extended on the work of 

acoustic harp players like Sonny Boy, recasting eiectric 

blues harp in his own howling image. With his long fluid 

electric lines, Little Walter's brand of Chicago- blues 

always inclined a little towards jazz (listen to the way he 

surfs over the deep grooves of Willie Dixon and Fred 

Below), and, by marrying his own vocal sound to the raw 

electric currents of Chicago modernists like Muddy 

Waters, helped define modern blues and ruck 'n' roll. 

STEVE COLEMAN & 

FIVE ELEMENTS 

Rhythm People (The Resurrection of Creative 

Black Civilization) IBMG/Novusl 

If you want a reference point for the kind of fusion I like, 

listen to Rhythm People, one of the most streetwise, origi-

nal jazz recordings of the 1990s. It's animated by both 

hard funk and rap, but instead of leveling the music in 

favor of some kind of vague dance sensibility, Coleman 

has expanded his music to nurture the all-encompassing 

sensibility of a modem jazz improviser. Yes, the music is 

bumptious, but the band is blowing ferociously from 

start to finish, harmonies that circle in and out of each 

other in a maddening swelter of polyrhythmic detail. 

The work of drummer Smitty Smith and bassist Dave 

Holland is particularly noteworthy. 

SONNY ROLLINS 

Sonny Rollins Quartet, Live in Paris 1963 

[Magnetic Records1 

Attention, Sonny Rollins! Please contact your lawyers: 

There's fresh royalties abrewing. Helpless as we are 

when it comes to new discoveries of classic Sonny 

Rollins, the moment any questionable "historical" 

release hits the browsers, we buy on instinct. So buyers 

beware: The Sonny Rollins Quartet in Europe 1963, VoL 

1 if 2 on Jazzup has Cro-Magnon-quality bootleg sound, 

and is for fanatics only. But the Sonny Rollins Quartet 

Live in Paris 1963 on Magnetic Records seems to be a 

keeper. A good live sound complements the superb, free-

wheeling performances from Sonny's most adventurous 

ensemble (Don Cherry, Henry Grimes and Billy Hig-

gins), back during that brief interlude when Newk was 

under the spell of Omette Coleman. The highlights 

include Sonny's splendid ballad interpolations on 

"Everything Happens to Me," and the hard-driving 

ensemble blues interplay on "Sonnymoon for 'Rm." 

DON GROLNICK 

Weaver «Dreams [Blue Note] 

A visceral, no-compromise session, full of gutsy swing, 

tart harmonies and free-blowing polyphony that walks 

the stylistic chasm between hard bop and funk without 

condescension or glitz. Peter Erskine, Dave Holland 

(very much in his Paul Chambers mode) and the Bieck-

ers go for broke. 

CHICO HAMILTON 

Gongs East! piscovery] 

They got the liner notes and song sequences all balled up, 

but no matter. Long out of print, this session documents 

the cream of West Coast jazz experimentation back in the 

late '50s, with a cello-guitar-bass-reeds-drums combo 

that is probing, elegant and swinging. Noteworthy for the 

work of California native Eric Dolphy in the days before 

he completed post-grad work in caterwauling at the Uni-

versity of Mingus. His sound is lush and refined in the 

best tradition of Benny Carter and Bird. 

SAM PRICE 

Rib Joint [Savoy] 

Here's a joyous compilation from the '50s that stakes out 

the ground where jazz and blues met to form the very 

foundation of rock 'n' roll. Pianist Price has been active 

since the 1920s, and his playing is an encyclopedia of rol-

licking barrelhouse and boogie-woogie grooves. And 

when the legendary tenorist King Curtis and unhinged 

electric guitarist Mickey Baker (remember "Love Is 

Strange"?) cut loose over Price's big beat, Rib Joint will 

fire up any party. 

MILT HINTON 

Back to Basks [1Progressivel 

Sublime little duets with pianist Jane Jarvis, some fine 

grooving with Louis Benson and a venerable encyclope-

dia of seing bass motifs on this solid traditional date. Hin-

ton's bass is right up in your face on this intimate little 

recording, but where's the amp? Who needs one when 

your name is Milt Hinton and you've been minding the 

bottom since the '30s with Cab Calloway, making rock 

records for Atlantic in the'50s and modem jazz with Bran-

ford in the '1Xls? This man should be up there on Mount 

Rushmore. (1206 Decatur St, New Orleans, LA 70016) 

PAUL BLEY 

The Floater Syndrome [Savoy] 

The sound changes appreciably cut by cut, session by 

session, as if the producer wasn't quite sure what he had 

or how to present it in the trio of Paul Bley, Steve Swallow 

and Pete LaRoc,a. But taken as a whole, this remarkable 

trio was on the verge of a stylistic breakthrough. Swal-

low's bearish attack and woolly acoustic bass tone com-

plement rhythm mate LaRoca's dancing mixture of Baby 

Dodds and post-modem melodic fury; pianist Bley inter-

polates the work of Omette Coleman and Charles MM-

gus on piano, anticipating the later freedom of the 

Hancock/Carter/Williams and Jarrett/Haden/Motian 

rhythm teams. And do you think Pat Metheny might've 

copped something from Paul's reading of Carla Bley's 

"Syndrome"? 

BENNY GOODMAN TRIO 

AND QUARTET 

Avalon—ne Small Bands, VoL 2 [BluebircVBMG] 

From Kenny G to Benny G. My, what a difference five 

decades make. Clarinetist Goodman found his greatest 

popular success as a big-band leader in the swing era, 

when jazz was popular music—was dance music. But he 

probably found his greatest expression as a jazz artist in 

these propulsive trios and quartets with pianist Teddy 

Wilson, drummer Gene Krupa and vibraphonist Lionel 

Hampton. These fine digital remasterings highlight the 

warmth and clarity of the original recordings, and the 

absence of a bassist focuses each instrtnnent rhythmical-

ly, for breathtaking interplay and witty, high-wire impro-

visations of the highest order. 

—Chip Stern 

RIDERS ON THE STORM 

John Densmore 

[Delacorte Press] 

Alas, poor Densmore: While everyone else was grooving 

in the sunshine during the '60s of Love, he was trapped 

(by lack of options) playing drums in that dank spiritual 

basement known as the Doors. That's one theme that 
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runs through these shards of recollections; another is his 

difficulty getting laid. Despite its jumpy narrative, Riders 

on the Storm is invaluable first-person testimony, and 

not just about the Doors. After all, to his bandmates Jim 

Morrison Was an excruciating nutcase.—Scott Isler 

AFRICAN ROCK 

Chris Stapleton and Chris May 

putton Obelisk] 

Many African societies view musicians as derelicts, 

degenerates and drunkards, while US. music fans often 

refer to something as amorphous as "African music." This 

detailed, highly readable work dispels the latter myth and 

celebrates the sober as well as the sodden. Describing 

hundreds of the musical styles and personalities that have 

popped out of the Mother Continent since World War II 

(and especially since the '60s), the authors underscore the 

sheer diversity of sound, from the more famous (juju, 

soultous) to the lesser known (agbadza, ziglibithy). Anec-

dotes and sagacious quotes abound. Despite such weak-

nesses as no coverage of the musics of the Horn of Africa 

or the incredibly weak chapter on African music in Amer-

ica tacked on for the US. edition (they don't even mention 

African music pioneer Babatunde Olatunfifi, this is easily 

the best reference yet on African pop.-7bm Cheyney 

DEL MCCORY 

Don't Stop the Music [Rounder] 

Initially it's the sweetness of the twin fiddles, a slight 

variation on the Texas style, that makes you turn your 

head toward this feisty family affair. But it's McCory's 

vocals, with more twang than his banjo player, that keep 

you listening hard. Living legend Bill Monroe was a one-

time McCory boss, so even though you might not have 

heard of this bluegrass bandleader, you know he's paid 

his circuit dues. At 50 he's learned a lot, and it's the little 

things—whispered passages, bluesy phrasing, loping 

rhythms—that show how genuine his old-timey stance 

is. There's a lot of worry lines on his brow, and McCory's 

candid enough to tell where he picked them up. ( 1 Camp 

SL, Cambridge, MA 02140)—Jim liar:tie 

THE TRI -SAX- UAL SOUL 

CHAMPS 

Go Girl [Black Top/Rounder[ 

The Soul Champs—Austin's Mark Kazanoff, plus 

Atlanta's Grady Jackson and Sil Austin—play sax, as in 

smokin' B&B. Here they've joined distinctive guitarists 

like Snooks Eaglin and Clarence Hollimon for a party 

record that never loses its place between fun and conse-

quence. It tucks some no-sweat Effingtonia (Kazanoffs 

"Blue Dr) and Middle Eastern ("Misirlou") between sax 

battles like the title tune and songs such as "I Can't Keep 

Up with You," where guest singer Carol Fran lays down 

the law while guessing she's just in over her head. 

Lucidly recorded, with a dependable rhythm section of 

bassist Rhandy Simmons and Wes Starr, the Soul 

Champs sound free and targeted, subtleand frank, and 

although they never bland out, they don't wallow in yes-

terday's grease, either—James Hunter 

THE GUO BROTHERS 

& SHUNG TIAN 

Yuan [Realworld/Virgin] 

Playing their native flutes and shens (a hand-held 

mouth-blown organ), Yi and Yue Guo mostly tone up 

Chinese traditional songs, rendered in Guo arrange-

ments. They're more atmospheric and cinematic than 

authentic folk. Although Shung Man, a quintet based in 

England since 1989 in which sister Liang sings fetching-

ly, and former Clannad member Pol Brennan are also on 

hand, nobody clutters the Guos' confidently articulated 

melodies and cannily chosen textures. (Poise alone 

accounts for the Chinese-Irish connection, it turns out.) 

As lineas the Guos' nouveau Asian folk is—"The Dream 

of the Red Mansion," theme music from a Chinese TV 

drama, seems particularly cool—Yuan, especially Yue's 

rich and probing "My Second Life," leaves you hoping 

that next time these composer/musicians will write 

more of an album themselves. They've got dynamite 

instincts for rooted instrumental music, a little flash and 

lots of verve.—James Hunter 

MICKEY HART 

AI the Edge [Rykodisc] 

Hart calls these pieces "dreamsongs," as-they literally 

came to him in his sleep, if the liner notes are to be 

believed. Their effect is less sleep-inducing than trance-

like. Obscure instruments, many dating back to prehis-

toric times, are blended with nature's sound effects to 

create serene, contemplative atmospheres, making the 

occasional bursts of melody from (yes) Jerry Garcia's 

guitar or Airto Moreira's voice all the more surprising. 

Not many other albums can boast Zakir Hussain and 

Babatunde Olatunji on the same track, and the result is 

way better than anything Hart's regular band has man-

aged in the last decade.—Mac Randall 

THE BLUE AEROPLANES 

World View Blue [Ensign/Chrysalis] 

Striking an impeccable balance between artiness and 

-candor, pop and rock, the Blue Aeroplanes glide 

smoothly through this mini-album made up of new 

material, covers and blasts from the 'Planes' past. The 

eight tracks comprising World I kw Blue include three 

rediscoveries from the 'Planes' elusive back catalog 

and "You Are Loved," a new number that pairs Gerard 

Langley's warm and fuzzy vocals with a droning guitar 

pop backdrop reminiscent of the Smiths. But the real 

gems here are three covers through which the band 

pays tribute to their musical mentors. Richard Thomp-

son's "You're Gonna Need Somebody" skips sprightly 

along over a lush ground of guitar textures, a live ver-

sion of Bob Dylan's "IWanna Be Your Lover" is an unre-

lenting rave-up embellished with intriguing, 

psychedelia-inflected country-western guitar work, 

and a jubilant rendition of "Sweet Jane" tackles the 

strolling narrative of the Velvet Underground original 

with the exuberance of Bruce Springsteen's "Rosalita." 

—Sandy Masuo 

VARIOUS ARTISTS 

Giants «Dancebund Ilighlife [Original Music] 

This is African big-band swing music, courtesy ofGhana, 

and sounds every bit asstrange and delightful as that hybrid 

should imply. This collection presents three bands from 

three decades, includingthe Caribbean-flavored ET. Men-

sah and theTempos, a preeminent ensemble during the 

'50s, and the 15-piece Ramblers International Dance Band. 

But it's Professional Uhuru that really steals the show, its 

creamy horn section and driving Cubop percussive 

rhythms transforming traditional African melodies into 

beautifully exotic dance music. Highlife was one of the first 

African pop idioms to sustain interest on these shores, no 

doubt because it was "society" music that did indeed draw 

some inspiration from 'Ms and '40s big-band swing. But 

like the best Latin mantbo bands of the '50s—a sound Pro-

fessional Uhuru calls to mind more than occasionaly—it's 

at once disarmingly happy and sophisticated music, and 

with a dance quotient that's very much up to date. dl.D. 1, 

Box 190, tastier Rd.,'Ilvoli, NY 12583)—Mark Rowland 

VARIOUS ARTISTS 

The Sound «Kinshasa [Original Music' 

Subtitled "Guitar Classics from Zaire," this collection 

deftly charts the progress of what has become Africa's 

most influential pop music. What's wild is how much the 

original form borrowedfrom early Cuban folk and salsa, 

itself the dominant strain of dance music throughout the 

Caribbean. The mix here of wafting horn lines, swaying 

percussive patterns and, of course, those amazing, 

reverb-laden Zairean guitar lines on tracks by the likes 

of Rochereau and Dr. Nico is about as dreamy as life can 

be. A personal note: I lacked onto this album several 

years ago when it came out on LP, and it's been an my 

tap 10 playlist ever since. The CD's sound quality is about 

the same, which is to say serviceable, but I guarantee 

that if you have any feel for this stuff, The Sound of Kin-

shasa is one disc that will stand the test of time. (LLD. 1, 

Box 190, Lashr-r Rd., Tivoli, NY 12583)—Mark Rowland 

MIKE MCGEAR 

McGearlii)kodisci 

This 16-year-old artifact represents the only collabora-

tion between comic/musician Mike McGear and his big 

brother Paul McCartney. Fortunately, this is Paul circa 

"Jet" and "Junior's Fame'so the album—all of which he 

wrote or co-wrote save for one cover—fairly rocks. 

Benny Laine and Jimmy McCullough's guitars throw 

sparks throughout, and McGear's odd humor lends its 

distinctive touch to "Norton" and "The Man Who Feund 

God on the Moon" (which Robyn Hitchcock must've 

heard at an impressionable age). Plus that great cover of 

Rosy Music's "Sea Breezes" with the pun no one got the 

first time around: "It's a shame to think about yesterday, 

it's a shame." %%liana guy.—lhomas Anderson 
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ROADMAPS TO THE MUSIC BUSINESS 

"In this world of artists and con-artists, Roadmaps 
will help you to distinguish one-from the other" 

—Carlos Santana 
Will benefit musicians and seasoned performers who 

seek to understand the business of music. Available from 
Road Publishers, 1110S. Alms School Rd, Suite 297, Dept. 
M, Mesa, AZ. 85210 $ 10 plus $2.50 shipping/handling. 
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STOP GETTING SCREIVED! Learn to make more money. 
get inure work, write powerful contracls, he erectile with 
clients, and more. "How to Succeed In The dt SIC 
BUSINESS:a career manual by Steve Crowell. 

Send $7.95 today! 
RMII Publications, Dept. MM, P.O. Box 1740, 

Diamond Springs, CA 95610 

RECORDS & TAPES 

AMAZING FREE CASSETTE mail order catalogs. Reggae, 
Dub, New Wave, Rock, Funk, Experimentals. ROIR, 611 Broadway, 
Suite 411M, New Soi-k, NY 10012.  

THE LARGEST MUSIC SELEC'TION in the 
world! Over 80,000 rock/pop/jazz CDs from Canada, Europe and 
Japan. Free catalog! Overseas Shoppper, Box 22354-F, Portland, 
OR 97222. (503) 652-7573. 

SERVICES 

FOR COMPLETE CASSETTE, CD. 
RECORD MANUFACTURING & 
PACKAGING SERVICES CALL: 

(513)681-8400 Q CO 

D332 SPRIM GROVL At 1\1.1 •CI\CI\\ \-1,0111045225 

COMPACT DISC 
MANUFACTURING AND 

HIGH QUALITY 
CASSETTE DUPLICATION 

Affordable pricing for the small independent tables or 
hulk iduals. Complete services include digital mastering, 
graphics, rotor separations, printing, packaging and 
fulfillment. All work is guaranteed. We will be glad to 
answer any questions that you may have. Call ( 317) 353-1113 
or write to: 

WMG, Inc. 
(I1orld Media Group) 8472 Bmokville Road, Indianapolis, 
Indiana 46239. Pr (317) 353-0750 Attn: Jerslellentine. 

SONGWRITERS 

LEARN SONGWRITING & COMPOSE M L SIC. Prows-
sronal instruction by mail. For course description: AMERICAN 
CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTE, Box 3102I-D, Cleveland, 011 
44135.  

Want to become a better songwriter? 15 page booklet lases 
lips on bros. Also tips on copyrights, and contacts. Send S7 lo: 

COI DEN TOUCI1 ENTERPRISES 
150 S. Glenoaks Blvd., 

Suite 9248 
Burbank, CA 91510 

SONGWRITING instruction/evaluation through the mail is 
asai table from Workshop Origina Is, 892 S. Ou ieto Way, Denver CO 
80223. Write for more information. I.et's get those songs 

publisher-ready! 

"SING WRITERS—MUSICIANS 
SINGERS—PROMOTERS" 

Our clients need good commercial songs all types) for-
possible contracts if your material is accepted. Send us 
YOUR BEST (lead, tape, and history) along with $ 10.00 per 
song for safe-return and handling cost—(material will be 
discarded is fee not enclosed). 
IFYOUR MATERIALISACCEPTED-FF.En ILL BEREFUNDED. 
Send to: GRAPHIC ENTERPRISES, Box 195, Allamuchy, NJ 
07829. Attn.:Went Search—M3 

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND 
TRACKS All the great songs of the 

80's, 70's, 60's, 50's, 40's, 
30's, 20's, and more. 

Chrome tape cassettes 
with removable vocals 

plus lyrics and stereo 
background tracks. 
Record with exact 

re-creations of 
the hits. 
FREE 
catalog 
of over 

2000 songs! 
POCKET SONGS 
Dept. K Box 229 
Irvington, NY 10533 

TALENT 

LOOKING POR A 
RECORD DEAL OR 

RECORD PROMOTION? 
Send tapes to: 

ALEX GREENE & ASSOC. 
27380 Gratiot We. 
Roseville, MI «66 

or call ( 313)779 10207 
or fax ( 313) 779-2565 

Ut R COMPILATION CD'S 
GET RESULTS! 

1
1- IF LIB BANDS SIGN El I OFF VOL l&2' 

-College radio 'tali, malls 
-11•ade Publication lic• Wm>. 

Send demos to: Rockit Records 
55918 Union I.k. Rd. 5.14e 306 

xlr t Iliums. MI 48011 SIT 71,12-8452 

WANTED TO BUY 

WANTED TO BUY/SELL: GUITARS, BANJOS, Mandolins: 
Gibson, C F Martin, Grefsch, D'Angelico, D'Aquisto, Stromberg, 
Dobro, National, older Fender, Rickenbarker, Gibson, IS&D, 
Epiphone, Paramount, Vega, Fairbanks, Stewart. MANDOLIN 
BROS., 629 FOREST, 054U, STATEN ISLAND, NI 10310. FREE 
CATALOG. 718-581-3226. 

AD INDEX 
The following i ompanies are more than willing to fill you 
in on their products. Coll or write them, and tell 'em you 
sow it in MUSICIAN. 

American Educational Music Publications - 1106E 
Budingtan, Fairfield. IA 52556 5151472.3100  77 
Audio-Technica - 1221 Commerce 0c, Stow, Ohl 44224421n) 
686-2600  .47 
Back Esau« - 33 Commerciol St, Gloucester, MA 01930 ... 113 
Bartolini Guitar Components - BOX 934, Livermore, CA 
9-4500 (410) 443-1037  74 
Bose Musk Express - 50 W. 17th St. Now York, NY 10011 
(1100) 233-6357  65 
Carver - P. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046 1-800443-
CAVR  58 
Garvin - D.Ø. MX74, 1155 Industrial, Escondido, CA 92025 
(1119) 747.1710  84 
D'Addario - 210 Regale E. Fonninudde, NY 11735151 9 
454-9450   ao 
Dean Markley - 3350 Scat Blvd. re, Sarno Clams CA 
95054 (408) 98452456 (BOG 538-8330  39 
MigiTech See DOD Electronics   
DOD Electronics - 5639 South Riley Lone, Salt Lake Clip,  UT 
84107 (801) 268-8400  29,99 
Electro-Vbice - 600 Cod Si, Buchanan, MI 49107)6161 
4.95.68-31   17 
EtAG - P.O. Box 1394, Sonia Rosa, CA 93402 (707)525-99,1 
 28 

Fender - 1130Columbio St, Brea, CA9'2621 (7141990-0909 
  12,70 

OHS Strings - 2813 Wilber Are. Bogle Creek, MI 4901516161 
968.3331  54 
MIT/Musicians' institute - 1655 McCodden PI, Hollywood 
CA 90028 (2131462-1384 69 
Hohner inc. - I1O. Box 15035, Richmond, VA 23227(804i 
550-2700   18 
Hughes & Kenner - 35 Summit Aye, ChoddsfordeA 19137 
1215) 558-0345  28 
JCL - 8500 Balboa Blvd, Northridge, CA913291818)893-8411 
 6. 81 
Kars - 13.7 Frost St., Westbury, NY 115904516) 333-9100  2 
Martin Gutter Company - 510 Sycamore St, %web PA 
180641715) 759-2837 59 
Pearl - 408 Harding Indeed Dr., Nashville, TN 3721116151 
833-4477 67 
Peavey - 711 ASI, Meridian, MS 393011601)483-5365  37 
han. - 1080242th Ave. W , Everett, WA98204 (2061355-)00 
 21 

Roland - 7200 Dominiori Cirde, Los Angeles, CA 90040 (2131 
685-514     4 
RatoSound/Superwound - Strings 11nlinited, BOX 6041. 
Bridgewater, N1 08807 (8C1D) 432-3433    63 
Samson Technologies - 485-19 So. Broadway, Hiclovilks NY 
11801 (516) 932-M310  23 
Shure Brothers lac, - 222 Hortrey Avo, Evonston,11. 60202 
(312186o-2700  26 
Sony - Sony Drive, Pork Ridge, NJ 07656   49, 30, 31 
Sony Pro Audio - 160(1 Queen Anne Rd, Teaneck, NJ 07666 
1201)833-5310  62 
Taylor Guitars - 9353 Abraham, Santee, CA 92071 (619) 
258-1207   45 
Warwick/Basses - KDS Technologies, P.O. lox 507, Bloom-
field, Cl 06002._ 73 
Yamaha - 6600 Orongdhorpe Ave., BOOM Pork, CA 90620 
(714) 522-9011   100 
Yorkville Sound Inc. -4600 Wdmer Indushial Egos, Niagarc 
Foils, NY 14305 (716) 297-2920  60 
Zoom - 100Manne Pkwyi 6435, Redwood Oty, CA 940651415i 
873-5885  43 

DEVELOPMENTS 

Ironed from page 841 called an Instrument. 

Eight Instruments can be summoned up at 

once to create what's known as a Bank. 
These Instruments also form the first eight 

tracks of the sequencer. 

Because of this hierarchical structure, 

adding effects to sounds can be a little bit 

tricky. There's just one effects processor 

which can be applied at the individual In-

strument level or globally at the Bank level. 

Global effects can be loaded from disk or 

drawn from a pool of 13 onboard ROM ef-

fects. 

The effects processor itself is a little 24-bit 

powerhouse. It has some premium au-

diophile reverb algorithms and lots of useful 
chorus + reverb + delay-style multieffects. 

The Leslie cabinet simulation is the best 
around. The effects give you all the standard 
adult programming parameters, many of 

which can be modulated by any number of 

MIDI controllers. Voices can be routed to the 

effects processor via three separate busses, 
which makes it possible to apply only reverb 

to one Instrument, while another gets re-

verb, chorus and delay and a third goes dry. 

All these new effects facilities, plus the 

machine's other features, bring the EN well 

into the '90s. 

In the coming months, we'll be seeing 

more experiments with the way different 

synth-related functions get combined in a 

single piece of gear. The tone module was an 

interesting packaging idea; the workstation 

was another. And now Roland has taken a 

brand-new design direction with their 

Studio M, a tone module with built-in effects 

plus a sequencer with tape sync and mix 

automation combo. Whoa, let's break that 

down. The sequencer is a 16-track, 50,000-

step job. Eight sequencer tracks are dedi-

cated to the Studio M's onboard voices and 

the other eight are for driving external MIDI 

instruments. The internal sounds are of the 

Roland RS-PCM variety. There are 30 voices 

that can be spread over eight multi-timbral 

parts and processed through any of 13 on-

board effects. The sequencer reads and 
writes Roland's 'Pape Sync II synchronization 

code. Among its other tricks, it'll let you 

automate effects settings plus panning and 

levels for all 16 sequencer tracks. Whew. In 

short, if you've got a MIDI keyboard, the 

Studio M gives you everything you need to go 

with it in one tidy little box. Splendid idea, 

what? 
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Each year at 

this time the music biz 

buzzes with every-

body's 

favorite 

Christmas 

package—the 

annual cassette of weird 

holida novelty songs from 

TV comedy writer Eddie Gorodelsky. This year you can get in 

on the fun, too. CBS is releasing Christmas Party with Eddie 

G, the ultimate collection ofgonzo seasonal selections, forgot-

ten aberrations and Christmas radio fitter. To celebrate, we 

offered Eddie a page of Ilusirian to entertain our readers with 

some of his favorite musician jokes. So roll up the carpet and 

spike that eggnog—we're ready for Eddie! 

When Duke Ellington died, Saint Peter was wait-

ing for him at the Pearl 

"Duke," Saint Peter said, 

so good to haveyou her( '-

The boss wants 

you to lead heat - 

en's all-star band. 

You can choose whoever you want. 1 ou o ant saxo-

phones, you got 'em. Ben Webster, Lester Young, 

John Coltrane. Drunmiers? Chick Webb, Buddy Rich. 

Guitars? How about Charlie Christian, Wes Mont-

gomery or even Jimi Hendrix?" 

Duke listens carefully. Saint Peter leans in close 

and speaks in a more confidential manner, "Listen. 

One thing. When you're thinking about a singer— 

God has this girl..." 

This frog is driving in a car. Coming the other way 

in another ear is a trombone player. What's the differ-

ence bet vv een the two? The frog might be on his way 

to a gig. 

This guy goes to Africa. He gets off the plane and 

the first thing he hears is the drums—the throbbing 

tribal beat of the drums. He turns to a native in the 

airport and asks, "What's the deal with the drums?" 

The native replies, "Very bad if drums stop." He gets 

to his hotel and the drums are still beating out their 

rhythmic pulse. He asks the bell-hop, "What's the 

deal with the drums?" The bell-hop replies, "Very bad 

if drums stop." Later, he's walking in the town square 

and all he can hear are the drums. He's about to ask 

someone on the street when, suddenly, the drums 

stop. He turns to the man closest to him and asks, 
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"Now what happens?" The guy says to him, "Very bad. 

Now come bass solo." 

Q. How many members of U2 does it take to screw 

in a light bulb? 

A. One. Bono just holds the light bulb and the 

world revolves around him. 

Q. How many drummers does it take to screw in a 

light bulb? 

A. They have machines that do that now. 

This new nightclub opens. It has lots of little rooms 

and above the door of each room is a number. The 

'lumber represents the average IQ of the people in 

he room so you can find people at your own level. So 

Iris guy walks in the room marked 180 and listens to 

I lie conversation-1 think Proust is one good exam-

ple." ti'., a tutu' too notch for him so he goes into the 

room marked 130— 

Iruffaurs early films are 

immiscent of..." Still too 

'wavy, so he tries the room 

marked 90—"Actually, as 

far as SC(Illei1 go, Jae Harder wasn't that bad." He 

checks out the room marked 70—"You know, that 

'Roseanne' is a pretty funny show." Finally, he gets to 

the room marked 40. He opens the door and two guys 

are sitting there. One says to the other, "So, what size 

sticks do you use?" 

Q. How do you make a rock guitarist turn down? 

A. Put a chart in front of him. 

A hunter is on safari in Africa. All he can hear is the 

furious beat of the drums echoing through the jungle. 

He says to his guide, "I don't like the sound of those 

drums." They go a little further into the jungle. The 

beat is even more furious. "I don't like the sound of 

those drums." They hike a little further. The sound is 

overwhelming. He shouts to his guide, "I really don't 

like the sound of those drums!" Suddenly, a head pops 

out from the underbrush and yells at him, "Hey, give 

us a break. He's not our regular drummer." 

Q. What's the difference between the Lawrence 

Welk band and a moose? 

A. On a moose, the horns are in front and the ass-

hole is in the back. 

A very intense, self-absorbed saxophone player is 
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sitting at the bar after playing all night. A beautiful 

woman shyly approaches him and says, "Excuse me, t 

hate to intrude, but I just have to tell you that I saw 

you play tonight. I have never been so deeply affected 

by music before. It's like it woke up my mind and my 

heart. It also woke me up as a woman. Your music 

touched me so deeply that t just want to take you 

home with me and make mad passion-

ate love to you all night long. 

The saxophone player 

stares at her for a 

moment and asks, 

you see the first set or the second set?" 

Q. What did it say on the blues singer's grave-

stone? 

A."1 didn't wake up this morning." 

This musician gets off the road. He wakes up on 

his first day back and calls up Buddy Rich's house. 

Buddy's wife answers. "May I speak to Buddy?" the 

musician asks. "Buddy's dead," replies Mrs. Rich. 

They hang up. The next day, he calls again. "May I 

speak to Buddy?" he asks. "Buddy's dead," she replies. 

They hang up. The next morning, he calls again. 

"May I speak with Buddy?" he asks. "Look," says Mrs. 

Rich, "you've been calling here every day. I told 

you—Buddy is dead." "I know," says the musician, "I 

just love hearing it." 

Tom Fogerty dies. He opens his eyes and he's sitting 

in a giant rehearsal hall. Every type of instrument 

imaginable is there. He can't figure out what's going 

on. Suddenly, the door swings open and Jimi Hendrix 

walks in, picks up a guitar and sits down next to him. 

Right behind him are John Lennon, Buddy Holly, King 

Curtis and Brian Jones. All the instruments are taken 

except the drums. Tom is excited. He's figured out 

where he is. He turns to Jimi and says, "This is great. 

There really is a rock 'n' roll heaven and fin in the hand. I 

can't wait till we 

start janunin'." 

Jimi says,"Heav-

en? Did you say heav-

en?" Just then the door 

swings open. Karim Car-

penter strides in, sits 

down at thedrums and 

says, "Okay, every-

body, 'Close to You.' 

One, bvo, three..." 



ianKees Rocks 

Ted Nugent, Tommy Shaw, Jack Blades and Michael 
Cartellone left nothing to chance for their debut world tour. 
They selected DigiTech to handle their signal processing needs. 
Below is just some of the DigiTech gear they're using. 

Two GSP 21 Guitar Signal Processors 
21 effects, up to tO at a time, plus a full function foot controller. 
Applications: for guitar effects. 

• Two Whammy Pedals Up to 2 octave up/down smooth note/ 
chord bending. pitch detune, and harmony 
interval shifting. 
Applications: gir guitar effects 

Currently 

en their 

U.S. tour 

Photo by Robin Visotskv 

e  

Three IPS 33B Super Harmony Machines 
Create 2 & 3 part chromatic, intelligent and user-defined harmonies. 
Applications: for guitar and vocal harmony effects. 

Three DSP 256 Digital-effects Processor 
lip to 4 effects at a time from 24 available. 
Applications: for guitar, bass, and vocal effects. 

DigiTech 
5639 South Riley Lane 
Sit Lake City, Utah. 84107 

sea 0 
leech 

The sound of the 90s 

H \ Hamm International Company 



THEY SAY MUSIC SHOW. 
COME FROM THE HEART. 
BUT IT SHOULDN'T COST 
YOU AN ARM AN  1 A LEG. 
Why is it that such trivial mat- power beyond anything in its class. 

ters as money are always getting in the And it's equipped with the same digi-
way of your music? tal convolution filters found in the 

Especially when there exists a SY77 Synthesizer, so you can take any 
synthesizer like the Yamaha SY55. At sample and give it anything from a 
a price of only $1395:' minor tweak to a major overhaul. 

The SY55 produces sounds with It also includes a full-featured 
absolute clarity. With better fidelity, in 8-track sequencer and a rich palette of 
fact, than most CD players. MAHA 34 programmable digital effects, in-

It comes with 64 pre- cluding reverbs, gates, early reflections, 
set voices in ROM, and delays and distortion. 
room for 128 more (64 in There's an SY55 just waiting to 
RAM and 64 on a Voice be heard at a nearby authorized Yamaha 

W55Data Card). Each voice dealer. May we suggest that you stop 
contains up to four dif- by and help yourself to an earful. 
ferent waves, using the 74 For the affordable price of $1395, <„,Yf  
16-bit samples built in, or ajo of en we think you're really going to get 

ce those on aWave Data Card. '''"avred,ato't Icja attached to it. With YAMAHA 
Better still, the SY55 has editing all of your heart. 

il 
YAMAHA 

01990 Yamaha Corporation of ArnericeManearturers suggested retail price 
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